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ABSTRACT 

All-inorganic and hybrid organic-inorganic metal halide materials, especially halide 

perovskites, have sparked the interest of the materials research community due to their excellent 

optoelectronic properties and their diverse tunable crystal structures and chemical compositions. 

APbX3 (A = Cs, CH3NH3; X = Cl, Br, I) perovskites prepared decades ago are today’s shining 

stars with CH3NH3PbI3 attracting attention as a solar cell material, and CsPbX3 and Cs4PbX6 as 

materials for radiation detector, display and lighting technology applications. Despite these notable 

achievements in the field, Pb-based perovskites suffer from lead toxicity and poor thermal, air and 

moisture stability which ultimately hamper their overall incorporation into marketable devices.  

This dissertation largely focuses on non-Pb metal halide systems that have been 

underexplored in literature, primarily those based on group 11 and 12 metals (Cu, Zn, Cd and Hg). 

Thus, in Chapter 2, a summary of the results of investigations into the structural and optical 

properties of the (CH3NH3)2CdX4 (X = Cl, Br, I) family is provided in which we conclude that 

contrary to our expectations room temperature luminescence could not be achieved in this low-

dimensional family. A summary of the studies on the (C5H7N2)2MBr4 (X = Zn, Hg) family is also 

presented in Chapter 2, where we found that by substituting a known emissive organic cation, we 

could obtain materials that demonstrate room-temperature luminescence resulting from 

simultaneous emission from both organic and inorganic units. In Chapter 3, the incorporation of 

a large bulky cation in the R-M-X (R = C15H26N; M = Zn, Cd; X = Br, I) family is reported. As a 

result, room temperature luminescence with quantum efficiency values up to XXX was achieved. 

Interestingly, light emission in this family was found to originate mostly from the organic cations. 

In Chapter 4, we show that the concept of dimensional reduction can also be applied to all-

inorganic halides with the preparation and characterization of compounds in the CsX-CuX (X = 
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Cl, Br, I) systems. Notable, the obtained materials include Cs3Cu2I5 that demonstrates a near-unity 

quantum efficiency blue emission at room temperature. Finally, the dissertation is concluded in 

Chapter 5 with a discussion of possible future directions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Luminescent Low-Dimensional Metal 

Halides 

1.1 Introduction 

Inspiration for the work presented in this dissertation comes from the groundbreaking 

recent discoveries reported in the field of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIP), which 

spans the disciplines of solid-state chemistry, physics, materials science and engineering. The 

fascination with metal halide perovskites can be traced to their unprecedented tunability of both 

structure and properties which has led to the exponential growth of the performance of the 

paragon, CH3NH3PbI3, as an absorber for solar cells.1 The wide range of advantageous 

optoelectronic properties reported for these materials, including high optical absorption, long 

charge carrier lifetimes, large dielectric constants, and others make them candidates for a 

number of practical applications.2 These diverse properties arise from the diversity in chemical 

compositions, crystal and electronic structures present within the material family, all of which 

can be chemically tailored to suit the needs of a specified application.  

In almost two decades, research on halide perovskite-based materials has grown 

exponentially, with approximately 7200 papers published on the subject in 2018 alone (Figure 

1). Despite these high numbers, the scientific community was not always as enthusiastic about 

this class of materials. Halide perovskites were sporadically studied for over 100 years before 

they became a hot topic after the report in 2009 of CH3NH3PbI3 as a solution-processable solar 

absorber in the first perovskite solar cell reported with a 3.8% efficiency.3 Since then, the 

efficiency has sky-rocketed to >24%4 in little over ten years, making this the fastest developing 

solar cell material to date.5 Prior to the material’s use in solar cells, its use as a phosphor was 

demonstrated in the first perovskite light-emitting diode (LED), which was made from the 2D 
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PEA2PbI4 (PEA = C6H5(CH2)2NH3), which emitted bright green light at 70 K.6 In 2014, ten 

years after the first HOIP based LED was reported, Tan et al. reported appreciable  infrared and 

green room temperature luminescence of CH3NH3PbBr2I (EQE = 0.76%) and CH3NH3PbBr3 

(EQE = 0.1%), respectively.7 As a result of room temperature luminescence being achieved, 

the interest in perovskite-based light emitters has increased tremendously in the past 4 years, 

with reports of small changes in chemical composition resulting in tunable room temperature 

emission with either narrowband emission with high color purity spanning the visible to the 

NIR region,8-9 or broadband emission spanning the entire visible spectrum with high color 

rendition10 some with external quantum efficiencies (EQE) up to 21.5%.11 While these recent 

improvements in fabrication and EQEs demonstrate the promise of perovskite materials for 

LED applications, improvement is still needed to be on par with the current commercially 

available OLED materials boasting EQEs around 37% and climbing.12  

 

Figure 1. Increase in the number of publications on perovskites since 2000. Data obtained from 

Thomas Rheuters,Web of Science. 

Currently, the majority of halide perovskite materials dominating the field are based on 

CH3NH3(Pb, Sn)(Br,I)3 with the bulk of efforts going towards the optimization of the efficiency 
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and stability of these materials for low-cost-per-watt photovoltaic devices.13 This is because 

these halide perovskites are not only solution-processable, but exhibit ideal semiconducting 

properties such as high electron-hole mobilities, small effective masses of electrons and holes, 

long carrier lifetimes, and large optical absorption in comparison to other semiconductors like 

GaAs and Si which allows more of the light spectrum to be used to generate carriers for solar 

cell applications.14-15 Their all-inorganic counterparts like CsPbX3 and Cs4PbBr6,
16 are 

currently being explored for photoemission applications due to their versatile 

photoluminescence properties such as high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY, > 80%) 

in solution, tunable band gaps and narrow full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM, <20 nm) thus 

resulting in bright, pure colors. Lower-dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic halide systems 

have also been of interest due to their reported broadband white light emission, which is rare as 

the majority of white light is created through the use of multiple phosphors rather than 

originating from a single material.17  

Despite the advantageous physical properties of the heavily studied Pb/Sn perovskite 

families, the toxicity of Pb and marked instability of Sn halides remain major concerns for the 

implementation of these materials in marketable devices due to demonstrated issues with air, 

moisture, and thermal instability.18-20  The majority of these instability issues have been linked 

to the volatility of small organic cations or permeability of the structure to water within the 

air.20 Thus there is a need to identify other metal halide-based systems that contain less toxic or 

non-toxic components as well as offer better air, moisture and thermal stability. To that end, 

many reports in literature show that through lowering the dimensionality of metal-halide 

perovskite structures through the incorporation of large organic cations with long hydrophobic 

aliphatic chains can lead to higher moisture and air stability than their original 3D parent 
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structure.21-23 Lowering the dimensionality of these compounds also affect the properties 

exhibited by the materials. For instance, by changing the size and shape of the organic counter 

cation, the NIR emission exhibited by the 3D CH3NH3PbI3
24 parent was tuned to visible green 

emission through dimensional reduction in the 2D (C6H5C2H4NH3)2PbI4 system.6 Other 

perovskite families have also shown remarkable change in photoluminescence properties as 

their dimensionality has been reduced.13 Unfortunately, predictability of the exact structures 

and properties that will result from dimensional reduction is still poor, especially within 

understudied systems like  many transition metal, lanthanide and actinide halide systems. 

However, through the systematic study of chemical substitution on different sites within the 

crystal structure, structure and property trends can be established for these underexplored 

material systems.  

Purely from a fundamental perspective, we note the fact that non-Pb/Sn A-B-X halides 

(A = electropositive inorganic or organic cation, B = metal cation, X = Cl, Br, I) have received 

relatively little attention in literature so far with a few known members for alternative metal 

elements, whose optical and electronic properties have not been comprehensively 

characterized. Specifically, for light emission applications, our central hypothesis in this 

dissertation was that Cu- and Zn- based halides could be viable alternatives to lead halide 

materials. Thus, Zn and Cu are inexpensive, earth-abundant and nontoxic metal elements that 

are also capable of forming low-dimensional metal halide crystal structures that demonstrate 

enhanced excitonic properties. To study the impact of metal substitutions, we also considered 

halides of the heavier group 12 metal analogs, Cd and Hg. Our results presented in this 

dissertation confirm that indeed, A-B-X (where B = Zn, Cd, Hg, Cu) halides can be structurally 

engineered to exhibit localized charges, strong excitonic interactions, and consequently, high 
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efficiency room-temperature luminescence comparable (or better) than that reported for lead 

halide perovskites. 

To better understand the motivation for the research reported in the following chapters 

of this dissertation, in the following sections of this chapter, necessary background information 

is provided on the structure and properties of halide perovskites. First, we begin by examining 

the various structures of the metal halide perovskites and how through the use of various 

structural components different dimensionalities can be induced. The structural discussion is 

followed by a review of the fundamental optical properties observed in low-dimensional halide 

perovskites and their potential practical applications. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of 

non-Pb/Sn halides, their crystal structures and physical properties. 

1.2 Crystal Structures of Low-Dimensional Halides 

1.2.1 Three-Dimensional Parent Structure 

 

Figure 2. Ideal cubic ABX3 perovskite crystal structure the blue, red and gray spheres represent 

A, B and X, respectively. 
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The three-dimensional (3D) halide perovskite structure has a general formula of ABX3 

and is described by its characteristic 3D corner-sharing inorganic framework comprised of BX6 

octahedra. The inorganic framework forms a cubic arrangement from a 6-fold coordinated less 

electropositive cations (B) bridged by halide anions (X) which surround a more electropositive 

cation (A) that sits in a 12-fold coordinated hole as shown in Figure 2. In order for this structure 

type to form, constraints such as charge balance, ionic sizes, bonding/coordination preferences 

of the constituents must be considered or a 3D perovskite structure will most likely not form. 

Charge balance is one of the most important aspects of the formability of a perovskite 

because metal halides are ionic and are expected to form charge-balanced line compounds. 

Classically, halide perovskite structures are composed of monovalent halides at the X-site (e.g. 

F, Cl, Br, I), divalent metal cations located at the B-site (e.g. Pb2+, Sn2+, Ge2+, Mn2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, 

Hg2+, Eu2+, Yb2+, etc.) and smaller monovalent A-site cations (e.g. K+, Rb+, or Cs+ in all-

inorganic 3D halide perovskites, and small organic cations such as methylammonium 

(CH3NH3
+)25 and formamidinium (CH5N2

+) in 3D HOIPs.26-27 While the +2 valence 

requirement of the B cation has been popular due to 3D perovskites containing  Pb2+ exhibiting 

remarkable optoelectronic properties, it can be extended to include other valences such as +1, 

+3, and +4 charges in equal number or with enough vacancies at the B-site so the average charge 

remains +2. This has been demonstrated in some double perovskites where mixed-valent 

metals, like gold as seen in Cs2AuIAuIIII6,
28 or two metals with different oxidation states such 

as in Cs2AgIBiIIIX6 (X = Cl, Br),29 are used. 

Due to size constraints of the ionic framework, only A cations of a certain size will fit 

within the pocket created by the inorganic [BX3] sublattice. Once this size limit is surpassed, 

the 3D structure will no longer be accessible and lower-dimensional and/or non-perovskite 
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systems may result. To predict if a 3D perovskite structure may form from selected A, B and X 

ions, the Goldschmidt’s Tolerance Factor (t) can be calculated using the ionic radii of each 

constituent as follows: 

 
𝑡 =  

𝑅A +  𝑅X

√2(𝑅𝐵 + 𝑅X)
 (1) 

where the ionic radius of the A cation (RA) and X anion (RX) are inversely proportional to the 

square root of two times the sum the radius of the B cation (RB) and the X anion (RX).30 A 

tolerance factor of 1 indicates the formability of an ideal perovskite structure, however it has 

been empirically determined that a 3D perovskite structure may form for halides within the 0.8 

> t > 1.1 limit, although they may be distorted, especially at the lower end of the empirical 

range.31 If t > 1.1 the A cation is too large, which induces lower dimensional perovskite or non-

perovskite structure formation, whereas if t < 0.8, the A cation is too small which will cause 

drastic distortion of the octahedral framework and cause the formation non-perovskite 

structures as well. Setting t = 1 for an ideal 3D cubic perovskite to form, the A cation size 

restriction for various [BX3] frameworks can be calculated. For example, using RPb = 1.19 Å 

and RI = 2.20 Å, it has been calculated that RA can be no larger than 2.6 Å for the [PbI3] 

perovskite framework, which consequently means organic molecules no larger than three C-C 

or C-N bonds will fit within the 3D perovskite structure without causing a dimensional 

reduction.2 Revisions of the tolerance factor range have been suggested in recent literature,31-32 

but despite these revisions, some systems still cannot be accurately predicted despite falling 

within the revised tolerance factor ranges.33 Another key factor in determining the formability 

of 3D perovskite parent structures is the octahedral factor (µ), which uses a simple model for 

the six-fold coordination ionic bonding between the metal cation, B, and halide anion, X, to 
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determine the formability of octahedral BX6 units. The octahedral factor, which originates from 

Pauling’s radius ratio rules, was first introduced to explain the formability of some oxide 

perovskite structures34 and has since been adapted for use in halide perovskite systems.35 An 

octahedra is formed if the octahedral factor, defined as, 

 𝜇 =  
𝑟B

𝑟X
 (2) 

where rB is the ionic radius of B and rX is the ionic radius of X, is kept within the range of  0.44 

< µ < 0.89 for halides.35 As with the tolerance factor, if µ is outside the range the ionic radii of 

the B metal cation is either too small or large for a stable octahedra to form. This also points to 

the importance of finding the correct B metal and X halide combinations if an octahedrally-

based structure is desired. 

Along with ionic size restraints and charge balance requirements, bonding/coordination 

preferences of the metal ions, especially in the metal-halide framework, greatly impact the 

formability of the classical 3D perovskite parent structure. Stereoactivity of lone pairs of the B-

site cation can affect the coordination environment by hybridizing with other orbitals of either 

the metal or the coordinated halide which may negatively affect the formability of the 3D parent 

structure.36 Some systems where stereochemically active s2 electron lone pairs are known to 

interfere with octahedral coordination and cause distortion of the 3D perovskite framework 

generally contain Sn2+, Pb2+, Tl+, Ge2+, Sb3+, and Bi3+.36-40 Hybridization of the metal’s s2-

orbital lone pair pushes the crystallographic center of the metal halide octahedra off center, 

causing alternating long and short B-X bonds and produces interesting properties like 

ferroelectricity as seen in the distorted CsGeCl3
40-41 and high ionic conductivity in 

CH3NH3GeCl3.
42 In an HOIP, the organic cation can also coordinate with the metal halide 
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octahedra and induce distortion. By hydrogen bonding through the halide anion to the 

stereochemically active lone pair, the rigid organic cation can pull the octahedra towards it, 

causing structural distortion through its coordination, as is observed in the low temperature 

CH3NH3SnBr3 structure and room temperature CH3NH3GeCl3.
36 Jahn-Teller distortion of 

halide perovskites containing transition metals such as KCuF3,
43 Cs2Au2Br6

44 as well as other 

perovskites containing Mn2+, Cr2+, Fe2+ and Cu2+ have been reported.45-49 These distortions can 

lead to interesting physical properties such as ferroelectricity.27 With this and the other restraints 

in mind, it is clear that only certain combinations of A, B and X ions will form a 3D perovskite.  

1.2.2 Lower-Dimensional Perovskite-Derived Structures 

When the strict structural restraints of the 3D halide perovskite parent are relaxed, 

variation of the structural dimensionality becomes possible, allowing for a greater tunability of 

the structure and the resulting optoelectronic properties. The degree to which dimensional 

reduction occurs depends on similar factors as the formation of the 3D parent, with the size and 

shape of the A-site cation and the bonding and coordination preferences of the constituents 

being the most influential factors. In the 3D halide perovskite parent structure, the size of the 

A-site cation is restricted to the dimensions of the 12-fold coordinated cuboctahedral hole 

within the B-X lattice. When a cation that exceeds the size of the hole is introduced, lower-

dimensional (2D, 1D, to 0D) structures will form depending on the size and shape of the A-site 

cation, effectively slicing the 3D parent structure down different crystallographic planes. For 

instance, long and narrow organic cations that can pack efficiently and act as templating agents 

for the inorganic framework assist in the formation of 2D HOIP. The bonding/coordination 

preferences of the B and X sites also play a role in the formation of the inorganic moieties 

within the low-dimensional structure but can allow a greater number of combinations compared 
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to that of the 3D parent. With the addition of the allowable structural diversity of the A-site 

cation, and various B and X-site combinations, low-dimensional halide structures offer more 

possibilities than their 3D parents.  

1.2.2.1  Two-Dimensional Perovskite Derivative Structures 

 

Figure 3. Derivation of low-dimensional perovskites as a result of cutting down the indicated 

crystallographic planes of the parental 3D perovskite. The archetype 3D lattice is shown in the 

center viewed along different directions. (a) <100>-oriented family A′2An−1MnX3n+1: n = 1 

(PEA2PbCl7, PEA=phenylethylammonium)50 and n = 2 (NBT2(MA)Pb2I7, NBT = n-

butylammonium, MA = methylammonium);51 (b) <110>-oriented family A′2AmMmX3m+2: m = 

1 (IFA2)(FA)SnI5, IFA = iodoformamidinium, FA = formamidinium)52 and m = 2 (APIPbBr4, 

API = N-(3-aminopropyl)imidazolium);53 (c) <111>-oriented family A′2Aq‑1MqX3q+3: q = 1 

(DMA2SnCl6, DMA = dimethylammonium)54 and q = 2 (TMA3Sb2Cl9, TMA = 

trimethylammonium).55 Reproduced from Ref. 90 with permission from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry.  
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The various subgroups of 2D perovskite derivatives are conceptually derived by slicing 

the parent 3D structure down specific crystallographic directions to create layers of corner-

sharing metal halide octahedra where much larger A-site cations can reside, as shown in Figure 

3. Depending on the direction by which the parent structure is cut, different structures result, 

with the simplest layered perovskite consisting of 2D anionic MX4
2- layers of corner-sharing 

metal halide octahedra alternating with cation layers (represented by n = 1). The “cuts” made 

along different crystallographic planes are achieved through chemically targeting a specific 

stoichiometry that results in the desired compound, as shown in Figure 3. The thickness of the 

inorganic sheets can be tuned by varying the ratio between small and large cations, where the 

thickness is quantified by the parameter “n,” (or “m” for the <110> and or “q” for the <111> 

family) which is the number of single octahedral layers that make up an entire inorganic layer.13  

A majority of the known 2D perovskites can be thought of as being derived from the (100) 

crystallographic plane, with a smaller subset being derived from the (110) or (111) planes that 

results in corrugated layers as seen in Figure 3c, q = 2.27  

While the chosen stoichiometry is an important factor for the formation of specific low-

dimensional structures, the A-site cation has immense influence on the formability as well. The 

creation of a 2D layered structure introduces a degree of freedom for the size of the A-cation 

with no definite restriction on its length, unlike in the 3D parent as illustrated by the guidelines 

set by the tolerance factor. However, the A-cation must still fit within the cavities created by 

the inorganic framework, therefore placing restriction on the width of the A-site cation.27 The 

ability for the cation to fit within the cavity also ensures that charge balance is maintained, as a 

certain concentration of cations are required to stabilize the structure, and cations that are too 

wide or bulky would sterically hinder the packing needed for the targeted structure to form.56 
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For HOIP structures, the A-cation usually also contains terminal functional groups in order for 

hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions to occur within the structure, which is essential for its 

formation and stability.56 The structure of the organic molecule must also not sterically interfere 

or chemically react with the B and X components, otherwise a 2D perovskite structure will not 

form. The extended 2D anionic network [MX4
2-] are surrounded by the organic cations, with 

the ammonium heads of the organic cations hydrogen-ionic bonding to the halogens in the 

inorganic sheets and the organic tails extending out into the space between the layers. The 

hydrogen bonding schemes are also influenced by the rigidity of the inorganic framework, 

which is in turn is impacted by the choice of B-metal cation. A more flexible system, such as 

some copper(II) halides, which undergo Jahn-Teller distortion of the CuX6 octahedra, allows 

for greater interaction with the interlayer organic cations as the layers have more peaks and 

troughs for the ammonium ends of the organic to interact with.  

In many 2D perovskite systems it is common for distortion to occur within the individual 

octahedra of the inorganic layers. Distortion of this nature are generally caused by deviations 

from the ideal octahedral coordination environment about the B-site cation seen in unequal X-

B-X bond lengths and angles for ideal octahedral geometry and tilting between various 

octahedra through the increase or decrease of the ideal 180° angle defined by the B-X-B bonds. 

Distortion can vary widely from family to family, even across compositions containing the same 

B and X ions.27 For instance, in the fluorine substituted phenylethylammonium tin iodide 

system, the influence of the change in position of fluorine from the 2 to 3 to 4 position on the 

ring of the phenylethylammonium cation resulted in significant variation in the Sn-I-Sn angles, 

as the movement of the fluorine anion ligand around the ring affected the cross sectional area 

or width of the organic cation.57-58 The variation of the Sn-I-Sn angles were linked to the 
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packing ability of the different organic cation isomers within the structure and show the 

templating effect that small changes in the size and shape of the A-cation has on the inorganic 

lattice. Other important factors linked to distortion involving the A-site cation include hydrogen 

bonding,57 steric requirements,58 charge density of the alkylammonium head,59 and nearness to 

the inorganic layers,60 which also greatly impact the templating of the inorganic framework.  

1.2.2.2  One- and Zero-Dimensional Perovskite Derivative Structures 

When dimensionality is lowered further, the inorganic framework is reduced in size 

until it is completely broken apart into building blocks. The structure then becomes better able 

to accept a wider range of components such as those with larger cation sizes or different 

oxidation states as long as charge balance is maintained.27 The size constraints outlined by 3D 

perovskite tolerance factor are also lifted as a result of the inorganic framework no longer being 

completely intact. From the 3D parent, 1D and 0D derivatives are obtained through making 

multiple slices down different crystallographic planes to produce nanowire or isolated 

octahedral systems, as shown in Figure 3. For instance, 1D perovskites are formed by the 

<110>-oriented family when m = 1, resulting in corner-sharing chains of MX6 octahedra with 

a general formula of A2MX5, and 0D perovskites are formed from the <111>-oriented family 

when q = 1, resulting in K2PtCl6-type structures with isolated MX6 octahedra and general 

formula of A2MX6. Notice that these families produce distinctly different dimensionalities 

depending upon the targeted reaction stoichiometry, and that the influence of the size and shape 

of the A-cation trumps the influence of inorganic framework in the formation of specific 

orientations and dimensionalities of 1D and 0D perovskites.27 The influence of the A-cation 

can be illustrated by the <100>-oriented family, where the 2D single layered inorganic 

compound (general formula A2MX4, as in PEA2PbBr4 shown in Figure 3a) is broken apart into 
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1D or 0D by the introduction of A-site cations with widths of > 40 Å2, as demonstrated by the 

addition of cycloalkylamonium in the 1D family R2PbX4 (R = cycloalkylammonium, X = Cl, 

Br, I).61 The influence of the size and shape of the A-cation on the formation of these structures 

can also be observed in the aminomethylpyridinium (AMP) lead bromide family when different 

stereoisomers are utilized and results in the dimensional reduction and change in orientation 

from 2D <100>-oriented layered structure of (2-AMP)PbBr4 to the 0D <111>-oriented structure 

of (4-AMP)2PbBr6.
62 

As in the higher dimensional structures, the majority of known 1D and 0D halide 

perovskite families contain Pb62-64 and Sn,58, 65-67 with a large number of diverse structures being 

reported for Pb due to its popularity in the field. Many of the Pb and Sn 1D and 0D perovskites 

exhibit a high degree of octahedral distortion which in some cases have been attributed to 

pseudo-Jahn-Teller distortion67 and packing requirements imposed by bulky A-cations.64 

Interestingly, these distortions have been shown to have a direct relationship to the size of the 

A-cation as demonstrated by A4SnBr6 (A = Cs+, Rb+, K+) family where the distortion of the 

SnBr6 octahedra increases down the group.67 Some 0D Pb-halides, such as (H2C4N2H10)2PbI6 

exhibit significant distortion around the metal center.64 Likewise, some Sn compounds such  as 

the 0D (C4N2H14Br)4SnBrxI6-x (x = 3) family, also form structures with distorted isolated 

SnBr3I3 octahedra surrounded by aromatic organic cations.68 Other metals halides, like Bi3+ and 

Sb3+, have also been recently reported to produce 0D perovskites with highly distorted metal 

octahedra.69-71  

While the required reaction stoichiometry may seem simple to achieve, there is no 

guarantee that 1D corner-sharing chains or 0D isolated octahedral derivative structures will 

form. In fact, low-dimensional perovskites are difficult to obtain with few families resulting in 
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the correct connectivity or coordination.27 As mentioned above, when other types of 

connectivity and/or loss of octahedral coordination occur within the inorganic framework the 

structures are no longer technically perovskites and should be referred to as non-perovskite 

structures.72 Despite this fact, multiple accounts within literature do consider structures with 

different connectivity as perovskites.66, 73-74 Some low-dimensional non-perovskite structures 

exhibit exciting luminescent properties similar to their perovskite cousins, and are the main 

structure types presented in this dissertation and the subject of Section 1.3. 

1.3 Optical Properties of Low-Dimensional Metal Halides 

The optical properties of low-dimensional metal halides are strongly related to their 

composition, crystal structure, and dimensionality. These materials are often referred to as 

molecular heterostructures due to the integration of both an insulating sublattice (formed by the 

organic or inorganic A-cations) and semiconducting sublattice (formed by the inorganic metal 

halide framework) at the molecular level. To understand the relationship between crystal 

structure and optical properties of low-dimensional materials, the properties observed are 

typically likened to those observed in classical semiconductors. To this end, a brief reminder of 

band structure and quantum confinement in regard to classical semiconductors are offered in 

this section along with their treatment in low-dimensional metal halide systems.  

1.3.1 Electronic Band Structures 

A semiconductor is characterized by the presence of a forbidden energy band which 

represents the gap of the material of width, Eg, situated between the top of the valence band 

(VB) and bottom of the conduction band (CB) known as the band gap (or forbidden band). At 

the ground state, valence electrons are located in the VB while the CB is empty. Basic excitation 

occurs when a photon of energy (hν), higher than the band gap, is absorbed and an electron 
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from the VB is excited and transported to the CB, leaving behind a deficit of charge, called a 

hole. In classical semiconductors, electrons behave like free particles with an effective mass, 

m*. The dispersion relation, E(k), relates the energy level of the band with the corresponding 

momentum (k) through the equation: 

 
E(k)=E(k=0)+ 

ħ2k2

2m*
 (3) 

where k2 = (kx
2+ ky

2+kz
2), and ħ is Plank’s constant. Graphing E(k) vs. k gives the band structure 

of the semiconductor material in question.75  

Within a semiconductors band structure, interband transitions are classified as either 

direct or indirect and are depicted in Figure 4. In the case of the direct band gap, the top of the 

VB and the bottom of the CB are aligned within the Brillouin zone, which allows optical 

transitions without modification to the wave vector (k ~ 0). Conversely, an indirect band gap 

when the maximum of the VB and minimum of the CB have different k-vectors, which require 

assistance from a phonon (lattice vibration) to conserve momentum.76 
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Figure 4. Direct and Indirect semiconductor band structures.76 

 

In conventional semiconductors, the VB is made up of p-orbitals and CB is made up of 

s-orbitals.76 In contrast, most of the 3D and 2D hybrid perovskites have a VB made up 

predominantly of halide p-orbitals hybridized with metal s-orbital character and a CB 

predominantly made up of metal p-orbitals (e.g., in CsPbI3, the orbitals that define the band gap 

are the I 5p and Pb 6s in VB and Pb 6p in CB).77-79 In most 3D ABX3 halide perovskites and 

their low-dimensional congeners, the electronic band structure is generally dominated by the 

chosen B-cation and X-anions that make up the inorganic framework and tend to dominate the 

electronic states around the Fermi level.27 Although the organic cations do not typically 

contribute to the band extrema,56 they can contribute when their energy levels overlap with 

inorganic components or when the highest occupied molecular orbitals are close to the band 

extrema.13 The inorganic framework’s contribution to the band structure can be attributed to 

the linear spatial alignment of the M2+ cations and the halide anions in the inorganic framework 

of 3D perovskites, which allows the p orbitals of each X– anion to overlap well with the s and 
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p orbitals of the neighboring M2+ atoms with which it is shared leading to large orbital 

hybridization, resulting in a marked decrease in the band gap from a single MX6
4– octahedral 

unit such as in the 0D Cs4PbBr6 (4 eV)80 to a the 3D corner-sharing network of  MX6
4– in 

CsPbBr3 (2.15 eV).77 Thus, depending the composition, dimensionality, and crystal structure of 

a material, the dominant orbitals and their hybridization can change as can be surmised by the 

density of states of the material.  

1.3.2 Electronic Density of States and Quantum Confinement  

The electron density of a crystalline material can be described as the statistical 

contribution of each energy level likely to be occupied in a particular energy range. In general, 

the density of states is proportional to the inverse of the slope of the E(k) vs. k plot, thus the 

flatter the band the greater the density of states at that energy.76 Dimensionality of a material 

influences the density of states and spatial confinement of the carriers (electrons and holes). 

Due to the hydrogenic nature of electrons and holes in the CB and VB, respectively, their 

behavior can be related to a particle in a box problem.76 When the dimensionality of the box is 

reduced, such as in the case of a 2D hybrid perovskite, the boundary conditions of the box are 

set to zero, creating potential barriers so the carriers can be treated as standing waves. As 

carriers are confined to lower dimensions, a generalization of the density of states in k-space 

(ρ(k)) is obtained (ρ(k) ≅ kd-1
, where d is the number of dimensions) where the density of states 

in one, two and three dimensions is expressed through a constant, linear, and quadratic function 

of k, respectively.81 The density of states of an electron in the CB and hole in the VB in “energy 

space” are described as:76 
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 ρCB(E) ~ (E – Eg)
d/2-1 ,     E > Eg (4) 

 ρVB(E) ~ |E|d/2-1,             E < 0. (5) 

The corresponding shapes of the densities of states for an electron are illustrated in Figure 5 

where 3D structures are considered bulk, 2D structures as quantum wells, 1D structures as 

quantum wires, and 0D structures as quantum dots.76 From the point of view of optical 

transitions, the key feature here is the finite value of the density of states at the bottom of the 

conduction band, in contrast to 3D semiconductors where the density of states approach zero at 

the bottom of the band. The 1D  system has (in its simplest description) a singularity at the 

bottom of the band and then decreases a 1/√𝐸 with increasing energy.76 For 0D systems, the 

density of states can be expected to form discrete δ-functions, and thus have density of states 

resembling atoms and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) levels.81 This is why quantum dots, which are 0D systems, are 

sometimes called ‘artificial atoms’ as the electrons have discrete energy levels akin to an atom 

rather than continuous bands like a typical 3D solid.76 
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Figure 5. Density of states in the conduction band for a three-, two-, one- and zero-dimensional 

semiconductor structures.76 

In the case of 2D hybrid perovskites, the layered structures form natural quantum wells 

in which the inorganic layers act as the low energy gap, high dielectric constant semiconductor 

where the carriers can be localized and the organic layers act as the high energy gap, low 

dielectric constant insulating barriers between the inorganic framework, as illustrated by Figure 

6.27, 56, 82  
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Figure 6. Several types of energy level schemes that could arise at the molecular level of a 

hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite. The possible band alignments are analogus to the two 

types of quantum well structures, which are (a) type-I, and (c) type-II. Adapted with permission 

from Saparov, B.; Mitzi, D. B., Organic–Inorganic Perovskites: Structural Versatility for 

Functional Materials Design. Chem. Rev. 2016, 116 (7), 4558-4596. Copyright 2016 American 

Chemical Society.82 

 

Depending upon the alignment of the HOMO-LUMO gap of the organic layers and the 

band gaps of the inorganic framework in energy space, different band alignments arise as 

depicted in Figure 6. Type-I band alignment is classified by the minimum of the CB and the 

maximum of the VB both being situated in the same layer (Figure 6a). Analogously, type-I 

band alignment can be realized in a hybrid organic-inorganic material when the HOMO-LUMO 

gap of the organic layer is much wider than the band gap of the inorganic layer (Figure 6a) or 
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when the band gap of the inorganic layer is larger than the HOMO-LUMO gap of the organic 

layer (Figure 6b).76 When the CB minimum and VB maximum lie in different (neighboring) 

layers (materials), it is considered a type-II band alignment. This is achieved in a hybrid 

organic-inorganic material by shifting the electron affinity of the organic layers relative to the 

inorganic layers which causes a staggering of the energy levels that result in the CB minimum 

and VB maximum lying in separate layers.82  

1.3.3 Luminescence in Low-Dimensional Metal Halides 

1.3.3.1  Band-to-Band Absorption and the Concept of an Exciton 

 A semiconductor absorbs a photon by promoting an electron from the VB to the CB and 

thus creating an electron-hole pair as shown in Figure 7. This transition can only take place 

when the energy of the incident photon is greater than the band gap energy (Eg). When an 

electron jumps from the VB to the CB, it creates a hole in the VB at the same point in space 

and can attract each other through a mutual Coulombic interaction. Thus the electron and its 

hole form a neutral quasi-particle, called an exciton, through the Coulomb-attraction force.83 

The strength of this attraction (in terms of energy, called the exciton binding energy (Eb)), 

depends on two factors: the dielectric constant and the effective masses of the electron and hole. 

The dielectric constant, which is the susceptibility of the atoms within a material to be polarized 

by an electric field, affects the Eb as it is responsible for the screening of the Coulomb force by 

other electrons in the material which shields the attraction between the electron and hole and 

thus effects the radius by which an electron orbits its hole. Thus, the higher the dielectric 

constant, the smaller the Eb and the bigger the radius of the exciton and vice versa. The effective 

masses of the electron and hole directly affect the Eb as the masses determine the magnitude by 

which the Coulombic force can be felt by both particles, e.g. the higher the effective mass the 
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higher the Eb and the more stable the exciton should be. It is important to note that both the 

dielectric constant and effective masses of electrons and holes must be taken into account in the 

determination of the stability of an exciton.81 

 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of absorption of a photon in a semiconductor. 

   

1.3.3.2  Elementary Excitons and the Effects of Quantum 

Confinement  

   1.3.3.2.1 Wannier-Mott and Frenkel Excitons 

The type of excitons observed in many crystalline materials depends on the nature of 

the material itself. Ionic (insulator) and molecular (e.g., organic molecules) crystals generally 

have excitons of the Frenkel type, which have a small radius (around tens of Angstroms) and 

large binding energies (>100 meV) that keep them localized within a small area on single atoms 

or molecules (Figure 8a).84 In inorganic semiconductors with a degree of covalent character, 

excitons are generally classified as Wannier-Mott or free excitons, which are characterized by 

their small binding energies (10 - 30 meV) and large radii (30 - 100 Å) which are typically 

much larger than the size of the material’s unit cell (Figure 8b).81, 83 Stable excitons will only 

form if  the binding energy is adequate to protect the exciton against collisions with phonons.76 
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Since the maximum energy of  a thermally excited phonon at temperature T is approximately 

equal to the Debye temperature (~ kBT, where kB is Boltzmann's constant), stable free excitons 

can exist only if the exciton binding energy is greater than kBT.81 At room temperature, kBT ~ 

26 meV, which means that while Frenkel excitons will be stable at room temperature, Wannier-

Mott excitons in many materials will only be observable at low temperatures.76  

 

Figure 8. The two types of excitons found in semiconductors, (a) Frenkel and (b) Wannier-

Mott, which differ based the size of their radii, which is illustrated by the size of the opaque red 

circle. The black and white circles the electron and hole, respectively. 

 

Since an exciton is composed of a single electron and hole which are attracted to one 

another just like the electron and proton in a hydrogen atom, an exciton is considered 

hydrogenic and is modeled using the Bohr model. In this model, it is assumed that the exciton 

is free and that the electron and hole are moving through a medium with a high dielectric 

constant (εr).
76 The theoretical treatment of an exciton as a hydrogen atom allows us to conclude 

that the energy of the exciton created in a direct transition in a direct gap semiconductor at k = 
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0 is equal to the energy required to create the electron-hole pair (Eg), minus the binding energy 

due to the Coulomb interaction. Hence the energy of the exciton can be given by: 

 
𝐸n =  𝐸𝑔 −

𝐸𝑏

n2
   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑏 =  

𝜇𝑒2

32𝜋2ħ2𝜀𝑟
2
 (6) 

where n is the principle quantum number, µ = me
∗mh

∗/(me
∗+mh

∗) is the reduced mass of the 

exciton and Eb is the exciton binding energy.76 The exciton binding energy is the amount of 

energy needed to dissociate an exciton into a free electron and hole.76, 85 The average distance 

between the electron and hole when the exciton is in the ground state is represented by the 3D 

Bohr radius (ab), which is calculated by: 

 
𝑎𝑏 =  

4𝜋ħ2𝜀𝑟
2

𝜇𝑒2
 . (7) 

where ħ is Plank’s constant.76 Both the binding energy and exciton radius are important 

parameters for the classification of excitons present within semiconductors. 

During the formation of an exciton, the energy threshold is reduced by an amount of 

energy between 1 meV - 1 eV which corresponds to the binding energy of the exciton (Eb).
76 

The exciton dispersion curve, represented by the purple lines in Figure 9a, is associated with an 

effective mass equal to the sum of the effective masses of the electron and hole. Discreet levels 

appear due to the Coulombic attraction between the electron and hole and correspond to the 

creation of an exciton, which causes the appearance of atomic lines within the spectrum of the 

material (as shown in Figure 9b).81  The probability for the formation of excitons is expected to 

be high as formation of excitons is more energetically favorable than free carriers, which is also 

why we expect to observe strong optical absorption lines equal to En which will appear in the 

optical spectra at energy just below the fundamental band gap, shown in Figure 9b.76 
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Figure 9. Systematic description of (a) discreet exciton energy levels that result from their 

attraction and (b) observed band edge absorption spectrum for a direct gap semiconductor as a 

result of excitonic emission. The dashed indicates the expected absorption  when the excitonic 

effects are ignored.76 

 

A 3D semiconductor with a sufficiently high dielectric constant will typically have free 

excitons that can move freely through the crystalline lattice.76 3D halide perovskites have a 

polarizable lattice that screens the electrostatic attraction between excited charge carriers which 

results in small exciton binding energies (Eb).
17 In 3D lead iodide perovskites, the exciton 

binding energy is less than the thermal energy (Eb < kBT) at room temperature which results in 

the formation of free carriers rather than excitons.86 However, when the connectivity of the 

crystalline lattice is reduced,  i.e. though dimensional reduction, the space through which the 

free excitons can move is drastically reduced. Quantum confinement is directly related to the 

dimensionality of a nanostructure. It occurs when their structural dimensions are on the order 

of the de Broglie wavelength or Bohr radius (1-10 nm) or smaller. In particular, the density of 

states become more atomistic as the dimensionality is reduced (as shown in Figure 5) .76, 81 

Dielectric confinement occurs when a thin layer of material with a large dielectric constant is 

sandwiched between another material that has a greater dielectric constant.76 The electrostatic 
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force between the charges in the material with the higher dielectric constant increases due to 

the electric field generated by a charge extending into the lower dielectric constant material 

where it is less effectively screened, which is called the image-charge effect.79, 87 Quantum and 

dielectric confinement effects in low-dimensional hybrid metal halides, increase the effective 

band gap and the exciton binding energy (up to a few hundred meV) compared to their 3D 

parents.88-90 For instance, the exciton binding energy within a 2D perovskites increases by more 

than an order of magnitude from ∼10 meV to greater than 300 meV from 3D to 2D 

perovskites.88-89, 91 This large increase is due to the confinement of the exciton’s wave function 

within the 2D inorganic layers.17 The organic layers typically have low dielectric constants so 

they poorly screen the attraction between electrons and holes in the inorganic layers, which 

further enhances the exciton binding energy.88, 92 With an increase in the exciton binding energy 

and a corresponding decrease in the exciton radius as dimensionality is reduced, the excitons 

present within lower-dimensional halide perovskites should become far more Frenkel-like.93 

This should result in excitonic properties that resemble those of free-excitonic states. However, 

excitons in 2D perovskites are currently classified as Wannier-Mott excitons,94 while 1D and 

0D are thought to be self-trapped excitons that arise from the deformability of the crystalline 

lattice or structural reorganization in the excited state.77 

1.3.4  Photoluminescence of Low-Dimensional Halides 

The principle of photoluminescence (PL) is as follows: a photon from a light source is 

optically absorbed, inducing the transition of an electron from its ground state in the VB to an 

unoccupied state in the CB, leaving a hole in its place. The hole and electron interact with the 

vibrations of the atomic network and emit (or absorb) phonons. Then, the electron and the hole 

radiatively recombine by emitting a photon whose energy differs from that of the excitation 
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photon. Thus, PL is the consecutive light emission following excitation of the energy states via 

the absorption of light. The mechanisms that control the signal of the PL can be classified in 

three stages as shown in Figure 10. First, excess carriers are created in the semiconductor by 

absorption of light, i.e. electron-hole pairs are generated and distributed within the 

semiconductor. Next, radiative recombination of electrons and excess holes occur. Finally these 

recombination result in the emission of the PL signal by the surface of the material since the 

emission signal is limited by the reabsorption of the photons and internal reflection at the 

surface. Excitonic emission occurs in the same way albeit the electron will recombine from an 

energy state lower than the band gap (Eg), hence the exciton energy Eem = Eg - Eb as shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the photoluminescence process in a direct gap 

semiconductor.76 

The study of photoluminescence properties of low-dimensional halides provides 

important insight into the mechanisms of emission present within these materials, and a way to 

study the effect of structure and composition on the properties that result. Emission in 2D lead-
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halide perovskites has been studied for several decades using low-temperature and field 

dependent spectroscopy.95-97 These studies indicated the presence of intense narrow green for 

(PEA)2PbBr4 or blue for (CnH2n+1NH3)2PbI4 room temperature PL with a FWHM of ~100 meV 

and a minimal Stokes shift (~10 meV) from the radiative recombination of free excitons with 

high Eb and large oscillator strength as shown in Figure 11a.98-100  

1.3.4.1  Self-trapped Excitons 

When a semiconductor has a flexible lattice, charge carriers (electron/hole) can interact 

with it which induces elastic structural distortions that lower the energy of the overall system. 

This interaction between a charge carrier with a local lattice distortion is called a polaron, which 

is a quasi-particle that, like an exciton, is classified by the strength of the interaction between 

the lattice and charge carrier (coupling constant) and distance between them (radius).76, 101 

Large polarons generally have a long-range Coulombic interaction between the charge carrier 

and lattice and thus can be delocalized across several unit cells.102 103 Changes to local bonding 

due to the charge on the localized carrier creates shorter-range lattice distortions (decreasing its 

effective radius), resulting in its classification as a small polaron.101 Excitons can also interact 

with a deformable lattice and cause local lattice distortions creating small polarons which are 

termed self-trapped excitons (STEs).13 STEs feature small exciton Bohr radii and large 

associated lattice deformations,102 and their formation is promoted by high ionicity, low 

dimensionality and the deformability of the lattice which typically leads to narrow conduction 

and valence bands.104 These features help to promote the creation of bound exciton levels within 

the band gap, while the deformable lattice reduces the energy needed for local structural 

distortion to occur.104  
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Several origins of emission in perovskites have been proposed and depend upon the 

composition and structure of the material, but . In 3D lead chloride perovskites weak broad red 

emission below 175 K has been attributed to STEs.105 The 2D <110>-oriented perovskite 

(3API)PbBr4 (3API = 3-aminopropyl imidazolium) exhibits broad yellow emission which was 

attributed to the π to π* transition of the organic cations within the interstitial spaces of the 

corrugated 2D inorganic framework.53 The broad Stokes-shifted white-light PL from the 2D 

perovskites APbBr4 (where A = N1-methylethane-1,2-diammonium (N-MPDA), and 2,2′-

(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylammonium) (N-MEDA))106-107 reported by the Karunadasa group 

(Figure 11) was attributed to the radiative decay of STEs formed within the inorganic lattice.17 

Since then, other white-light emitting 2D layered lead-halide perovskites have also been 

reported108-109 as well as from other metal-halide perovskites containing Cd85 that attribute their 

emission from the recombination of STEs localized on the inorganic framework. 

 

Figure 11. Absorption and photoluminesce spectra of (a) (N-MPDA)PbBr3 and (b) (N-

MEDA)PbBr4 with the near-UV excitation of the respective powders. Adapted with permission 

from Smith et al. Chem. Rev. 2019. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 
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Orientation of the layers within a 2D perovskite structure drastically affects the emission 

response. As shown in Figure 11, the <100>-oriented 2D lead halide perovskite (N-

MPDA)PbBr3 exhibit sharp free exciton PL at room temperature, while the <110>-oriented (N-

MPDA)PbBr4 exhibits broad PL.17 The white emission exhibited by (N-MPDA)PbBr4 is blue 

shifted from warm (yellowish) to cool (blueish) white light as chloride is alloyed in the halide 

position of (N-MEDA)PbBr4−xClx.
17 Altering the halide composition by adding more 

electronegative halide states affects the states at the VB maximum and ultimately increases the 

band gap energy, as reflected in the blueshift of the reported PL of the (N-MEDA)PbBr4−xClx 

family.106 From this prime example, as well as the examples provided within this dissertation, 

variation of the chemical composition provides a controllable way to tune the PL emission of 

any low-dimensional metal halide family. 

To better determine the origin of the broad emission, power-dependent and temperature-

dependent PL measurements are used. In power-dependence measurements, the power of the 

excitation light source is varied and the intensity of the resulting PL is recorded. The radiant 

power of the source is varied because the normalized PL intensity (I) is directly proportional to 

the radiant power (P) (amount of light that hits a sample per unit solid angle per unit projected 

area) of the source to an exponential constant (k) (where I ∝ Pk and k = (d/dlogP)logI).110 The 

constant, k, in the power-dependence relationship roughly describes the origin of emission.110 

A k-value of k < 1 indicates the presence of free carrier transition, whereas a value between 1 < 

k < 2 indicates the presence of an exciton-like transition110 with 1.2 < k < 1.5 being a reported 

range for the existence of STEs in low-dimensional metal halides.111-113 These values can be 

determined by plotting PL intensity vs. exciton power and fitting the data to determine the 

exponential constant.110 Emission involving defects typically demonstrates linear behavior until 
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the defects states become saturated upon which a plateau is reached. In contrast, excitonic 

emission exhibits linear or slightly exponential behavior. In the above discussed 2D (N-

MEDA)PbBr4−xClx family, power-dependent PL measurements indicated a linearly dependent  

relationship suggesting that the broad band emission originated from excitonic states rather than 

defects.108 Temperature-dependent PL builds on the information gained from power-dependent 

PL as lowering the temperature allows less interaction between the lattice and charge carriers 

which normally results in thermal broadening (broadening of PL spectra at higher temperatures 

leading to the loss of fine structure within the spectra) and results in a change of observed PL. 

For example, when searching for evidence of STE emission, cooling a material from room to 

low temperature decreases the ability of STEs to detrap and return to the free exciton state (kBT 

< Ea,detrap; shown in blue in Figure 12), which increases the intensity of the broad PL peak.17 At 

temperatures lower than 80 K, the carriers are less able to surmount the activation energy barrier 

to self-trap (kBT < Ea,detrap; shown in red in Figure 12), which leads to a decrease in intensity of 

the broad PL peak and an increase in intensity and/or appearance of a narrow free exciton PL 

peak.80 In low dimensional structures, PL Stokes shifts at low temperature have been attributed 

to localization of excitons in potential minima created by structural distortions.99 As the 

temperature rises, exciton trapping becomes less efficient and as a result, the Stokes shift 

decreases with temperature and eventually disappears as the thermal energy (kBT) 

overpowers the trapping potential.99 Thus, large Stokes shifts at low temperature provides 

evidence of exciton self-trapping.99 Other phenomena can also be observed at low 

temperatures, such as tunneling from free to self-trapped states,114 free excitons bound to 

permanent defects,100, 115 and formation of biexcitons,84, 97 which add to the complexity of the 

observed PL. Despite the complexity of the spectra, various mathematical models have been 
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proposed to help elucidate the PL mechanisms occurring in the material, such as the Varshini 

model,116 of which can be found in the following chapters of this dissertation.  

 

Figure 12. Schematic digram of the mechanism of self-trapping (red arrow) and detrapping 

(blue arrow) of excitons where (GS = ground state, FE = free exciton, STE = self-trapped 

exciton state, Ea,trap = self-trapping activation energy, Ea,detrap detrapping activation energy, and 

the pink and orange arrow depict the free exciton and self-trapped excitonic photoluminescence, 

respectively. Adapted with permission from Smith et al. Chem. Rev. 2019. Copyright 2019 

American Chemical Society.  

While these methods are only some of the general types of PL techniques available to 

aid in the characterization of the optical properties of solids, they are indispensable for the 

identification of possible real-world applications for new materials. For new materials to be 

considered for use as possible phosphors in solid-state lighting, the photoluminescence 

quantum yield (PLQY) is used as a measure of its internal luminescence efficiency. PLQY is 
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defined as the number of photons emitted as a fraction of the number of photons absorbed as 

described by: 

 

𝑃𝐿𝑄𝑌(𝜙) =  
𝑁𝑒𝑚
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=  

∫
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𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
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where Nabs and Nem are the number of photons absorbed and emitted by a sample, h is Planck’s 

constant, c is the velocity of light, 𝐼𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

and 𝐼𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

are the emission intensities measured 

with and without a sample over the emission spectral interval (λ1, λ2) in wavelength, and 

𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

 and 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

 are the integrated intensities of the excitation radiation measured with 

and without a sample over the excitation wavelength interval (λ3, λ4).
117-118 While there are 

numerous standards for determination of PLQY of liquid solutions, few exist for solid 

samples.117 Currently two solid standards, sodium salicylate (excitation at 360 nm resulting in 

56% PLQY) and commercial grade YAG:Ce3+(excitation at 340 and 460 nm resulting in 95% 

PLQY), are accepted as solid standards in literature.118  These values act as benchmarks for the 

determining if a phosphor is worth pursuing for use in devices, as current phosphors with high 

PLQYs above 50% only being considered for industrial applications. 

1.4 Applications of Luminescence Metal Halides 
 

 When considering a material for use in optical applications, some of the most important 

factors are the emission color and broadness of emission. The human eye’s response to light 

spans the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum from approximately 400 nm to 750 

nm, however not everyone can perceive all of the shades within this spectrum. To standardize 

the colors seen by the naked eye as detected by detectors during spectroscopy experiments, the 

Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (International Commission for Illumination, or CIE) 
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convened in 1931 to create a standardized method for the unbiased quantitative determination 

of the colors seen by photopic (bright-light) vision. Their standardization is represented by the 

1931 CIE diagram shown in Figure 13a where the monochromatic wavelengths form the locus 

which outline the colored area. Within that colored area every color in the visible spectrum is 

represented by x and y coordinates. In the center of the diagram is white light which correspond 

to the coordinates (0.33, 0.33). The Planckian locus, shown as the black parabola in the middle 

of Figure 13, represents the emission color of a blackbody radiator at temperatures. The color 

of a blackbody radiator is characterized only the temperature, with higher color temperatures 

corresponding to bluer colors and lower temperatures corresponding redder colors.119 For 

example, diffuse sunlight has a color temperature of between 5,700 and 6,500 K, whereas the 

CIE standard candle flame has a color temperature of approximately 2,000 K.120 When referring 

to white light, any light source within the range of the Planckian locus can be assigned a 

correlated color temperature (CCT), which is the temperature of an ideal black body radiator 

that it is closest to. Light quality is standardized using the color rendering index (CRI), which 

specifies the ability of a light source to reproduce the colors of a specific object when compared 

with a natural light source. The CRI is found by comparing the difference in the CIE color 

coordinates of an object illuminated first with a test source and then separately with a black 

body radiator with the same CCT and is given a score that ranges from 0 to 100. For example, 

commercially available blue LEDs coated in YAG:Ce3+ phosphor typically have a CCT of 

between 4,000 K and 8,000 K a CRI that ranges from 70 to 80 depending upon the thickness of 

the phosphor.121  
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Figure 13. CIE1931 color coordinate plots of solid-state phosphors used in devices in curretly 

on the market. Reproduced with permission from Annual Reviews.122 

 

 The structural properties of low-dimensional metal halides can be engineered to 

modulate the PL energy and bandwidth, making them highly attractive for solid-state lighting 

(SSL) and integration in light emitting diodes. In particular, high CRI values (>80) are required 

for human eye health and color-critical high-level applications such as for televisions and 

computer monitor displays, and museum and office lighting and required for the improvement 

and use of  SSL in the current market.123 Nowadays, white-light emission in solid state devices 

is typically achieved by mixing different phosphors, leading to issues such as  poor color 

rendition, self-absorption and different degradation rates.124 
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1.4.1 Phosphors 

 The most logical application for luminescent low-dimensional metal halides which 

exhibit both narrow and broad emission is as phosphors for various lighting applications.123, 125 

Color conversion phosphors126-127 are used to coat UV-light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to yield 

specific colors for displays which require a wide color gamut.13 As shown in Figure 14, some 

2D lead halide perovskites exhibit free excitonic PL which results in narrow band emission. 

This narrow emission is required to produce highly pure colors that span the visible spectrum.128 

PLQY of bulk samples exhibit a strong structural dependence as not only the crystal structure 

but the composition and amount of distortion present within the inorganic framework influences 

the resulting luminescence efficiency.129 For instance, increased distortion of the Pb-halide 

inorganic sublattice of some blue-light-emitting Pb−Br perovskites, has been correlated with 

the increased quantum efficiency (22%) in PEA2PbBr4 in comparison to (C6H5CH2NH3)2PbBr4 

(3.8%).129 This increase in efficiency is important as high efficiency blue phosphors are still 

rare.111 Another factor that affects the PLQY is the method of synthesis. Although it is poorly 

understood, the chosen route of synthesis seems to drastically affect the resulting PLQY values, 

as the synthesis route influences the number of defects within a material and thus affects the 

recombination rates responsible for the PLQY. This lack of understanding presents an 

opportunity for more enhanced studies to be done to better elucidate these relationships and 

enable the design of more efficient phosphors.13 This could be beneficial for the development 

of better semiconducting phosphors with narrow emission and high PLQY values, as they are 

needed for the improvement of LEDs relying on III−V semiconductors like InGaAs.130 
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Figure 14. Crystal structures and photoluminescence of single crystals of the n = 1-5 members 

of the 2D (C4H9NH3)2(CH3NH3)n−1PbnI3n+1 family. Turquoise, purple, blue, and gray spheres 

represent Pb, I, N, and C, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Smith et al. Chem. Rev. 

2019. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.  

 

 While narrow, free excitonic emission is great for achieving high color purity and 

important in resolution for display technology, broadband emission (which ranges from 

400−800 nm) is needed for the high color rendition required by commercial lighting 

applications like museum and office lighting.13 The ability of a white light source to properly 

render (or separate) colors of an object is quantified using the color rendering index (CRI) which 

is on a scale of 0-100 where 100 is the value given to broad daylight in sun light.131 A high CRI 

is obtained by using a light source that contains all colors of the visible spectrum.127 Despite 

this fact, emission from commercial phosphors like YAG:Ce3+ is not continuous, as it is missing 

parts of the visible spectrum and thus must be used along with other phosphors to obtain a high 
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CRI which adds to the cost and complexity of fabricating these devices.131 Unfortunately, the 

multiple phosphor approach has several issues including self-absorption due to absorption and 

emission overlap and alteration of emission color due degradation of separate components.131 

A single phosphor with broadband emission covering the entire visible spectrum would 

eliminate these problems. With their broadband emission, low-dimensional white-light-

emitting metal halides have potential as single-source phosphors in SSL devices.127 Of the few 

reported Pb-halide white-light emitters, the majority of them exhibit CRI values greater than 

80.126 Color temperature, or the amount of blue or yellow in white light, is related to the 

temperature (in Kelvin) at which a black body radiator emits the same color through its 

correlated color temperature (CCT).131 Through systematic halide substitution, white light 

emission from low-dimensional metal halides can be tuned to produce warm (CCT < 3000 K) 

or cold (CCT > 5000 K) emission.13 For instance, Dohner et al. reported that through increasing 

the Cl content in (N-MEDA)PbBr4−xClx, blue shifts the emission from a yellowish white (CCT 

= 4669) to a bluish-white (CCT = 6502).106 Despite the progress made in the past few years in 

understanding white-light emission in perovskites,17 challenges such as optimizing internal 

quantum yields as well as stability remain before these materials will be ready for commercial 

use. For instance, films of (EDBE)PbBr4
107

 (EDBE = 2,2′-

(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylammonium)) and small crystals of the 1D 

(H3CNH2(CH2)2NH2CH3)PbBr4 
73 exhibit PLQY values of ~9% and ~12%, respectively. 

Unfortunately, these numbers are significantly lower than what is needed for commercial use 

and are nowhere close to those reported for the inorganic yellow phosphors like YAG:Ce3+.126 

However, unlike current inorganic phosphors on the market that are expensive to fabricate, 

solution processable thin films of low-dimensional metal halide phosphors can be inexpensively 
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deposited.13 Phosphor stability is also important.126 Initial studies of white-light-emitting 

perovskites suggest promising stability, with a thermal stability reported over 200 °C being 

reported for perovskites such as (EDBE)PbBr4,
107 which is above the typical LED operating 

temperature.126 However, more work is still needed including the need to assess the stability of 

these materials after they have been incorporated into SSL devices and as they have been 

subjected to typical LED operating conditions.132-133  

1.4.2 Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs), unlike conventional light sources, provide direct transfer 

of electrical energy into light which results in a more efficient use of consumed energy. 

Conventional incandescent and fluorescent lamps rely on either heat or discharge of gases to 

create illumination which inevitably causes a large loss of energy through to the creation of 

heat.134 With the advent of the blue InGaN LED chip coated with yellow YAG:Ce phosphor, 

introduced by Nichia Chemical Co. in 1996, a new style of lighting based on solid-state 

phosphor converted LEDs was born.135 These new devices revolutionized the state of lighting 

with their many advantages over conventional light sources such as increased luminous 

efficiency and decreased use of energy, which is important since 22% of global energy used is 

for lighting purposes.124 Solid-state lighting (SSL) materials also offer controllability of their 

spectral power and spatial distribution, color temperature, and polarization properties that other 

lighting materials do not making them one of the most promising classes of luminescent 

materials for LED applications to date.124 

Currently, three main approaches are used to produce white light LEDs which differ in 

their efficiency, color stability and color rendering capability.124 The three approaches are as 

follows: (1) a blue LED coated with yellow phosphors; (2) a UV-LED coated with blue and 
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yellow phosphors or red, green and blue phosphors; and (3) a full device that directly combines 

red, green and blue LEDs.136 The use of a blue LED together with a yellow phosphor has been 

considered to be more advantageous compared with the other two methods as it is theoretically 

more effective at creating white light, not to mention that it is much cheaper to fabricate compared 

to the other two methods.136 Unfortunately, the use of just a blue LED and a yellow phosphor greatly 

lowers the CRI value to a point where the devices become undesirable for indoor use.136 The use of 

UV-LEDs with different mixtures of phosphors provides a better CRI value in comparison to the 

blue LED and yellow phosphor, but despite making them suitable for indoor applications but are 

more expensive and less efficient (as UV-LEDs still suffer from poor luminescence efficiency).136-

137 The third approach of combining three (or more) LED materials with different emission 

wavelengths to fabricate an LED, while being the most expensive option of the three, it is highly 

attractive, as these devices may have higher efficacies than the LED with phosphor(s) device 

architectures.136 

Attractive optoelectronic properties of low-dimensional halide perovskites, such as 

tunable band gaps, strong excitonic luminescence, and ease of synthesis may be the answer to 

the current problems plaguing SSL. These attractive optoelectronic properties along with 

solution processability spurred early studies of their electroluminescence,6 with the use of 2D 

perovskites for LED applications predating the use of 3D perovskites by over two decades.7 

The first report of electroluminescence from low-dimensional perovskites was reported in 1992 

by Hong et al, where green electroluminescence was observed from a rudimentary device made 

from PEA2Pb2I7 and silver contacts.138 Soon after, full devices consisting of 2D lead iodide 

based perovskite thin films on a transparent conductive oxide substrate followed.7, 139 Despite 

the initial improvements in device architecture, bright electroluminescence was only detected 

upon cooling below 110 K, and extremely high voltages (>24 V) were required needed to be 
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applied to yield luminescence.7, 139 Since then room temperature LED devices containing thin 

films of PEA2PbBr4 have been reported to exhibit violet electroluminescence but with poor 

external quantum efficiency (EQE) values below 0.05%.140 

Currently multiple 3D and 2D lead halide perovskites have been reported to achieve 

CRIs >80 their PLQY values are still too low (<9%) for use in commercial devices. Interestingly 

the 2D perovskites with the highest CRI values exhibited the strongest octahedral distortion 

which suggests that strong structural distortion is linked to both high CRI and low PLQY values. 

It has also been shown that through decreasing the dimensionality of a material and increasing 

the quantum confinement effects, STE formation is  relaxed, and the emission efficiency and 

PL lifetime are increased, causes a red-shift in the luminescence which worsens the overall 

quality of white-light emission. To date, (EDBE)PbBr4, (DMEDA)SnBr6, (PEA)2PbBrxCl4−x 

and Cs2Ag0.60Na0.40InCl6 have been used in the fabrication of white light emitting LEDs using 

a down-conversion approach, where a commercial UV-LED is used to excite the low-

dimensional perovskite layer coated on top of it. As an alternative approach to emission 

tunability, the ultrabroad PL spectrum of these WL materials could be modified by engineering 

their photonic environment so that the PL is suppressed or enhanced in specific spectral regions 

as was recently demonstrated by the incorporation of (EDBE)PbCl4 in a polymer 

microcavity.141 This along with other techniques such as lithography, could be applied for high 

color tunability in low-cost, flexible LEDs based on broadband emitters that do not solely rely 

on the emitters composition.141 

1.4.3 Scintillators 

Scintillators are important luminescence materials as they allow for high energy 

radiation, such as X-ray and gamma radiation, to be detected and used in the medical field, for 
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homeland security work, and in certain types of spectroscopy instrumentation.142-143 

Scintillation is a luminescence process where light of a certain energy is emitted after radiation 

is absorbed. The general mechanism by which inorganic scintillators function can be described 

in three main steps, as illustrated in Figure 15. First, radiation is absorbed where it creates an 

inner shell hole, an energetic primary electron, either radiative decay, nonradiative decay or 

electron-electron scattering, and creates electron-hole pairs. Next, thermalization occurs where 

the electrons move to the bottom of the CB and the holes move to the top of the VB. Finally, 

radiative recombination occurs through either the recombination of electron-hole pairs at sites 

within the crystallin lattice or through energy transfer to luminescence centers which is 

followed by emission.142 Room temperature scintillation materials require a high mass density, 

components with a high mass number (Z) and a wide band gap so that impurity activator levels 

may fall within the gap. Inorganic scintillators currently on the market such as (NaI:Tl) and 

while other (SrI2:Ce) are higher in resolution and cost less to make. However, these materials 

are difficult to grow as large single crystals which is important for industrial applications such 

in PET and CT-scanning instruments.142  

 

Figure 15. Schematic diagram the luminescence mechanisms of scintillators.142 
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The luminescence properties of the low-dimensional metal halides make them attractive 

scintillator materials as they can facilitate down conversion of high energy photons to lower 

energy photons over the rand of UV to IR radiation, which can be detected by conventional 

detectors like a PMT.13 Unfortunately, inorganic scintillators are limited by slow response times 

on the order of tens of nanoseconds, which limits their spectral range and thus application.144 

But the characteristic short PL lifetime of excitonic luminescence in some low-dimensional 

metal halides like the 2D lead halide perovskites could offer a solution for the applications 

requiring a fast response time.144 For example, (C6H13NH3)2PbI4 exhibits a luminescence decay 

of 390 ps (28%), which was attributed to free-exciton recombination, and at the time was the 

fastest of any known scintillator, even surpassing organic scintillators.145 Undoped scintillators 

are known to suffer from significant losses in efficiency at higher temperatures, which 

complicates their use as they require cooling with a cryostat.13 By using low-dimensional metal 

halides that exhibit significant exciton binding energies, the impact of temperature fluctuation 

on emission efficiency in these materials are expected to be greatly reduced, which would be 

important in the development of higher temperature scintillation materials.144, 146 For example, 

in a study at low temperature, the efficiency of the 3D (CH3NH3)PbBr3  is comparable to NaI:Tl 

and greatly outdoes that of the 2D (C6H13NH3)2PbI4 as the weakly bound excitons in 

(CH3NH3)PbBr3 remain bound at lower temperatures.145 However, when the temperature is 

raised to room temperature, excitons in (CH3NH3)PbBr3 easily dissociate while those in the 

(C6H13NH3)2PbI4 remain bound resulting in a higher efficiency for the 2D material (6.5%) 

compared to the 3D (0.075%).145  

Low-dimensional perovskites have several other properties that make them great 

choices for scintillation materials. Under such intensely ionizing radiation, it has been shown 
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that 2D perovskites can remain stable under standard source operating levels encountered in 

practical applications which supports their eventual use in industry.144-145 The smaller band gap 

of many low-dimensional metal halides in comparison to other common scintillator materials 

offers a specific advantage as the theoretical limit of a material’s light yield is inversely 

proportional to its band gap, so the smaller the band gap the higher the theoretical light yield.13 

Additionally, since low-dimensional metal halides have tunable luminesce in the visible region, 

more efficient detectors can be coupled to them than are currently used on the market.142, 147 

Despite these advantages, several drawbacks still exist for the use of low-dimensional metal 

halide scintillators. If the chosen material exhibits a minimal Stokes shift of its excitonic 

emission, self-absorption will occur, which will decrease the light yield and an overall decrease 

in resolution.146, 148 Some white-light-emitting 2D perovskites have been proposed as a solution 

for minimizing self-absorption, which would be advantageous, however, these materials suffer 

from lower light yields and slower response times due to differences in the emission 

mechanisms which hamper their use as alternative scintillation materials.107 Therefore, further 

studies and new materials in this area are needed to overcome the current challenges of bringing 

low-dimensional metal halide scintillators to market. 

1.5 Beyond Lead Halide Perovskites 

Lead halide perovskites have been shown to demonstrate a wide array of properties from 

high charge carrier mobilities to high exciton binding energies depending upon the chemical 

composition and dimensionality of the structure (as discussed above). For the purpose of 

designing luminescent materials, the ability to tailor the charge localization at the molecular 

level is one of the main reason perovskites are so exciting. However, despite the positive aspects 

of using lead halide perovskites, the Pb toxicity and poor thermal, air and moisture stability 
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make their use in commercial applications far less appealing.149 Therefore, it is imperative to 

explore the effects of replacing lead with an alternative metal that is ideally less toxic and more 

air stable.  

The first logical step would be to replace Pb with other group 14 metals like Sn and Ge. 

Unfortunately, the resulting 3D and even 2D materials have proven to be more unstable than 

their Pb counterparts as Sn2+ and Ge2+ rapidly oxidize to their +4 oxidation states, not to mention 

that both Sn and Ge are toxic as well.150-151 In the case of some Sn-based compounds, the 

combination of lowering the dimensionality to 0D and incorporating larger more hydrophobic 

organic cations has proven to increase the stability of the resulting structures while also 

providing highly emissive compounds (PLQY upwards of 75%) ranging from yellow to red in 

color that has been attributed to the formation of STEs.66 Since our main concern in this work 

is the tunable luminescence of these materials across the visible spectrum, the challenge remains 

to find other materials that fill the color gaps or cover the entire spectrum.  

1.5.1 Bismuth and Antimony Based Metal Halides 

Recently, less toxic Sb- and Bi-based families have been considered as alternative 

systems, with many compositions resulting in materials with room temperature emission.133, 152-

154 For example, the 1D Sb-based perovskite family (CH3SC(NH2)2)2SbX5, exhibit greater 

stability and higher exciton binding energies than 3D CH3NH3PbI3 making them good 

candidates for optoelectronic devices.155 Other Sb-based systems form 0D non-perovskite 

structures based on isolated square pyramidal SbCl5
2− units, such as (Ph4P)2SbCl4 depicted in 

Figure 16a, which exhibits broadband red emission with a large Stokes-shift of 1.77 eV and a 

PLQY of 87%.156 Interestingly, Zhou et al. report that the PLQY for (Ph4P)2SbCl4 can be further 

enhanced to 99% through injecting an antisolvent to force precipitation of the product, which 
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they attribute to formation of fewer defects within the obtained crystals.156 1D Bi-based 

materials have also been reported, such as (C6H14N)2BiBr5 which exhibits strong blue emission 

with a direct band gap of ∼2.02 eV and long PL lifetime attributed to radiative recombination 

of strongly bound excitons.157 Interestingly, (C6H14N)2BiBr5 exhibited photoconductive 

behavior and high stability in moist environments, making it a viable replacement material in 

optoelectronics.157 

In addition to 0D metal halide hybrids based on isolated polyhedrons, metal halide 

clusters have also been reported. One such compound, (CH3NH3)3Bi2I9, composed of small 

clusters of two face-sharing octahedra, allows for the localization of excitons on within the 

clusters, resulting in large exciton binding energies (>300 meV) and blue emission at room 

temperature.158 Furthermore, blue emission has been reported from the doping of Bi3+ into 

non-emissive Cs2SnCl6. The resulting emission is largely Stokes shifted with a high PLQY 

value of ∼80%, which was concluded to arise from STEs and was successfully used as the 

excitation source in the fabrication of a yellow phosphor down converted LED.159 Although 

Bi- and Sb-based halides show interesting luminescent properties with high quantum yields, 

the known materials currently do not span the whole color gamut which limits their use in 

optoelectronic devices.  

1.5.2 Alternative Non-Pb Metal Halides 

Many theorists have calculated the formability of the halide perovskite with other B-

site metals that are based on both the tolerance and octahedral factors, within which various 

metal halide systems are predicted to form perovskite structures.31, 160 Out of all of the predicted 

systems, many of the non-Pb metal halide systems remain relatively unexplored in both their 

structures and their optical and electronic properties. For example, perovskite structures are 
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predicted to form from cadmium and mercury halides, but not from zinc due to its smaller ionic 

radius which typically result in isolated ZnX4 tetrahedra. Thus, with the small number of reports 

on the physical properties of perovskite and non-perovskite halide materials containing group 

11 or 12 metal halides, it is important to investigate these systems with hope of finding new and 

useful properties.  . 

 

Figure 16. Examples of non-perovskite structures based on (a) square pyramidal 

(Ph4P)2SbCl5,
156 (b) edge sharing seesaw shaped (C6H5C2H4NH3)HgCl3,

161 (c) edge sharing 

tetrahedra wires of (N(CH3)4)AgCl2,
162and (d) tetrahedra Rb2ZnI4.

163 Organic cations are 

shown as wires for visual clarity.  

The luminescence of the Group 11 binary halides such as CuCl and AgCl, have been 

studied for almost 50 years as they display fascinating excitonic behavior.164-166 In CuX (X = 

Cl, Br, I), multiple types of excitonic behavior have been reported, a large majority of which 
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has been attributed to intrinsic excitonic emission that results of the annihilation of Wannier-

Mott excitons.165 Excitonic emission in CuCl and CuBr have been reported with exciton binding 

energies of 190 meV for CuCl, 108 meV for CuBr, and 68 meV for CuI,167-168 which results in 

highly inefficient blue-violet emission at room temperature (PLQY values < 05%, according to 

our measurements).169 In comparison, AgCl and AgBr do not luminesce above 50 K, but do 

luminesce at low temperatures.166 AgI, on the other hand exhibits blue room temperature 

luminescence.170 The luminescence exhibited by AgX (X = Cl, Br, I) has been attributed to 

STE.166, 170 Interestingly, very few studies of the luminescence of the binary halides AuX and 

AuX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) exist in literature. From what is known, both AuCl and AuBr exhibit blue-

green luminescence below room temperature, whereas AuBr3 exhibits red luminescence at 

room temperature.171-172 The emission in AuCl has been attributed to the annihilation of free 

excitons,172 whereas emission below room temperature for AuCl3 has been attributed to self-

trapped excitons.173 Luminescence studies of AuI and AuI3 are unfortunately missing, whereas 

reports of luminescence with other metal halides like CuI and AgI have been reported 

instead.174-176 Thus, all-inorganic or hybrid organic-inorganic compounds containing isolated 

clusters of these metal halides should exhibit excitonic emission that can be harnessed to create 

efficient phosphors or scintillators. 

Many low-dimensional Cu2+
 halide perovskite systems were studied for their ideal 

quasi-2D Heisenberg ferromagnetic behavior in the early 1960s.56 Interestingly, studies on 

halide perovskites containing Ag or Au are remarkably absent until the past 20 years where 

they are mostly reported in double perovskites such as (CH3NH3)2AgBiBr6,
177 Cs2InAgCl6,

178 

Cs2Au2X6 (X = Cl, Br, I)179-180 and our groups recent paper on (CH3NH3)AuX4 (X = Cl, Br).181 

However, there is a severe lack of knowledge on systems like these as well as all-inorganic and 
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hybrid organic-inorganic metal halides containing Ag and Au halides. Hybrid halide systems 

containing copper also remain relatively underexplored with a few examples of divalent Cu-

based perovskites such as (CH3NH3)2CuClxBr4-x.
182 In comparison, CuI halides remain 

essentially unexplored. And while many structures for all inorganic Cu-halides have been 

reported, no luminescent properties had been reported until recently when our group began to 

study the CsX-CuX system.111, 183 As for the Ag and Au halides, little has been reported on the 

discovery of new structures as well as luminescence properties, with the most recent report 

coming from our group involving the synthesis  and study of the optical properties of the 

(CH3NH3)AuX4 (X = Cl, Br) family.181 In our study we found that the (CH3NH3)AuX4 family 

crystallizes in an exotic way where the members create alternating perovskite and non-

perovskite layers.181 While this family exhibited weak emission at room temperature, it was 

clear from the weak blue emission that the luminescence originated from the inorganic units, 

although further PL studies are needed to confirm if excitonic emission is present within these 

materials.181 Based on the excitonic nature of their binary metal halides, it could also be inferred 

that materials based on group 11 halides should result in interesting excitonic luminescence 

properties. 

Group 12 binary halides, in particular ZnI2, CdI2,
184 and HgI2

185 have been reported to 

exhibit excitonic absorption at low temperature, which points to the possibility of the creation 

of excitonic emission in systems that contain these metal halide clusters. This hypothesis is 

proven by the report of multiple hybrid organic-inorganic group 12 halide systems exhibiting 

room temperature PL of various colors. Some of the first reports of broadband white light 

emission have been attributed to the formation of STEs within the 2D perovskites 

(C2H5NH3)2CdCl4
186 and (C6H11NH3)2CdBr4.

85. While (C2H5NH3)2CdCl4 only exhibits 
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emission below 50 K, room temperature broadband white light emission was reported for 

(C6H11NH3)2CdBr4.
85 Room temperature blue emission has also been reported from the 1D 

edge-sharing square pyramidal (C5N2H9)CdCl3
187 and the 1D perovskite 

(C6H14N2)CdCl4·H2O.188 Recent reports of the 0D non-perovskite family (C18H13N2O2)2MX4 

(M = Zn, Cd, Hg; X = Cl, Br) based on isolated tetrahedra show that all members exhibit room 

temperature blue emission, although the origin of the emission has yet to be probed.189 Our 

group has also synthesized a similar family of Hg-based compounds, (C3H5N2)2Hg3Cl8 and 

(C3H5N2)HgI3 which contain the imidazolium cation. (C3H5N2)2Hg3Cl8 forms 0D clusters 

formed by edge-sharing tetrahedral dimers separated by linear HgCl2 moieties whereas 

(C3H5N2)HgI3 forms 0D edge-sharing tetrahedral dimers. Both compounds exhibit broadband 

light yellow room temperature emission which has been attributed to STEs.190  

Out of all the group 12 metal halides, the zinc halides are the most exciting due to their 

low toxicity, earth abundance and their reported broad emission. Very few Zn-based all-

inorganic and hybrid organic-inorganic metal halide materials have been reported, with only a 

handful of previous studies reporting the PL of these materials. In the all-inorganic 0D isolated 

tetrahedra-based compounds Rb2ZnI4 and Tl2ZnI4  (depicted in Figure 16d) ,room temperature 

emission is not present but at lower temperatures broadband emission centered around 1.9 eV 

in Rb2ZnI4
191

 and 2.5 eV in Tl2ZnI4
192-193

 which is attributed to the recombination of excitons. 

In the 0D hybrid organic-inorganic compound (4,4'-H2bipy)ZnBr4, broadband room 

temperature emission centered on 567 nm was observed.194 However, the origin of emission 

was never probed further, leaving room for further studies and development in this area. 

From the standpoint of generating light-emission, the use of low dimensional group 12 

metal halides could be beneficial due to their ability to create highly confined charges within 
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their dimensionally reduced inorganic substructures.93 Through large spatial separation of 

inorganic subunits, highly-localized charges in these materials results in remarkably high 

exciton binding energies (> 300 meV) which can provide enough stability for the formation of 

stable excitons at room temperature and play a critical role in determining if the use of these 

materials are feasible for specific optoelectronic applications.93, 195 For instance, technology 

that is based on electron-hole recombination for the emission of light such as phosphors, LEDs 

and scintillators, could benefit from materials with high binding energies, as discussed in 

Section 1.4.27, 104 The added benefit of using group 12 metal halides, especially materials that 

utilize Zn, offer lower toxicity in comparison to Pb halides.196 Interestingly, as mentioned 

above, many of these metal halide systems197-201 have remained relatively unexplored and are 

thus worthy of exploration.  

To this end, we have begun to address this gap in knowledge with the Cu, Zn, Cd and 

Hg halide families reported in the following chapters. In Chapter 2 and 3 the crystal structure 

and optical properties are reported for hybrid organic-inorganic group 12 halide families 

(CH3NH3)2CdX4, (C5H3N2H3)2ZnBr4 and(C5H3N2H3)2HgBr4, and R-M-X (R = C15H26N, M = 

Zn, Cd; X = Br, I). Through the progression of the development of these families it is shown 

how room temperature emission can be achieved through the tuning of the chemical 

composition of the group 12 families. In Chapter 4, the luminescence properties are further 

tuned to result in greater light yield in the Cs3Cu2X5 and CsCu2X3 families. These unique Cu 

halide families have interesting 0D cluster and 1D wire structures that offer greater air and 

moisture stability compared to lead halide materials while also being highly efficient blue, green 

and yellow emitters.  
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Chapter 2: Size Effects in Hybrid Group 12 Metal Halides 

Low-dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic materials (HOIMs) are being widely 

investigated for their unique optoelectronic properties and use in applications such as light-

emitting diodes9 and transistors,202 laser cooling,203 laser gain media,204 photodetectors,205 

scintillators,206 and solar cells.23, 207-208 The broad range of applications considered in literature 

is due to the vast compositional and structural tunability offered by hybrid halide A–B–X 

materials (A = organic cation, B = metal cation, X = halide anion), which in principle can allow 

a variety of substitutions to be carried out at each of the A, B and X sites. Variation of the 

organic cation size via A-site substitution allows control of the material’s dimensionality, which 

can be freely varied from 0D cluster compounds to 3D networks.27 In addition to the A cation 

size effects, substitutions of the B- and X-sites allow fine-tuning of electronic structure and 

optoelectronic properties since the B and X element states are the dominant contributors to the 

states around the Fermi level.27 

In this chapter we begin our study of structure-property relationships within low-

dimensional halides by investigating the size effects on the optoelectronic properties of hybrid 

group 12 halides with the MA2CdX4 (MA = CH3NH3
+; X = Cl, Br, I) and 4AMP2MBr4 (4AMP 

= C5H7N2
+; M = Zn, Hg) families. Both unique families provide different yet complementary 

insight into the effects of systematical changes of the A, B and X constituents on the structures 

and physical properties of d10 metal-based hybrid systems. In the first section of this chapter, 

the results of the systematic change in halogens are examined in the MA2CdX4 family. Whereas 

in the second half, the effect of systematically changing the metal is examine in the 

4AMP2MBr4 family. In combination, the consideration of these two families also provides an 

insight into the impact of the organic cation on the observed structures and properties. The 
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impact of the organic cation is especially evident in the observed luminescent properties—the 

MA2CdX4 members do not luminesce at room temperature whereas, the 4AMP2MBr4 members 

demonstrate bright room temperature white-light (WL) emission. Our findings on the 

MA2CdX4 and 4AMP2MBr4 families have been summarized in recent publications in Inorganic 

Chemistry209 and Chemistry of Materials,112 respectively, which are provided below. 

2.1 Methylammonium Cadmium Halides MA2CdX4 (X = Cl, Br, I) 

2.1.1 Introduction 

In recent years, hybrid organic-inorganic halide materials have emerged as excellent 

candidates for optoelectronic applications including solar cells,1 light-emitting diodes (LED), 

lasers,210 and photodetectors.27, 211-212 In addition to their outstanding optoelectronic properties, 

low temperature solution processability and broad tunability of their chemical compositions, 

crystal, and electronic structures27 make hybrid halides the focus of global attention. Among 

hybrid materials, the perovskite MAPbI3 (MA = CH3NH3) and its other Pb- and Sn-derivatives 

are the most extensively studied types due to their performance in high efficiency solar cells.1 

The grand challenges of hybrid organic-inorganic materials research27 include the exploration 

of compositions beyond the dominant Pb- and Sn-based systems, the systematic study of 

compounds that are based on different types of polyhedra (e.g. tetrahedral building blocks) and 

connectivity (e.g. edge-sharing, face-sharing), among others.27 These future goals are also 

relevant for solar cell research due to the fact that the state-of-the-art photovoltaic (PV) 

material, MAPbI3, suffers from Pb-toxicity and poor stability in air, and their Sn-based 

alternatives have also proven to be air-sensitive.149 Therefore, studies of non-Pb/Sn hybrid 

halide compositions are primarily fueled by the desire to make air stable, Pb-free solar cells, 

and so far has mostly focused on Sb- and Bi-based compositions.133, 152-154  
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Considering the compositional and structural tunability of hybrid halide A–B–X 

materials (A = organic cation, B = metal cation, X = halide anion), in principle, a variety of 

substitutions can be carried out targeting each of A, B and X sites. Variation of the organic 

cation size via A-site substitution allows control of the material’s dimensionality, which can be 

freely varied from 0D cluster compounds to 3D networks.27 In addition to the size effects, 

substitutions of the B- and X-sites allow fine-tuning of electronic structure and optoelectronic 

properties since the B and X element states are the dominant contributors to the states around 

the Fermi level.27 Through control of structural dimensionality and chemical compositions, one 

can design organic-inorganic halides for specific applications including materials for lighting213 

and scintillator applications.129, 214-217 For impurity-doped scintillators, the design of which are 

targeted in this work, large band gaps (e.g., > 5 eV for NaI:Tl+ and LaBr3:Ce3+) are desirable to 

accommodate dopant levels and to avoid thermal quenching at room temperature.93 

The large band gaps and highly localized charges with remarkably high exciton binding 

energies and stable excitonic emission can be realized in low-dimensional hybrid organic-

inorganic materials.27, 218 Briefly, excitons (a bound pair of an excited electron and a hole) in 

inorganic semiconductors, called Wannier excitons, typically have large radii (30-100 Å) and 

low binding energies (10-30 meV) on the order of kBT at room temperature (~26 meV).219 

Charge transport and emission in such systems are typically non-excitonic, i.e., excitons are 

broken apart at room temperature into free charge carriers and the emission from the 

recombination of the delocalized charges produces lower light output.93 In contrast, by 

selectively combining organic and inorganic components, exciton binding energies (60 to 545 

meV) and radii (22.9 to 6.2 Å) can be tuned over a broad range in hybrid materials.27, 218 Decay 

of stable excitons via recombination of the electron-hole pair results in spontaneous light 
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emission, which can be used for lighting and high-light-yield scintillator applications. To obtain 

large band gap materials with high exciton binding energies and localized charges, a low 

electronegativity B metal element, such as Cd (1.69),220 can be paired with halogen elements in 

hybrid organic-inorganic halides.221  

Here, we report a systematic study of prospective scintillator materials MA2CdX4 (X = 

Cl, Br, I) including their low temperature solution synthesis, variable temperature single crystal 

and powder X-ray diffraction studies, band structure calculations, and optical properties. 

Several studies focusing on crystal structures of MA2CdCl4 and MA2CdBr4 have been 

previously reported,222-224 whereas MA2CdI4 is a new compound reported here for the first time. 

Despite the compositional similarity, the crystal structures of MA2CdX4 differ from each other 

with MA2CdCl4 adopting a ⟨100⟩-oriented 2D layered perovskite structure, while MA2CdBr4 

and MA2CdI4 crystallize in 0D K2SO4-derived structures built upon isolated CdX4-tetrahedra. 

MA2CdCl4 undergoes two structural transitions upon cooling from room temperature down to 

20 K, consistent with the earlier reports,222-223 whereas MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 do not have 

phase transitions in the measured range. According to density functional theory (DFT) band 

structure calculations, MA2CdX4 have direct band gaps. The measured optical absorption data 

suggest band gaps larger than 3.9 eV with onsets of absorption at 5.29 eV for MA2CdCl4, 4.92 

eV for MA2CdBr4, and 3.94 eV for MA2CdI4. The valence and conduction bands feature flat 

bands suggesting a high degree of charge localization that paves the way for the formation of 

stable excitons in MA2CdX4. Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements give 

broad PL peaks within 375 – 955 nm range with full width at half maximum (FWHM) values 

up to 208 nm. We discuss the potential of MA2CdX4 for optical applications based on our 

combined experimental and theoretical work. 
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2.1.2 Synthesis and Methods of MA2CdX4 (MA = CH3NH3; X = Cl, Br, I) 

2.1.2.1  Reactants 

Chemicals used in this study were either used as purchased or synthesized from the 

starting materials listed: (i) methylammonium hydrochloride, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich; (ii) 

methylamine solution, 40 wt. % in H2O, Sigma-Aldrich; (iii) hydrobromic acid, 48 wt. % in 

H2O; (iv) hydroiodic acid, 57 wt. % in H2O; (v) cadmium chloride, 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich; 

(vi) cadmium bromide, 98%, Alfa Aesar; (vii) cadmium iodide, 99.999%, Alfa Aesar; (viii) 

absolute ethanol, 200 proof; (ix) diethyl ether, 98%, Alfa Aesar; (x) benzene, >99.9% HPLC 

grade, Aldrich; (xi) N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), 99%, Fisher; (xii) methanol, reagent 

grade, Aldrich. 

2.1.2.2  MABr and MAI Synthesis 

MABr and MAI were synthesized using the methods previously reported in literature.225 

Briefly, stoichiometric amounts of HBr(aq) and HI(aq) were added dropwise to cooled (0 ºC) 

methylamine solutions under vigorous stirring and allowed to mix for up to 1.5 hr. After 

removing excess solvent under vacuum at 60 ºC, the powder product was re-dissolved in ethanol 

to make a slurry from which white powder products of MABr and MAI were precipitated by 

adding excess diethyl ether. The resulting crystals were washed with 200 proof ethanol and 

benzene, then dried under vacuum overnight under inert atmosphere. Typical yields of these 

reactions ranged from 45-65%. 

2.1.2.3   MA2CdX4 Synthesis and Single Crystal Growth 

MA2CdCl4, MA2CdBr4, and MA2CdI4 crystals were all grown through slow evaporation 

of their stoichiometric (2:1 molar ratio of MAX to CdX2) solutions. All solution synthesis and 

crystal growth experiments were carried out in small vials (2 – 20 mL) at around room 
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temperature (20 – 65 °C). Initially, various solvent systems including pentane, 

dimethylacetamide (DMA), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

water, and methanol were tried for crystal growth. The best quality crystals resulted from a 1M 

MA2CdCl4 water solution, and 1M MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 methanol solutions. The 

MA2CdCl4 solution readily formed colorless plates whereas the MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 

formed aggregations of small colorless and pale yellow blocks, respectively (sub-mm crystal 

sizes). Crystals were also grown at an accelerated rate by evaporating saturated solutions on 

low heat (between 40 – 65 º C) in ambient air; however, the quality of crystals produced from 

fast growth were generally poorer compared to the ambient temperature growth described 

above. Large single crystals of MA2CdCl4 were grown using 1M DMF solutions under ambient 

conditions in crystallization dishes and by applying low vacuum to a solution enclosed in a 5 

mL vial over two weeks. In this method, the crystal sizes are limited by the container 

dimensions with the largest crystal size of 4 × 3 × 2 mm3 (Figure S1). 

Elemental analysis for (CH3NH3)2CdI4: calculated C 3.51, H 1.77, N 4.09, I 74.19%; 

found C 3.55, H 1.69, N 4.03, I 73.97%. 

2.1.2.4  Powder X-ray diffraction 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements were performed on a Rigaku 

MiniFlex600 system with a D/tex detector using Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation. Typical scans 

were done to determine phase identity and purity and were performed in the 3-90° (2θ) range, 

with a step size of 0.02°. Data analysis was performed using Rigaku’s PDXL software package. 

The collected data were fitted using the decomposition method (also called Pawley fitting) 

embedded in the PDXL package. Noticeable wetting of the MA2CdI4 powdered samples 

occurred when samples were left out in the air for more than one day, whereas moisture 
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instability of the other analogues was not observed over the same period. However, as a 

precaution, powder samples were stored in nitrogen flushed containers or in a N2-filled 

glovebox. 

For controlled air stability studies, MA2CdX4 thin films prepared by spin coating 50 µL 

of 1M methanol solutions were left in ambient air on a laboratory bench for a period of 2 weeks. 

During this time, PXRD measurements were regularly performed using the conditions 

described above. In order to distinguish between oxygen and moisture stability of MA2CdX4, 

powder and thin-film samples were also left in a dry air chamber fabricated from a desiccator 

containing Drierite desiccant, and periodically tested for O2 stability. For moisture stability 

studies, a vacuum desiccator was used to remove ambient air and introduce dry nitrogen gas 

into the chamber with 2 mL of distilled water to induce a humid N2 environment. 

Variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out using an 

Oxford PheniX closed-cycle cryostat on a PANalytical X’pert Pro MPD diffractometer using 

Cu Kα1 radiation with an X’celerator position sensitive detector. Partial decomposition of the 

MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 samples used for these measurements was observed. Therefore, low 

temperature diffraction results for these compounds were analyzed by fitting the target phase 

component only. 

2.1.2.5  Single Crystal X-ray diffraction 

The X-ray intensity data for MA2CdX4 were collected on a Bruker Apex CCD area 

detector diffractometer with graphite-monochromated Mo-Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å) radiation. For low 

temperature measurements, crystals were cut to suitable sizes in a DOW Chemical vacuum grease 

and cooled under a stream of nitrogen to 100(2) K. For room temperature measurements, crystals 

were selected from their mother liquors, covered with Super Glue and affixed to the goniometer 
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head. Once dry, the measurements were conducted at room temperature, 298(2) K. The crystals 

structures for all analogs were determined from a non-linear least-squares fit. The data were corrected 

for absorption by the semi-empirical method based on equivalents and the structures were solved by 

direct methods by use of the SHELXTL program and refined by full matrix least-squares on F2 by 

use of all reflections.226-227 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement 

parameters and all occupancies within two standard deviations, whereas all hydrogen atom positions 

were determined by geometry. Details of the crystallographic results are given in Table 1. Atomic 

coordinates, equivalent isotropic displacement parameters, and selected interatomic distances and 

bond angles are provided in Tables S1-S8. Further details of the crystal structure studies are 

summarized in the CIF (Crystallographic Information File) files and have been deposited in The 

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) and can be found under deposition numbers 

1563635-1563638. 

2.1.2.6  UV-vis Absorbance Measurements 

Optical absorption measurements were carried out on an HP 8452A Diode Array UV 

Vis Visible Spectrophotometer over a 190 nm – 820 nm range. For absorption measurements, 

thin films of MA2CdX4 were prepared by spin coating 50 µL of 1M methanol solutions of the 

respective MA2CdX4 on cleaned UV quartz slides for 30 seconds at 2000 rpm using the Laurell 

model WS-650MZ-23NPPB spin processor. 

2.1.2.7  Variable Temperature Photoluminescence Measurements 

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were conducted over a spectral range from 360 

nm to 1025 nm using a He-Cd laser set at an excitation wavelength of 325 nm using a silicon 

CCD detector. Samples were spin coated on cleaned UV quartz slides and allowed to dry in 
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ambient conditions as detailed above. PXRD was performed on the samples to verify phase 

purity both before and after the PL measurements.  

2.1.2.8  Electronic Structure Calculations 

Our calculations were based on density functional theory (DFT) with 

Perdew−Burke−Ernzerh (PBE) exchange-correlation functional228 as implemented in the plane-

wave basis VASP code.229 The projector augmented wave method was used to describe the 

interaction between ions and electrons.230 The kinetic energy cutoff was 520 eV. The lattice 

parameters were fixed at the experimentally measured values while the atomic positions were 

optimized until the force on each atom was less than 0.01 eV/Å. The k-point meshes of 4×4×1, 

3×2×2, and 3×2×1 were used for structural optimization of MA2CdCl4, MA2CdBr4, and 

MA2CdI4, respectively, while denser k-point meshes of 8×8×1, 8×4×4, and 6×4×1 were used 

for the calculations of density of states (DOS). Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was also included in 

these calculations. 

2.1.3 Room Temperature Crystal Structures 

Since MA2CdCl4 and MA2CdBr4 structures have already been reported in literature,2,3 

studies were performed to complement this work as well as focus on a brand new compound 

MA2CdI4. A summary of the room temperature single crystal X-ray diffraction studies of these 

compounds is provided in Table 1 and the corresponding crystal structures are depicted in 

Figure 17. Although the compounds in this family are isoelectronic, their structures are 

markedly different. The crystal structure of MA2CdCl4 features 2D inorganic [CdCl4]
2- layers 

built upon corner-sharing CdCl6 octahedra separated by organic cation layers. Consequently, 

MA2CdCl4 belongs to the large family of ⟨100⟩-oriented layered hybrid organic-inorganic 
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perovskites.4 In contrast, the 0D crystal structures of MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 feature isolated 

CdBr4
2- and CdI4

2- anions separated by MA+ cations.  

 

Figure 17. Polyhedral views of the crystal structures of (a) (CH3NH3)2CdCl4, (b) 

(CH3NH3)2CdBr4 and (c) (CH3NH3)2CdI4. Orange, blue, red, grey, and black spheres represent 

Cd, halogen (Cl, Br or I), N, H, and C atoms, respectively. For clarity, only a fraction of 

methylammonium ions are shown in (b) and (c). 

To the best of our knowledge, a parent 3D hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite 

compound based on cadmium halides have never been reported. Reported structures of 

inorganic and hybrid organic-inorganic halides based on cadmium are predominantly of the 

NH4CdCl3-type, which features 1D double chains made of edge-sharing CdCl6 octahedra.231 

Examples of cadmium halides adopting the NH4CdCl3-type structure include ACdCl3 (A = K, 

Rb, Tl, NH4) and ACdBr3 (A = Rb, In, NH4).
225, 232-235 These observations cannot be simply 

explained using either the tolerance (t) or octahedral (μ) factors as detailed in Chapter 127, 31, 

35, 236-237 as many of the compositions cited above fall within the acceptable tolerance and 

octahedral factor ranges. For example, tolerance factors of MACdCl3, MACdBr3 and MACdI3 

compositions are 1.02, 1.00, and 0.98, respectively, and their octahedral factors are 0.50, 0.48, 

and 0.44, respectively. A recent comprehensive analysis of the formability of perovskite 

structures suggest that acceptable ranges of the tolerance and octahedral factors for the 

formation of 3D perovskites are 0.8 to 1.1 (t) and 0.44 to 0.895 (μ).27, 35 Therefore, in principle, 
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3D perovskites MACdCl3, MACdBr3 and MACdI3 should be accessible; however, MACdCl3 

and MACdI3 have not been reported to form, whereas MACdBr3 has been reported to crystallize 

in the BaNiO3-derived 1D chain structure.238 NH4CdCl3, the crystal structure type most 

cadmium halides crystallize in is also within the acceptable range with t = 0.84 and μ = 0.50, 

but forms 1D edge-sharing octahedral chains. This analysis clearly demonstrates the limitations 

of crystal structure predictions based on the tolerance and octahedral factors alone. 

In contrast, A2CdCl4 (A = Rb, Cs) compounds are known to adopt layered perovskite 

derived K2NiF4-type structures238-239 whereas Cs2CdBr4 and Cs2CdI4 crystallize in the K2SO4-

type structure featuring 0D structures with isolated tetrahedral CdX4
2- anions with cations filling 

the voids in between.231 Similarly, in the MA2CdX4 series, MA2CdCl4 is a perovskite derivative 

whereas MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 structures can be likened as derived from the K2SO4 structure 

through replacing K+ with MA+. The exact arrangement of CdX4
2- anions and organic cations 

in MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 differ, leading to different space groups for the two compounds. 

Thus, MA2CdBr4 is isostructural with MA2HgBr4
240-242

 crystallizing in the monoclinic space 

group P21/c, whereas MA2CdI4 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca. 

Structural distortions of hybrid materials not only impact their formability and stability 

but also have a major influence on their optoelectronic and semiconducting properties.27 Since 

divalent Cd2+ in MA2CdX4 has a 5s0 4d10 electronic configuration, distortions of the B-metal 

halide polyhedra due to a stereochemically active lone pair, which regularly occurs for Pb- and 

Sn-based compounds,27 is not expected. Indeed, the CdBr4 and CdI4 tetrahedra are almost 

regular with the Br-Cd-Br and I-Cd-I tetrahedral angles ranging from 105.17(3) to 112.16(2)° 

and 106.78(5) to 115.88(5)° (Tables A1.2, A1.5, A1.7-8). The narrow deviation from the ideal 

tetrahedral angle can be attributed to the distortions of the CdX4
2- units caused by hydrogen 
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bonding interactions, another major source of structural distortions in hybrid organic-inorganic 

perovskites.27 In the case of MA2CdCl4, the reported room temperature structure (space group 

Cmca) also features nearly regular CdCl6 octahedra with the Cl-Cd-Cl angles of 89.54° and 

90.46°.222  
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Table 1. Selected room temperature single crystal data collection and refinement parameters 

for (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 and (CH3NH3)2CdI4. 

Formula (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 (CH3NH3)2CdI4 (CH3NH3)2CdCl4 (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 

Formula weight 

(g/mol) 

496.18 684.14 318.34 496.18 

Temperature 

(K) 

298 (2) 

Mo Kα, 0.71073 

100 (2) 

Mo Kα, 0.71073 

Radiation, 

wavelength (Å) 

Crystal system Monoclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic 

Space group, Z P21/c, 4 Pbca, 8 P21/c, 2 P21/c, 4 

Unit cell 

parameters 

a = 8.1257(5) a = 10.9692(14) a = 10.375(4) Å a = 8.0734(8) 

(Å) b = 13.4317(8) b = 12.1583(15) b = 7.424(3) Å b = 13.2215(13) 

 c = 11.4182(7) c = 20.861(3) c = 7.349(3) c = 11.3649(11) 

 β = 96.1840(10)º  β = 110.829(5)º β = 96.082(2)º 

Volume (Å3) 1238.95(13) 2782.2(6) 529.1(4) 1206.3(2) 

Density (ρcalc) 

(g/cm3) 

2.660 3.267 1.998 2.732 

Absorption 

coefficient (μ) 

(mm-1) 

14.609 10.400 3.010 15.005 

θmin – θmax (º) 2.3491 – 26.9605 1.95 – 26.44 4.04 – 27.25 2.3708 – 30.8818 

Reflections 

collected 

27253 20954 13540 25703 

Independent 

reflections 

7755 2408 1190 2777 

Ra indices (I > 

2σ(I)) 

R1 = 0.0293 R1 = 0.0524 R1 = 0.0726 R1 = 0.0208 

 wR2 = 0.0653 wR2 = 0.1488 wR2 = 0.1750 wR2 = 0.0481 

Goodness-of-fit 

on F2 

1.031 1.041 1.063 1.076 

Largest diff. 

peak and hole 

(e-/Å3) 

1.995 and -1.625 1.778 and -1.821 2.519 and -2.035 0.764 and -0.940 

a𝑅1 = ∑||𝐹𝑜| − |𝐹𝑐||/ ∑|𝐹𝑜|;  𝑤𝑅2 = {|∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2 − 𝐹𝑐

2)2|/ ∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2)2||}1/2, where 𝑤 = {1/

|𝜎2𝐹𝑜
2 + (𝐴𝑃)2 + 𝐵𝑃|}, with 𝑃 = (𝐹𝑜

2 + 2𝐹𝑐
2)/3 and weight coefficients A and B. 
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2.1.4 Variable Temperature X-ray Diffraction Studies 

Hybrid organic-inorganic materials notoriously undergo successive phase transitions, 

especially upon cooling, which are often associated with the motion of organic cations, 

hydrogen bonding interactions, and subsequent distortions of the inorganic substructure.27, 223, 

243 Since structural distortions and phase transitions have a strong influence on the resultant 

semiconducting, optoelectronic, and excitonic properties of the hybrid materials,27 variable 

temperature X-ray diffraction experiments were performed on MA2CdX4. 

 

 

Figure 18. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns (black dots) for (CH3NH3)2CdCl4 at 

(a) 300 K, (b) 200 K and (c) 100 K, showing successive phase transitions upon cooling. The 

Pawley fits and difference plots are shown as red and blue dotted lines, respectively. 
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Figure 19. The variation in cell volume with temperature based on variable temperature PXRD 

and SXRD results shown in black squares and red dots respectively. The observed phase 

changes are denoted by a dashed line with each colored region corresponding to the 

orthorhombic (light yellow), tetragonal (light green) and monoclinic (light blue) phases of 

(CH3NH3)2CdCl4. In this plot, the monoclinic phase volumes are doubled to bring them to scale 

with the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases of (CH3NH3)2CdCl4. 

 

2.1.4.1  MA2CdCl4 

Variable temperature structural studies have already been conducted on MA2CdCl4 by 

Chapuis et al.222-223 MA2CdCl4 undergoes three phase transitions: (1) at 484 K from the high 

temperature tetragonal I4/mmm phase to the orthorhombic Cmca phase, (2) at 283 K from the 

Cmca phase to the tetragonal P42/ncm phase, and (3) at 173 K from the P42/ncm phase to the 

monoclinic P21/a phase.2,3 Our variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction measurements 

(Figures 19 and 20) on MA2CdCl4 have largely confirmed these findings, including the 

transition temperatures. The transition temperatures were determined based upon the 

appearance of splitting peaks, especially in the 20-25° range, as shown in the Figure 19 insets. 

Importantly, the temperature dependence of the unit cell volume (Figure 20) indicates some 

deviation from the normal linear cell contraction with cooling at ~100 K. This could indicate a 
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possible missed phase transition at this temperature, especially considering the structural 

transitions in the hybrid materials are often subtle due to slight changes in the atomic positions 

of the organic moieties. Furthermore, upon closer inspection, we noticed that the interlayer 

distance in the reported low temperature monoclinic P21/a phase223 is unusually and 

unphysically large (Figure A1.2 in Appendix 1). To determine the correct structure of the low 

temperature form of MA2CdCl4, we carried out single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments for 

MA2CdCl4 and MA2CdBr4 at 100 K, which are summarized in Table 1 and Table A1.2 and 

A1.5 in Appendix 1. As expected, the correct structure refined in the space group P21/c has a 

much smaller interlayer distance with the interlayer unit cell parameter of b = 7.424(3) Å 

compared to the interlayer parameter c = 19.37(1) Å in the previous report (Figure A1.2).223  

2.1.4.2  MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 

Several structural studies have been previously reported for MA2CdBr4 utilizing X-ray 

diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), infrared spectroscopy, 1H nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR), and nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR).224, 244-246 The study 

conducted by Rao et al. suggests that structural transitions exist at 167 K and 400 K based on 

DSC and infrared spectroscopy measurements.244 However, Nakayama et al. reported that there 

is no evidence of a phase transition from 4.2 K to 300 K.245 Given the discrepancy in literature 

regarding the low temperature phase transitions in MA2CdBr4, we performed variable 

temperature PXRD and SXRD experiments (Table 1, Figures 21a and 22a). Our results further 

support the findings of Nakayama et al., demonstrating that there is no evidence of a phase 

transition in the 20 – 295 K range.245 Upon cooling, a regular contraction of the unit cell volume 

is observed for MA2CdBr4 (Figure 22a). Interestingly, Nakayama et al.245 also reported the 

observation of an anomaly at 120 K in their NQR readings, which they attributed to anisotropic 
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thermal expansion of the unit cell. In contrast, we were not able to confirm any structural 

anomalies at this temperature (Figure 22). 

Variable temperature measurements were also performed on MA2CdI4 to probe for 

possible phase transitions. Based on our measurements, as shown in Figure 22b, MA2CdI4 

exhibits a normal contraction of unit cell volume from 295 K to 100 K and then begins to deviate 

from 100 K to 20 K with an abnormal increase in cell volume as the temperature is decreased. 

This unexpected deviation is not accompanied by structural transitions at these temperatures 

based on our PXRD results. In literature, hybrid organic-inorganic compounds have been shown 

to exhibit anisotropic thermal expansion, zero thermal expansion, and negative thermal 

expansion effects that deviate from the normal contraction of the cell volume with cooling.247-

249 

 

Figure 20. Room temperature PXRD results for (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 and (CH3NH3)2CdI4. Pawley 

fits are shown in red, which overlap the gray observed spectra, and the difference maps are in 

blue. 
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Figure 21. Temperature dependence of unit cell volume for (a) (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 and (b) 

(CH3NH3)2CdI4 based on variable temperature PXRD and SXRD results, which are shown in 

black and gold, respectively. 

  

2.1.5 Air and Moisture Stability 

Given their highly ionic nature, some hybrid organic-inorganic halides are unstable in 

ambient air, especially in a humid environment.27 In fact, this is a major shortcoming of the 

high performance photovoltaic material MAPbI3,
133, 149 making air stability studies very 

important for the evaluation of prospective optoelectronic applications of hybrid halides. In this 

study, air stabilities of spin-coated MA2CdX4 films, some of which show high preferential 

orientation, were studied by exposing them to ambient air for over 2 weeks (Figure 23). For 

MA2CdCl4, no observable change was recorded during the two-week period, whereas 

MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 show signs of degradation. In the case of MA2CdBr4, impurity peaks 

are clearly noticeable after leaving the thin film sample out for one day in ambient air. These 

impurity peaks have successfully been assigned to MACdBr3. Interestingly, after a quick partial 

decomposition, degradation of MA2CdBr4 slows and no further change has been observed after 
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exposing the sample to ambient air for two weeks. In the case of MA2CdI4, its thin film shows 

a higher degree of preferential orientation after one day in air. Note here that powder MA2CdI4 

samples show noticeable wetting when left in air overnight; therefore, the observed change in 

the degree of preferential orientation of the MA2CdI4 can be explained by the wetting of the 

film and the crystallites reorienting to form a highly oriented film. Beyond the change in 

preferential orientation, after two weeks in air, a strong impurity peak is also observed. 

However, we were not able to assign this impurity peak to any known compound in this system.  

In order to distinguish between the impacts of oxygen and water, we also monitored the 

stabilities of MA2CdX4 samples in dry air and wet N2 environments (Figure 23). MA2CdCl4 

and MA2CdI4 exhibited no observable change over the two-week period in our dry air chamber, 

whereas MA2CdBr4 showed clear signs of degradation after two weeks as evidenced by the 

emergence of MACdBr3
250 peaks (Figure 22b). In the wet N2 environment, MA2CdCl4 sample 

showed a higher degree of preferential orientation due to moisture absorption, but as expected, 

the sample remained largely unchanged. In contrast, MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 demonstrated 

signs of complete degradation and loss of crystallinity after one day within the chamber. 

Based on these results, MA2CdX4 compounds have contrasting air and moisture 

stabilities. MA2CdCl4 is air and moisture stable, MA2CdBr4 is unstable both in dry air and wet 

N2 environments, and the instability of MA2CdI4 is primarily caused by water. The marked 

difference in the air stabilities of these compounds can be attributed to the fact that chlorides 

are generally more stable in air compared to bromides and iodides.251 Additionally, stability has 

also been shown to be affected by structural dimensionality,23 the 2D layered structure of 

MA2CdCl4 featuring protective organic cation layers could prevent fast degradation of the 

material as opposed to the 0D cluster structures of MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4. 
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Figure 22. Ambient stability studies of spin coated MA2CdX4 thin films over a period of two 

weeks are shown in (a-c). (a) MA2CdCl4 shows no degradation, whereas (b) MA2CdBr4 

decomposes forming MACdBr3
250 (marked with green asterisks) after only one day in air, 

however, degradation slows thereafter. (c) MA2CdI4 film shows a higher degree of preferential 

orientation after a day in air, however, no impurity peaks are detected. After two weeks, 

MA2CdI4 PXRD pattern suggests formation of an unidentified impurity phase (labeled with 

orange diamond marks). Dry air stability studies of MA2CdX4 over a period of two weeks are 

shown in (d-f). (d) MA2CdCl4 shows no degradation, whereas (e) MA2CdBr4 decomposes 

forming MACdBr3
250 (marked with green asterisks) after only two weeks in a dry air 

environment. (f) MA2CdI4 also shows no degradation over a two-week period. Moisture 

stability studies of MA2CdX4 over a period of two weeks are shown in (g-i). (g) MA2CdCl4 

shows a higher degree of preferential orientation after two weeks in a wet nitrogen environment 

whereas (h) MA2CdBr4 begins decomposing after only 1 day. (i) MA2CdI4 film completely 

degrades after one day in a 100% saturated environment. 
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2.1.6 Optical Property Measurements 

Cadmium halides are large band gap materials, for example, CdCl2, CdBr2 and CdI2 are 

reported to have band gaps of 6.4 eV, 5.4 eV and 4.3 eV.252 Optical absorption and 

photoluminescence measurements for such large band gap materials require specialized 

instrumentation that extends into the deep UV region. For MA2CdX4, we were able to carry out 

optical absorption measurements in the 190 – 820 nm (1.5 – 6.5 eV) range (Figure 6), which 

narrowly captures the UV region where onsets of absorption appear. From the linear fits of the 

absorbance data, the onsets of optical absorption were determined to be 5.29 eV for MA2CdCl4, 

4.92 eV for MA2CdBr4, and 3.94 eV for MA2CdI4. This trend in the onsets of optical absorption 

for halides going from chloride to iodide is consistent with the trend in electronegativity and 

calculated band structures (see below), i.e., with decreasing electronegativity of halogen 

element, the band gap is expected to decrease.  

However, we note that the onsets of optical absorption for MA2CdX4 cannot be directly 

used to extract band gap information for hybrid organic-inorganic materials with strong 

excitonic features. Indeed, most low-dimensional hybrid materials exhibit room temperature 

excitonic features in their absorption spectra appearing before the features that can be ascribed 

to band-to-band transitions.27, 88, 252-254 In fact, MA2CdX4 are expected to have a strong charge 

localization in the inorganic CdX4
2- substructures due to their large band gaps and low 

dimensional crystal structures (see DFT results below); therefore, the exact determination of 

the optical band gaps of MA2CdX4 cannot be done solely based on our optical absorbance 

results. 

Further inspection of the optical absorption data for MA2CdI4 reveals a noticeable 

subgap absorption, which is reproducible in two different UV-vis spectrometers. The presence 
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of such weak subgap absorption may be indicative of defect states in MA2CdI4. Given the fact 

that MA2CdI4 band gap is larger than 3.9 eV, MA2CdI4 crystals should be colorless instead of 

their actual pale-yellow color. Therefore, the yellow color of MA2CdI4 crystals may be due to 

the defect-induced states, which are also responsible for the sub-band gap absorption.  

 

Figure 23. Absorbance vs. energy plots for (CH3NH3)2CdCl4 (black), (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 (red) 

and (CH3NH3)2CdI4 (blue). From the linear fits, the onsets of optical absorption are 5.29 eV for 

(CH3NH3)2CdCl4, 4.92 eV for (CH3NH3)2CdBr4, and 3.94 eV for (CH3NH3)2CdI4. Absorbance 

spectrum of the UV quartz substrate (green) is also included for comparison. 

 

In the presented absorption data in Figure 24, we were not able to observe excitonic fine 

structures or band-to-band transitions. However, comparisons can be made with the literature 

reported data for the parent CdX2 and hybrid organic-inorganic Cd-based halides. Pollini et 

al.252 reported reflectivity and deep UV absorption spectra that show multiple subgap excitonic 

features for CdX2 that have been assigned to excitons formed from halogen p-band holes and 
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Cd 5s band electrons. The lowest excitonic features are located at 6.05 eV for CdCl2, 4.90 eV 

for CdBr2 and 3.68 eV for CdI2, which suggest exciton binding energies of 0.35-0.62 eV for 

CdX2. Using similar exciton binding energy values for MA2CdX4, the optical band gaps can be 

estimated to be 5.3 – 5.9 eV for MA2CdCl4, 4.9 – 5.5 eV for MA2CdBr4 and 3.9 – 4.5 eV for 

MA2CdI4. In literature, there have been only a few optical studies of hybrid organic-inorganic 

Cd-based halides.186, 255 Interestingly, one of the few papers reporting optical properties of 

hybrid Cd-based halides suggest that the optical band gap of the layered perovskite compound 

(C2H5NH3)2CdCl4 is 1.866 eV.255 In another report,186 the same authors report a larger band gap 

value of 3.11 eV for the same compound. The discrepancy and the very low optical band gap 

values reported in these studies given the colorless nature of Cd-halides, especially the 

chlorides, are likely due to the noticeably poor-quality optical absorption data. Ohnishi et al. 

reported a more comprehensive study of (C2H5NH3)2CdCl4 including low temperature (7 K) 

optical reflection spectra on single crystals that show the lowest exciton absorption band at 6.19 

eV and optical band gap of 6.8 eV,256 which are values much closer to that observed for our 

samples.  

 

Figure 24. Normalized room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra of (a) 

(CH3NH3)2CdCl4, (b) (CH3NH3)2CdBr4, and (c) (CH3NH3)2CdI4. 

Photoluminescence (PL) experiments were performed to further study optical properties 

of MA2CdX4. Each sample was subjected to an excitation wavelength of 325 nm (3.81 eV) and 
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the resulting PL spectra are summarized in Figure 25. Since our source energy is below the 

band gaps of MA2CdX4, such measurements are considered subgap excited PL 

measurements.219, 257-258 Based on these preliminary studies, the PL spectra for MA2CdX4 

feature broad peaks centered at ~2.2 eV (560 nm) for MA2CdCl4, ~3 eV (415 nm) for 

MA2CdBr4 and ~2.5 eV (500 nm) for MA2CdI4. These broad peaks with full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) values of 0.81 eV (208 nm) for MA2CdCl4, 0.61 eV (94 nm) for 

MA2CdBr4, and 0.96 eV (203 nm) for MA2CdI4, are likely composed of several components, 

as evidenced by the fine structure clearly noticeable in the MA2CdCl4 and MA2CdI4 PL spectra. 

These PL peaks, especially for the chloride analog, are reminiscent of the broadband white-

light emitting hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites including α-(DMEN)PbBr4 (DMEN = 2-

(dimethylamino)ethylamine), which has a ~550 nm peak with a FWHM of 183 nm,259 (N-

MEDA)[PbBr4] (N-MEDA = N1-methylethane-1,2-diammonium), which has a PL peak 

maximum at 558 nm and a FWHM of 165 nm,106 and (EDBE)[PbX4] (EDBE = 2,2′-

(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylammonium); X = Cl, Br), which also have PL peaks at 538 – 578 nm 

and FWHM values of 208 – 215 nm.107 For these reported white-light emitters, the 

photoluminescence quantum efficiencies (PLQE) remain low (< 10%). We were also able to 

observe blue and white-green emission from MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4, respectively, when 

excited using a 325 nm laser source at 4 K (Figure A1.3 in Appendix 1). However, no visible 

emission is observed at room temperature, consistent with the weaker PL peaks, especially for 

MA2CdBr. This is attributed to a significant thermal quenching at room-temperature, also 

observed for other known cadmium halide materials (see below). 

In literature, extensive luminescence studies of pure CdX2 and their halide solid 

solutions, (e.g. CdCl2-CdBr2) have been carried out, however, mostly at low (liquid nitrogen 
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and liquid helium) temperatures due to the fact that emissions are much weaker at room 

temperature due to thermal quenching effects.260-266 According to these reports, CdX2 exhibit 

strong self-trapped exciton (STE) luminescence observed in the 2 – 3.8 eV range, with exact 

peak positions dependent on the measurement temperature and excitation source. Self-trapped 

excitons in ionic crystals form due to lattice distortions caused by optically created excitons, 

which are subsequently trapped at the distortions they create.263 Decay time studies indicate 

that the observed STE’s in CdX2 can be both spin-singlet and spin-triplet in nature.264-265 

Interestingly, the STE luminescence in CdX2 halides have been observed both using above the 

gap excitation and subgap excitation. For example, when excited with 3.53 eV light, melt grown 

single crystals of CdI2 showed 3 emission bands at 2.12 eV, 2.43 eV and 3.36 eV at 2 K.262 

Emission spectra of hybrid Cd-based halides are largely similar to that of CdX2, for example, 

(C2H5NH3)2CdCl4 has an emission at 2.50 eV with a FWHM value of 0.66 eV when excited 

into the excitonic absorption range at 11 K.267 Temperature dependence of emission intensity 

studies showed that the 2.50 eV band decays rapidly above 50 K due to thermal quenching.267 

Drawing parallels to these studies, we tentatively assign the observed PL peaks for our 

MA2CdX4 compounds to self-trapped excitons. The exact mechanism and nature of emission 

in MA2CdX4, however, warrant further scrutiny through time-resolved, temperature- and 

power-dependent PL studies.  

2.1.7 Band Structure Calculations 

Figure 26 shows the calculated band structures and DOS of MA2CdCl4 (RT phase), 

MA2CdBr4, and MA2CdI4. All three halides have direct band gaps at the Γ point. The calculated 

band gaps of MA2CdCl4, MA2CdBr4, and MA2CdI4 are 3.41 eV, 3.46 eV, and 2.87 eV, 

respectively, which are expected to be underestimated due to the well-known band gap error in 
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DFT. Typically, the band gap of the chloride should be significantly larger than that of the 

bromide with common cations due to the higher electronegativity of Cl. Here, the small band 

gap difference between MA2CdCl4 and MA2CdBr4 is due to their different crystal structures, 

namely the 2D layered structure of MA2CdCl4 as compared to the 0D cluster structure of 

MA2CdBr4. The significant intra-layer coupling of electronic states in the layered MA2CdCl4 

leads to relatively dispersive conduction and valence bands (see Figure 26a). On the other hand, 

the 0D compounds MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 have weak inter-cluster coupling and consequently 

very small band dispersion (see Figures 26b-c), which widens their band gaps. This observation 

is consistent with the reported trend for hybrid perovskites, for which it has been shown that 

dimensional reduction leads to larger band gaps.27 

The conduction and the valence bands of the three halides are dominated by the Cd-

halogen hybridization; their primary features are described below using MA2CdBr4 as an 

example. In Figure 26b, the narrow bands near -3 eV and 4 eV are mainly derived from the 

bonding and the anti-bonding states between Br-4p and Cd-5s, respectively. The bonding and 

the anti-bonding states between Br-4p and Cd-5p contribute strongly to the bands between -2 

eV and -1 eV and those above 5 eV, respectively. The MA-related bands are far away from the 

band gap, having negligible contribution to chemical bonding. The above electronic structure 

features also exist for MA2CdCl4 and MA2CdI4 as shown in Figure 26a and c. 
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Figure 25. Band structures (left) and density-of-states (DOS) (right) plots of (a) 

(CH3NH3)2CdCl4, (b) (CH3NH3)2CdBr4, and (c) (CH3NH3)2CdI4 calculated using PBE 

functionals with SOC. Note that the band gaps are underestimated in PBE calculations. 

Despite the similarities described above, there are distinct differences in electronic 

structures between the 0D compounds (MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4) and 2D MA2CdCl4. It can be 

seen in Figure 26 that both the conduction and the valence bands in 0D MA2CdBr4 and 

MA2CdI4 are much less dispersive than those in 2D MA2CdCl4 because the electronic states 

originating from the Cd-Br(I) bonds in MA2CdBr(I)4 are highly localized within the CdBr(I)4 

clusters, which are spatially separated from each other by MA molecular cations. The lack of 

sufficient band dispersion leads to a narrow Cd-5s-derived conduction band, which is 

completely separated from the higher Cd-5p-derived band, as shown in Figure 26b-c. Similar 
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isolated narrow conduction bands have been found in double-perovskite halide materials.268-270
 

The highly localized electronic states near the conduction band minimum (CBM) and the 

valence band maximum (VBM) promote charge localization, leading to the formation of 

electron and hole polarons and self-trapped excitons (STEs). The formation of STEs with 

sufficient binding energies is important for stabilizing excitons and enabling exciton emission. 

The PL peaks of MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 (Figure 25), therefore, are likely due to the STE 

emission. High light output due to STE emission has been reported in double perovskite halides, 

which also have highly localized states near the CBM and the VBM.271 Compared to MA2CdBr4 

and MA2CdI4, MA2CdCl4 with its layered structure has relatively more dispersive electronic 

bands on the ab-plane and flat bands along the c direction. The localization level of the VBM 

and the CBM states is likely still sufficient to stabilize STE and enable STE emission. This is 

supported by the strong STE emission observed in other 2D halide perovskites.106, 259, 268, 272-274 

The formation of STEs in 0D MA2CdBr4 or MA2CdI4 may simply involve the 

elongation of the Cd-halogen bonds within an isolated CdBr4 or CdI4 tetrahedral cluster, 

respectively. As such, the hole is localized on the four halogen ions while the electron is 

localized on the Cd ion within a tetrahedral cluster. On the other hand, a STE in MA2CdCl4 

likely involves the formation of a Vk center (a commonly observed hole polaron in halides, 

which can trap an electron at the nearby cation). The formation of a Vk center requires strong 

lattice relaxation, i.e., the formation of a Cl2
- molecule,268 which should result in a large stokes 

shift and may explain the lower emission energy in MA2CdCl4 than in MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 

(see Figure 26). 
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2.1.8 Summary 

In summary, we report low temperature solution synthesis, crystal and electronic 

structures, and optical properties of the HOIM MA2CdX4 (X = Cl, Br, I). High quality single 

crystals were obtained through slow evaporation of DMF, water and methanol solutions of 

MA2CdX4 with optimized conditions; i.e., slow evaporation at room temperature, yielding mm-

sized colorless (X = Cl, Br) and pale yellow (X = I) crystals. In future studies, large single 

crystal growth (> 1 cm in all dimensions) will be necessary to accurately assess scintillation 

properties of MA2CdX4. Single crystal and variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction 

measurements confirm the literature reported 2D layered perovskite structure for MA2CdCl4, 

which undergoes two phase transitions at 283 K and 173 K. In contrast, MA2CdBr4 and 

MA2CdI4 adopt 0D K2SO4-derived crystal structures based on isolated CdBr(I)4 tetrahedra, and 

show no phase transition down to 20 K. The contrasting crystal structures and chemical 

compositions in MA2CdX4 family impact their air stabilities; the 2D layered compound 

MA2CdCl4 is air stable, whereas the 0D cluster compounds MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 partially 

decompose when left in air for a two-week period. 

Our band structure calculations show that the states around the Fermi level are 

dominated by the bands from Cd and halogen elements in MA2CdX4 consistent with the simple 

charge counting according to (MA+)2(Cd2+)(X-)4. Thus, the upper valence band (VB) is 

primarily composed of halogen p states with a small contribution from the full Cd 4d states, 

whereas the bottom of the conduction band (CB) is predominantly made of Cd 5s states. 

Because of the large differences in the electronegativities of Cd and halogen elements, 

MA2CdX4 have large optical band gaps above 3.9 eV based on optical absorption experiments.  
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Interestingly, MA2CdX4 are potential broadband white-light emitting materials with 

photoluminescence (PL) peaks centered at ~560 nm with FWHM = 208 nm for MA2CdCl4, 415 

nm with FWHM = 94 nm for MA2CdBr4, and 500 nm with FWHM = 203 nm for MA2CdI4. 

These PL peaks are tentatively assigned to self-trapped excitons (STEs) in MA2CdX4 using an 

analogy to the related CdX2 and (C2H5NH3)2CdCl4. This view is further supported by the results 

of the DFT calculations, which indicate that the bands in VB and CB have small dispersions, 

suggesting high charge localization with significant exciton binding energies in MA2CdX4. The 

degree of charge localization is also impacted by the structural dimensionality, i.e., the band 

structure of the 2D layered compound MA2CdCl4 features flat bands in the interlayer direction 

but more dispersive bands along the intralayer direction, whereas the 0D cluster compounds 

MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 have a much stronger charge localization. Based on both experimental 

and computational results, therefore, the 0D compounds MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 could be 

promising candidates as self-activated scintillators, whereas the 2D layered perovskite 

MA2CdCl4 may require doping with an activator such as Ce3+ or Eu2+. In conclusion, the 

presented results in this work including the ease of synthesis using inexpensive low temperature 

solution methods, single crystal growth, large band gaps, and highly localized charges indicate 

that MA2CdX4 and related compounds may be of interest for WL-emitting phosphors and 

scintillator applications. 
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2.2 4-Aminopyridinium (4AMP) Zinc and Mercury Bromides (4AMP)2MBr4 

(M = Zn, Hg) 

2.2.1 Introduction 

U.S. Energy Information Administration reported that 21% of all energy consumed in 

the U.S. in 2017 was for lighting applications. By replacing incandescent bulbs with light-

emitting diodes (LEDs), 40% power consumption reduction is predicted to be achieved by 

2030.137 To achieve these goals, scientists are focusing on the development of brand new 

materials technologies that produce finely tuned white light (WL). The development of white 

LEDs (WLEDs) is the key step for the implementation of solid-state lighting (SSL) 

technologies, which are expected to address the low efficiencies of conventional incandescent 

and fluorescent lighting sources.275-277 To produce WL, three technologies are mainly used: 

first, by coating a yellow phosphor on a blue LED,278-279 second, by coating a mixture of red, 

green, and blue (RGB) phosphors on an ultraviolet LED,280-281 and finally by directly using a 

mixture of RGB LEDs to produce WL. However, each of these three technologies has their own 

disadvantages including poor color rendition, low efficiency and discontinuity in the WL 

spectrum,282-287 and there is a  growing interest in a single-component phosphor material for 

SSL that could address these concerns.288  

In this context, hybrid organic-inorganic materials (HOIMs) have attracted enormous 

attention due to their structural diversity289-294 and outstanding optoelectronic properties,295-296 

which make them promising candidates for LEDs,297-298 light-emitting transistors,202 laser 

cooling,203 laser gain media,204 photodetectors,205 and solar cells.23, 207-208 In 2014, broadband 

WL emission was first reported in (110)-oriented two-dimensional (2D) hybrid halides 

perovskites (N-MEDA)-PbX4 (N-MEDA = N1-metylethane-1,2-diammonium) and 

(EDBE)PbX4 (EDBE = 2,2’-(ethylenedioxy)bis-(ethylammonium)) with X = Br, Cl and in 
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2015, a new example of WL emission in the (100)-oriented 2D HOI perovskite 

(C6H11NH3)2PbBr4. The physical origin of the unusual WL emission was attributed to self-

trapped excitons (STEs) in a distorted lattice resulting from strong electron-phonon coupling.85, 

274, 299-303 Follow-up studies by several research groups yielded new examples of HOIM WL 

emitters304-315 and confirmed their great potential in SSL applications. It was demonstrated that 

lowering the structural dimensionality of HOIMs enables strong quantum confinement and 

highly localized charges resulting in high exciton binding energies and stable excitonic 

emission.289, 306 Among notable examples of highly luminescent HOIMs is C4N2H14PbBr4,
316 

which has a 1D crystal structure and shows an efficient bluish WL emission with 

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of 20% and 12% for bulk single crystals and 

microscale crystals, respectively.316 More recently, new examples of broadband WL emitters 

have been reported and the specific role of the organic cation in terms of providing emissive 

centers has also been discussed in low dimensional HIOMs.85, 317-320 Beyond hybrid halide 

perovskites, Luo et al. recently reported a highly efficient and stable warm-WL emission from 

the all-inorganic lead-free halide double perovskites Cs2(AgxNa1-x)InCl6 with 86% PLQY and 

stability over 1,000 hours. Moreover, Wang et al.318 reported that non-perovskite HOIMs can 

also have remarkable light emission properties, such as in the cases of (H2DABCO)Pb2Cl6 and 

(H3O)(Et2-DABCO)8Pb21Cl59 compounds that demonstrate WL emission with high color 

rendering index (CRI) values of 96 and 88, respectively. In these two materials, inorganic parts 

contribute to the blue emission, while the yellow/orange emission originates from the organic 

parts, resulting in an overall broadband WL emission.318 Notably high CRI values of 96 and 88 

reported for (H2DABCO)Pb2Cl6 and (H3O)(Et2-DABCO)8Pb21Cl59 are important; at present, 

the CRI of most commercial LEDs is around 80, which is considered good for use in everyday 
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lighting.321 Nonetheless, for high level color-critical applications such as museums galleries, 

cinematography, cosmetic sales counters, and surgery, WL emission with a CRI > 90 is 

desired.322 The work on (H2DABCO)Pb2Cl6 and (H3O)(Et2-DABCO)8Pb21Cl59 confirms that 

non-perovskite HOIMs could also demonstrate outstanding light emission properties.318 

However, the development of highly-efficient broadband WL emitting HOIMs with high CRI 

is still in its infancy, with only a few demonstrated examples so far. 

In this study, we report two new examples of HOIMs, namely (C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O 

and (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4 that demonstrate excellent light emission properties. X-ray 

crystallography studies suggest the presence of discrete molecular building blocks, organic 

C5H7N2
+ cations and inorganic tetrahedral MBr4

2- anions, in the zero-dimensional (0D) crystal 

structures of (C5H7N2)2MBr4 results in strongly localized charge carriers and bright WL 

emission with a corresponding Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) Color 

Coordinates of (0.34, 0.38) and (0.25, 0.26), and a CRI values of 87 and 96 for 

(C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4, respectively, which are, to the best of our 

knowledge, among the highest values reported in the literature to date, and the highest value for 

Pb-free HOIMs . Metal substitution (Hg/Zn) allows us to tune the light emission from “warm” 

to “cold” WL with a calculated correlated color temperatures (CCT) of 5206 K for 

(C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and 11630 K for (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4. In addition to the record CRI values, 

measured room temperature PLQY values of 14.87 and 19.18% for (C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and 

(C5H7N2)2ZnBr4, respectively are among the highest reported for HOIMs. In particular, the 

19.18% PLQY of (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4  is the highest value reported for non-toxic HOIMs WL 

emitters to date. Our optical investigations supported by density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations suggested that the WL emission resulting from 4AMP-related molecular.  
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2.2.2  Synthesis and Methods of 4AMP2Hg(Zn)Br4 

2.2.2.1  Reagents Used in the Synthesis of 4AMP2Hg(Zn)Br4 

Chemicals listed were used as purchased and without further purification: (i) 4-

aminopyridinium, 98%, Sigma; (ii) hydrobromic acid, 47% w/w, Sigma-Aldrich; (iii) zinc 

bromide, 99.999%, Alfa Aesar; (iv) mercury bromide, 99.9%, Fisher Scientific; (v) methanol, 

ACS reagent grade, Aldrich; (vi) N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), 99%, Fisher. 

2.2.2.2  Synthesis and Crystal Growth of 4AMP2Hg(Zn)Br4 

Crystals of 1 and 2 were grown through slow evaporation at room temperature under 

ambient conditions from stoichiometric (2:1:1 molar ratio of 4AMP to HBr to MBr2) methanol 

solutions. The 4AMP and MBr2 solids were solvated separately then combined and mixed for 

5 mins. A stoichiometric amount of HBr was added and the solution was stirred for another 5 

mins and then allowed to sit at room temperature to slowly evaporate.  

4AMP2CdBr4·H2O can also be obtained using the same experimental conditions as for 

the Zn and Hg compounds studied in this section. While the Zn and Hg thin films were deemed 

clean (see Figure A7 in Appendix 1 for PXRD results), the Cd film had too many impurities to 

include in this study. Materials with unidentifiable impurities cannot be considered for optical 

investigation, as it would be too difficult to attribute the mechanisms underlying their properties 

to a single phase. 

2.2.2.3  Single crystal X-ray diffraction 

The X-ray intensity data for all compounds were collected on a Bruker D8 Quest Kappa-

geometry diffractometer with a Photon II cpad area detector and an Incoatec Imus microfocus 

Mo Kalpha source.  The samples were cooled to 100(2) K by an Oxford Cryostream 800 LT 

device. All crystal structures were determined from a nonlinear least-squares fit. The data were 
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corrected for absorption by the semi-empirical method based on equivalents and structures were 

solved by direct methods using the SHELXTL program and refined by full matrix least-squares 

on F2 by use of all reflections. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic 

displacement parameters, all occupancies were refined within two standard deviations, and all 

hydrogen atom positions were determined by geometry. CCDC 1887021 and 187022 contains 

the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of 

charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via 

www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 

2.2.2.4  Powder X-ray diffraction  

Powder X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out on polycrystalline powder of 

1 and 2. A Rigaku MiniFlex600 system equipped with a D/tex detector, and a Ni-filtered Cu-

Kα radiation source was used for these measurements. Scans were performed in the 3-90° (2θ) 

range, with a step size of 0.02°. 

2.2.2.5  Thermal analysis 

Simultaneous thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) measurements were carried out on a TA Instruments SDT650 unit. Measurements were 

done in 90 μL alumina crucibles on 10-11 mg samples under a 100 mL/min flow of nitrogen in 

the 50 – 475 °C range with 5 °C/min heating rate. DSC onset temperatures were determined 

using TA Instrument’s TRIOS software analysis package. 

2.2.2.6  Optical Measurements 

The UV-vis diffuse reflectance measurements were measured on polycrystalline powder 

samples of 1 and 2, using a PerkinElmer Lambda 750 UV/VIS/NIR Spectrometer equipped 

with a 100mm Spectralon InGaAs Integrating Sphere attachment over a 250-1100 nm range. 
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Room temperature PLE and PLQY measurements were performed on a HORIBA Jobin Yvon 

Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer using a Xenon lamp and Quanta-φ integrating sphere using the 

two-curve method in a varied range from 280-860 nm. Temperature dependence and power 

dependence PL measurements were done under excitation by the 325 nm line of a HeCd laser 

(Kimmon Electric HeCd dual-wavelength laser, model: IK552R-F). The sample was placed on 

the cold finger of a helium closed-cycle cryostat and the measurements were performed from 4 

to 295 K. PL decay was measured on a HORIBA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer 

using a time-correlated-single-photon counting module. HORIBA Jobin Yvon NanoLEDs 

(pulsed light-emitting diodes) were used as the excitation source. The color rendering index 

(CRI) values were calculated using OSRAM Company’s ColorCalculator software available 

from https://www.osram-americas.com. 

Computational methods: All calculations were based on density functional theory (DFT) 

implemented in the VASP code.229 The interaction between ions and electrons was described 

by projector augmented wave method.323 The kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV for the plane-

wave basis was used for all calculations. Experimental lattice parameters of 1 and 2 were used 

while the atomic positions were fully relaxed until the residual forces were less than 0.02 eV/Å. 

Electronic band structures and density of states (DOS) were calculated using 

Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional.324 

2.2.3 Crystal Structure 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 crystallize in the orthorhombic space group Pbcm 

and P212121, respectively (see Table 2). Interestingly, although there is no connectivity between 

the adjacent MX4 units, both compounds exhibit pseudo-layered structures that effectively 

isolate the metal halide units from the organic layer, as shown in Figure 27, which is a feature 

https://www.osram-americas.com/
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found in several other group 12 metal halide systems.85, 113, 306 The shortest distance between 

Br atoms on two adjacent MBr4 units is 4.069 Å in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4.419 Å in 

4AMP2ZnBr4, only slightly longer than double of the bromide Shannon ionic radius (2 × r(Br-

) = 3.92 Å).325 The close-packing of halide anions can have a great impact on the optoelectronic 

properties. For example, whilst the vacancy-ordered double perovskites such as Rb2SnI6,
326 

Cs2SnI6
326 and (NH4)2PtI6

327 have 0D crystal structures, the presence of close-packed halogen 

sublattice leads to the overlap of neighboring halogen p-orbitals providing dispersive electronic 

states in the vicinity of the Fermi level.  

Typically, 4AMP-based hybrid organic-inorganic halides of Sb and Bi are known to 

result in octahedral MX6 units with varying connectivity such as isolated bi-octahedra in 

4AMP-Bi2Cl11
328 and 1D SbI4

- chains formed by edge-sharing SbI6 octahedra in 4AMP-SbI4.
329 

Interestingly, Ga,330 Cd,331 Cu332 and Co333 are also known, however, their structures are based 

on isolated MX4 tetrahedra similar to that in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, whereas Pd-

analog features square planar PdCl4 units.334 Similar to the close analogs based on Cd, 

4AMP2CdBr4·H2O
331 and 4AMP2CdI4·H2O,335 MX4 tetrahedra in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 

4AMP2ZnBr4 are slightly distorted (presumably to optimize the hydrogen bonding network), 

which can be seen in the selected bond distances and angles showed in Table A1.9 in Appendix 

1. In contrast, the Cu analog exhibits Jahn-Teller distorted CuCl4 tetrahedra, whereas distortions 

in Sb- and Bi-based halides of 4AMP cation are attributed to the presence of lone pair on the 

metal cations.328-329  
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Table 2. Selected single crystal data and structure refinement parameters for 

(C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4. 

Formula (C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4 

Formula weight (g/mol) 728.50 575.26 

Temperature (K) 100(2) 100(2) 

Radiation, wavelength (Å) Mo Kα, 0.71073 Mo Kα, 0.71073 

Crystal system Orthorhombic Orthorhombic 

Space group Pbcm P21 21 21 

Z 4 4 

Unit cell parameters (Å) a = 6.7934(7) a = 7.2941(5) 

 b = 13.8808(15) b = 15.3229(10) 

 c = 18.685(2) c = 15.3893 (10) 

Volume (Å3) 1762.0(3) 1720.01(20) 

Density (ρcalc) (g/cm3) 2.746 2.221 

Absorption coefficient (μ) 
(mm-1) 

17.806 10.712 

θmin – θmax (º) 2.18 – 29.39 2.65 – 27.16 

Reflections collected 37840 28581 

Independent reflections 2167 3943 

Ra indices (I > 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.238 R1 = 0.0180 

 wR2 = 0.0322 wR2 = 0.0348 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.008 1.010 

Largest diff. peak and hole 
(e-/Å3) 

0.678 and -0.711 0.227 and -0.236 

a𝑅1 = ∑||𝐹𝑜| − |𝐹𝑐||/ ∑|𝐹𝑜|;  𝑤𝑅2 = {|∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2 − 𝐹𝑐

2)2|/ ∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2)2||}1/2,  

where 𝑤 = {1/|𝜎2𝐹𝑜
2 + (𝐴𝑃)2 + 𝐵𝑃|}, with 𝑃 = (𝐹𝑜

2 + 2𝐹𝑐
2)/3 and weight coefficients A and 

B. 
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Figure 26. Polyhedral views of the crystal structures of (a) 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and (b) 

4AMP2ZnBr4. Gray, lilac, burgundy, red, pink, blue, and black represent Zn, Hg, Br, O, H, N, 

and C, respectively. Some 4AMP molecules were removed for visual clarity. 

 

2.2.4 Ambient Air and Moisture and Thermal Stability 

Instability of HOIM halides is a widely known issue in literature and remains a major 

barrier for their industrial-scale implementation in applications such as solar cells.336-338 The air 

and thermal stability of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 compounds were investigated 

through PXRD measurements taken over a period of two months and simultaneous 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements. 

Phase purity was first verified on powders of the bulk phase using PXRD as shown in Figure 
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A1.4 and. Figure A1.5 in Appendix 1 shows that the sample 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O is stable in 

ambient air for several weeks, which is more air-stable than similar HOIMs such as 

(CH3NH3)2CdX4 (X = Cl, Br, I).113, 306, 337 However, especially for 4AMP2ZnBr4, the 

crystallinity slightly decreases over time, and emergence of small impurity peaks are noticeable 

in both 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 after 1-2 months.  

 

Figure 27. TGA (red) and DSC (blue) measurements for (a) (C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and (b) 

(C5H7N2)2ZnBr4. 
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On the other hand, DSC/TGA measurements presented in Figure 27 show the typical 

mass loss above 300 °C as seen in many HOIMs.339-340 Thus, as shown in Figure 27a, 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O first loses its solvated water at 110 °C (T1) and undergoes an associated 

structural transition at 119 °C (T2). This is followed by a third transition at 189 °C (T3), 

attributed to melting, and evaporation of sample with onset temperature of 345 °C (T4). In 

comparison, the DSC/TGA curves of non-hydrated 4AMP2ZnBr4, shown in Figure 27b, are 

simpler with only two thermal events at 239 and 415 °C labeled as T1 and T2, respectively. The 

first event (T1) likely corresponds to a melting transition whereas T2 corresponds to the 

vaporization of the sample. Note that some of the other well-known HOIMs decompose at lower 

temperatures such as CH3NH3PbBr3 at 176 °C, FASnPbI3 (FA = formamidinium) at 150 °C, 

and FASnI3 at 100 °C341 which suggest that 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 are relatively 

more thermally stable than these compounds. 

2.2.5 Optical Property Measurements 

Figure 28a shows room temperature diffuse reflectance spectra of polycrystalline 

powders of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4. Sharp band edges were observed, 

characteristic of a direct gap semiconductor. As explained in Chapter 1, the band gap energies 

from the Tauc plots [F(R)hν]1/γ as a function of the photon energy (hν), where γ is equal to 1/2 

for direct transitions and 2 for indirect transitions can be estimated based on the Kubelka-Munk 

function.342 This method it is often used to estimate an optical band gap of a given 

semiconductor with parabolic bands at the Fermi energy level. Using the direct and indirect 

fitting scenarios, band gaps energies of 3.44 and 4.02 eV (direct) and 3.20 and 3.90 eV (indirect) 

are estimated for powder samples of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, respectively (Figure 

A1.7 in Appendix 1). Note here that while this treatment follows the commonly applied 
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procedures in literature,305-308, 343 and the obtained values are reasonable, the present case is 

quite different due to low dimensional crystal and electronic structures of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O 

and 4AMP2ZnBr4 compounds. Thus, 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 show an excitonic 

absorption features at 370 and 320 nm for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, respectively, 

which may obscure the absorption onset (Figure 28a-c). Therefore, we directly measured the 

optical absorption spectra on spin-coated thin films of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4. 

Based on the absorption spectra shown in Figure A1.8 in Appendix 1, we deduced a band gaps 

of 3.64 eV and 4.1 eV for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, respectively.  
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Figure 28. (a) Diffuse reflectance spectra of polycrystalline powders of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 

4AMP2ZnBr4 measured at room temperature. (b-c) Room temperature optical absorption (blue), 

PLE (green), and PL (red) spectra of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4. (d) The position of 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O (circle) and 4AMP2ZnBr4 (square) values in the CIE 1931 chart. 

 

Under 325 nm UV irradiation, PL spectrum of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O shows very broad 

Gaussian shaped emission with a maximum intensity at 535 nm, a FWHM of 233 nm, and a 
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large Stokes-shift (~170 nm) compared to the excitonic absorption (Figure 28b). Moreover, 

PLE spectrum shows a sharp excitonic peak located at 370 nm in excellent agreement with the 

absorption spectrum peak (Figure 28b and Figure A1.8 in Appendix 1), attributed to excitonic 

absorption. Similarly, for 4AMP2ZnBr4, room temperature PL spectrum shows a bright 

broadband emission with a maximum at 438 nm accompanied with a shoulder at 490 nm and a 

weaker emission band at 610 nm. Likewise, PLE spectrum of 4AMP2ZnBr4 shows a sharp peak 

at 320 nm characteristic of the excitonic absorption (Figure 28c). A large Stokes shift of 118 

nm was also observed for 4AMP2ZnBr4, which is often the case in 0D HOIMs.66, 68 Importantly, 

the broadband emission of the studied compounds yield CIE Color Coordinates of (0.34, 0.38) 

and (0.25, 0.26), and very high CRI values of 87 and 96 for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 

4AMP2ZnBr4, respectively (Figure 28d), which are among the highest reported in the literature 

to date.66 It is well-known that CRI is an important parameter for WL emissive materials, 

reflecting the ability of a light source to accurately render the colors of an object compared to 

daylight. Other notable examples of WL emitting HOIMs with high CRI values include 

distorted 2D corrugated hybrid perovskites such as EA4Pb3Br10-xClx (EA = ethylammonium), 

(N-MEDA)PbBr4, (N-MEDA)PbBr4Cl0.5, and (DMEN)PbBr4 with CRI ranging from 66 to 

85299, 305, 343 and more recently CRI value of 93 was reported by Z. Wu et al. for the 2D 

corrugated (110)-oriented hybrid perovskite N-(3-aminopropyl)imidazole 

tetrachloroplumbate.344 Here, the CRI value of 96 for 4AMP2ZnBr4 present matches the record 

high CRI of (H2DABCO)Pb2Cl6 for single-component WL emissive materials,318 however, 

advantageously, 4AMP2ZnBr4 is based on a nontoxic Zn-based composition as opposed to the 

toxic heavy element Pb-based compound (H2DABCO)Pb2Cl6. On the other hand, the CIE 

coordinates, especially for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O, are very close to the for white point coordinates 
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(0.33,0.33). Furthermore, the room temperature WL PLQY of 14.87 (4AMP2HgBr4·H2O) and 

19.18% (4AMP2ZnBr4) are higher than the values reported for the lead halide perovskites.345  

Usually, the physical origin of broadband WL emission based on HOIMs is attributed 

to STEs in a highly distorted inorganic sublattice resulting from strong electron-phonon 

coupling.85, 274, 299-303, 305-310, 315, 346-349 However, a few recent examples attribute the broadband 

emission to the coexistence of STEs PL peak on inorganic units and a fluorescence peak from 

emissive centers of the organic molecules, which combine to form a broadband emission 

covering the entire visible spectrum.85, 317-318, 320 On the other hand, our recent report on 

photophysical properties of some 0D HOIMs based on group 12 metals (Zn and Cd) showed 

that broadband emission could be the consequence of exciton localization on the aromatic 

organic molecular cations.113 Here, to investigate the origin of the broadband luminescence for 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, we measured the room temperature PL and PLE spectra 

of the organic salt 4AMP. As shown in Figures 28b and 28c, under 325 nm excitation, the 

maximum emission of 4AMP lies in the blue region with the presence of a sharp peak at 457 

nm accompanied with a shoulder at 395 nm, and PLE spectrum show a sharp peak at 325 nm. 

Moreover, by comparing the PL spectrum of 4AMP2ZnBr4 with that of the corresponding 

4AMP, we observed an unmistakable and significant correspondence between the high-energy 

peaks near the band edge (A2 and B2) with that of the 4AMP (Figure 28c). Likewise for 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O, the presence of a very broadband emission could be the result of the overlap 

of at least three emission sub-bands noted A1, B1, and C1 in Figure 28b. Importantly, the 

deconvolution of the room temperature PL spectrum of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O using three 

Gaussian function and the aid of OriginPro shows a good matching between the position of the 

two emission bands of 4AMP and the two high energy PL bands A1 and B1 (see Figure A1.9 
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in Appendix 1). According to this, we attribute the high energy A1, B1 and A2, B2 PL bands 

to the 4AMP-related organic molecules emission.  

 

Figure 29. Temperature dependence PL of (a) 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and (b) 4AMP2ZnBr4, under 

325 nm UV irradiation. Plots of the temperature-dependence integrated intensity of (c) A1, B1, 

and C1 peaks of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and (d) A2, B2, C2 of 4AMP2ZnBr4. 

 

Figures 29a and 29b show the temperature dependence PL measurements for 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 under 325 nm excitation. Significant changes were 
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observed as a function of temperature for both compounds. For 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O, the room 

temperature broadband WL emission clearly splits into at least three sub-bands at low 

temperature noted as A1, B1, and C1 in Figure 29a, which are located around 400, 450 and 535 

nm, respectively. Based on the deconvolution of the PL spectra using 3 Gaussian functions with 

the aid of OriginPro (fitting shown in Figure A1.9 in Appendix 1), we deduced the thermal 

evolution of the integrated intensity, FWHM, and position of each PL peak of 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 (Figure 13c-d and Figure A1.10 in Appendix 1). Upon 

cooling, the integrated PL intensity of A1 first increases then decreases below 150 K. However, 

the integrated intensities of B1 and C1 first increases by cooling then dramatically quench 

bellow 150 K (Figure 29c). Similar behavior was also observed for 4AMP2ZnBr4 (Figure 29d) 

and in several HOIMs.309, 343, 345, 350 Moreover, the thermal evolution of the position and the 

FWHM of PL peaks show an abrupt shift of the position and the width of peaks in 150-175 K 

temperature range. Such a critical behavior was observed in several HOIMs and was attributed 

to structural phase transition, which could have an important impact on the optical properties.292, 

296, 302 However, for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, the possibility of the presence of 

structural phase transition in 150-175 K temperature range has been ruled out, as a result of the 

well matching of the room temperature PXRD data and the single crystal XRD data measured 

at 100K (see Figure A1.4 in Appendix 1). Thus, in 150-175K temperature range, the unusual 

emission behavior could be the result of competition in the recombination process between 

multiple emission peaks. 

It is also worth noticing that the presence of permanent defect states in semiconductors 

could create a broadband emission. 66, 276 However, permanent defect recombination lifetime 

and concentration are finite, thus their PL could be saturated at high excitation intensity.351 As 
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shown in Figure A1.11 in Appendix 1, the intensity of C1 and C2 PL peaks present a linear 

dependence with excitation intensity, and the absence of saturation exclude the possibility of 

permanent defects emission.108, 274, 309 However, the evolution of the integrated intensity of A1, 

B1 and A2, B2 PL peaks of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4 as a function of excitation 

power show small quenching above 20 W/cm2 excitation power which is probably due to the 

degradation of the organic molecules at high excitation intensity (Figure A1.11).  
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Figure 30. The photoluminescence decay curves of (a-c) A1, B1, and C1 PL peaks of 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and (d-f) A2, B2, and C2 PL peaks of 4AMP2ZnBr4. The excitation 

wavelengths are 370 and 341 nm for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, respectively. 

 

 To understand the nature of excitons and the origin of the broadband WL emission of 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP2ZnBr4, time-resolved PL measurements for each PL peak were 

taken (Figure 30). The excitation wavelengths used are 370 and 314 nm for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O 
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and 4AMP2ZnBr4 respectively, resulting in emission wavelengths of 400 (A1), 450 (B1) and 

535 nm (C1) for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O, and 438 (A2), 550 (B2), and 650 nm (C2) for 

4AMP2ZnBr4. All decay profiles were fitted using a three-exponential function similar to that 

of the function used in analyzing the same measurements used for the CsCu2X3 system in 

Chapter 4. The first lifetime component of 1-2 ns for all peaks of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 

4AMP2ZnBr4 is due to the instrumental response since the duration of the light pulse (2 ns). 

Results slow that the fast component is dominant for all PL peaks of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 

4AMP2ZnBr4 and measure t2(A1) = 4.3 ns, t2(B1) = 5.1 ns, t2(C1) = 7.5 ns, t2(A2) = 5.3 ns, and 

t2(B2) = 4.7 ns, and t2(C2) = 2.4 ns. As discussed above, the PL peaks of A and B are most 

likely due to the emission by 4AMP molecules. This is further supported by their fast decay (on 

the order of nanoseconds) due to spin-singlet excitons in aromatic molecules typically having 

lifetimes of nanoseconds.113 However, the low-energy C1 PL band of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O could 

be due to the emission of STEs localized at HgBr4 inorganic tetrahedra (see DFT results below). 

The fast decay of C1 (7.5 ns) is likely the result of significant nonradiative decay. Note that the 

reported spin-triplet STE decay times at room temperature in  Pb-based HOIMs  range from a 

few nanoseconds to hundreds of ns.305, 316, 318, 345, 352 Short STE decay times typically correlate 

with relatively low PLQYs (<20%)86 316 while long decay times were observed in those with 

high PLQYs (>80%), indicating the strong influence of nonradiative recombination in PL 

decay. The C2 PL band of 4AMP2ZnBr4, which is dominant at low temperature (see Figure 

29d), could be the result of possible inhomogeneity of organic molecules, which may 

significantly perturb electronic states. The attribution of the dominant PL peaks at room 

temperature to STEs in inorganic anions in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O and 4AMP organic molecules 

in 4AMP2ZnBr4 is supported by band structure calculations (see below). 
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2.2.5 DFT Modeling 

 

Figure 31. Electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) plots for 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O 

(a-b) and 4AMP2ZnBr4 (c-d) calculated using the PBE functional. Note that the band gap is 

underestimated due to well-known band gap error of PBE calculations. 

 

DFT-PBE calculations show that 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O has a direct band gap of 2.61 eV 

at the Γ point, and 4AMP2ZnBr4 has a slightly indirect band gap of 3.49 eV; the direct band gap 

at the Γ point is only 0.02 eV higher in energy. The valence band maximum (VBM) of 

4AMP2ZnBr4 is at the Γ point and the conduction band minimum (CBM) is located between 

the X and the Γ points (Figure 31). Note that the above band gap values are lower than the 

experimentally measured values due to the well-known band-gap error in the PBE calculation. 
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As shown in Figure 31 the conduction and valence bands of the two compounds have very small 

dispersion especially in the case of 4AMP2ZnBr4. The conduction band of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O 

(between 2.5 eV and 3.0 eV in Figure 31a) is distributed on HgBr4 clusters as shown by the 

partial density of states (DOS) in Figure 31b. The higher-energy flat band between 3.0 eV and 

4.0 eV is made up of highly localized organic molecular orbitals. The valence band of 

4AMP2HgBr4·H2O has a mixing of organic and inorganic states; however, the organic 

molecular states are dominant near the VBM. A careful examination of the eigenstates reveals 

that the energy gap for the inorganic cluster is about 0.28 eV smaller than that for the organic 

molecules. This result suggests that the lowest-energy exciton should be localized at HgBr4 

clusters. The conduction band of 4AMP2ZnBr4 (about 3.5 eV - 4 eV in Figure 31c) is made up 

of highly localized organic molecular orbitals (see DOS in Figure 31d) as evidenced by the 

flatness of the bands. The more dispersive band above 4.5 eV with about half an eV band width 

is distributed among ZnBr4 clusters. The bands near the VBM have strong character of both 

organic and inorganic components. The energy gap for the organic component is about 1 eV 

lower than that of the inorganic component. Therefore, it is expected that an exciton prefers to 

be localized on a 4AMP organic molecule. The experimentally measured short PL decay time 

indeed suggests fast singlet-exciton emission from organic molecules. Moreover, despite the 

two compounds have a quite similar structural coordination environment (see Figure 30), the 

PLQY of 4AMP2ZnBr4 is higher than 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O. This may be explained by the fact 

that the conduction band of 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O is more disperse than that of 4AMP2ZnBr4 (see 

Figure 31) which suggests that excitons in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O may be more delocalized and 

more mobile than those in 4AMP2ZnBr4. The larger spectral overlap between excitation and 

emission in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O (Figure 28b-c) should also promote exciton migration by 
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resonant transfer of excitation energy.353-354 More efficient exciton migration could lead to a 

higher probability of encountering defects, resulting in increased energy loss and lower 

PLQY.77 Thus, the lower PLQY in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O compared to 4AMP2ZnBr4 is likely due 

to more mobile excitons in 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O.   

2.2.6 Summary  

In summary, we report new examples of low-dimensional HOIM for WL emission 

applications. The 4AMP cation configured orthorhombic 0D crystal structures feature HgBr4 

and ZnBr4 isolated tetrahedra in 1 and 2, respectively. The presence of discrete molecular 

building blocks in the 0D structures result in strongly localized charges and bright WL 

luminescence with a corresponding CIE Color Coordinates of (0.34, 0.38) and (0.25, 0.26), a 

very high CRI of 87 and 96, CCT values of 5206 K and 11630 K  for 1 and 2, respectively. The 

substitution of Hg with Zn leads to tune the emission from “warm” to “cold” WL with a 

calculated correlated color temperatures (CCT) of 5206 K for 1 and 11630 K for 2. Importantly, 

high PLQY values of 14.87 and 19.18% were measured for 1 and 2. Our optical investigations 

supported by DFT calculations suggested that the WL emission resulting from excitons 

localized in 4AMP and structural defects within 4AMP. The observation of non-toxic (for 2), 

highly efficient “cold” WL emission with a record CRI opens interesting perspectives in the 

design of single-component WLEDs. Therefore, we believe that this work will enrich HOIMs 

family with WL emission by arousing a renewed research on low cost, ecofriendly raw 

materials (in the case of Zn-based compound), with facile synthesis and excellent optical 

properties. Within this context, we anticipate that these results will stimulate research on single-

emitter-based WL-emitting phosphors and diodes for next-generation lighting and display 
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technologies to replace conventional inorganic rare-earth- and quantum dot-based phosphors 

that currently dominate the field of optically pumped WLEDs. 
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Chapter 3: Electronic Effects of the Organic Cation in Hybrid 

Group 12 Halide Systems 
 

 

In this chapter, bromide and iodide salts of a large fully methylated organic cation, 

trimethyl(2,3,4,5,6-pentamethylbenzyl)ammonium355 (denoted as R for the remainder of the 

discussion) were used in the preparation of novel luminescent 0D hybrid R-M-X halide 

materials where M = Zn, Cd and X = Br, I. Single crystals of all new compounds within the 

studied systems were obtained using low-temperature solution reactions. Based on our X-ray 

crystallography work, all compounds form 0D crystal structures featuring alternating layers of 

organic cations and inorganic anions that are based on tetrahedral coordination around the metal 

cations. In RZnBr3(DMSO) and RCdI3(DMSO), DMSO molecules directly coordinate to metal 

cations through M-O bonds yielding MX3DMSO- units, whereas R2CdBr4·DMSO features 

CdBr4
2- anions and DMSO molecules that act as spacers in between organic and inorganic ions. 

Optical properties of R-M-X were investigated using steady state photoluminescence (PL) as a 

function of temperature, photoluminescence excitation (PLE), time-resolved 

photoluminescence (TRPL), PLQY, as well as density functional theory (DFT). The 

compounds are shown to demonstrate rare light emission from the organic component of the 

hybrid organic-inorganic halides including deep blue emission and broadband white-light 

emission with PLQY values up to 3.07%. This interesting family of compounds also 

demonstrates the controllable creation of both type I and type II band alignments.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Solution-processable hybrid organic-inorganic materials (HOIMs) have been at the 

forefront of optical and electronic material research in the past decade owing to their rich crystal 

chemistry and broadly tunable physical properties.212, 289, 356-359 Among these, Pb- and Sn-based 

hybrid halide perovskites have been the focus of global attention due to their excellent 

performance in solar cells, which now have record power conversion efficiencies exceeding 

22%.360 In addition, excellent light emission properties of halide perovskites have also been 

reported including efficient blue emission361-362 and broadband white-light emission.106-108, 344, 

363-364 Inspired by these findings, further experimental studies show that non-perovskite hybrid 

organic-inorganic halides can also have remarkable light emission properties, such as in the 

case of (H2DABCO)Pb2Cl6 and (H3O)(Et2-DABCO)8Pb21Cl59 compounds that demonstrate 

white-light emission with high color rendering index (CRI) values of 96 and 88, respectively.365 

The light-emission properties of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites are strongly 

dependent on their structural dimensionality with 3D perovskites behaving as typical all-

inorganic multinary halides with small exciton binding energies (typically below 50 meV).289, 

366-367 Conversely, low-dimensional hybrid halides demonstrate much stronger charge 

localization and exciton binding energies in excess of 500 meV, values that are comparable to 

that of tightly-bound Frenkel excitons in organic materials.289, 306 Such high exciton binding 

energies can accordingly result in room temperature stable excitons and intense excitonic 

emission. Therefore, preparation and characterization of low-dimensional organic-inorganic 

hybrid halides for light emission applications has been the focus of several studies published in 

recent years.17, 74, 85 
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Highest charge localization and exciton binding energies are often observed for 0D 

compounds,212 which feature molecular inorganic anions and organic cations in their crystal 

structures. Indeed, numerous Cu-, Sn- and Sb-based 0D non-perovskite hybrid halides have 

recently been reported to exhibit remarkable light emission properties including 

photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) approaching unity66, 74, 368-369 and large Stokes 

shifts above 300 nm.370 The large Stokes shifts are primarily attributed to the pronounced 

excited state structural distortions,368, 370 and therefore, are rarely observed for materials in the 

solid state due to the rigidity of solid structures which restricts significant structural 

reorganization. However, 0D hybrid halides featuring molecular organic and inorganic units 

are more amenable to structural reorganization, and hence, exhibit broadband 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra with large Stokes shifts. 

Unlike the Pb-based and Sn-based hybrid halides, the optical and electronic properties 

of the hybrid halides of group 12 metals remain largely unexplored. Notwithstanding a few 

recent publications focusing on the light emission properties of group 12 metal hybrid halides,85, 

306, 371 most published articles focus on their intriguing structural properties including structural 

dimensionalities, impact of hydrogen bonding, molecular orientations of organic cations, 

etc.372-374 These group 12 metal-based hybrid halides show a remarkable structural flexibility 

in their tunable dimensionality306, 371 and incorporation of functional organic cations, such as 

chromophores and polymers,374-375 in 2D perovskite structures both of which can be utilized to 

prepare functional materials for practical applications including solid state lighting applications. 

This fact is further evidenced by a recent discovery of broadband white-light emission in the 

2D layered perovskite compound (C6H11NH3)2CdBr4 originating from both organic and 

inorganic layers.85  
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Single crystals of all new compounds within the studied systems were obtained using 

low-temperature solution reactions. Based on our X-ray crystallography work, all compounds 

form 0D crystal structures featuring alternating layers of organic cations and inorganic anions 

that are based on tetrahedral coordination around the metal cations. In (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and 

(R)CdI3(DMSO), DMSO molecules directly coordinate to metal cations through M-O bonds 

yielding MX3DMSO- units, whereas (R)2CdBr4·DMSO features CdBr4
2- anions and DMSO 

molecules that act as spacers in between organic and inorganic ions. Optical properties of R-

M-X were investigated using steady state photoluminescence (PL) as a function of temperature, 

photoluminescence excitation (PLE), time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), PLQY, as 

well as density functional theory (DFT). The compounds are shown to demonstrate rare light 

emission from the organic component of the hybrid organic-inorganic halides including deep 

blue emission and broadband white-light emission with PLQY values up to 3.07%. 

 

3.2. Synthesis and Methods of (C15H26N)-M-X (M = Zn, Cd; X = Br, I) 

3.2.1  Reagents Used in the Synthesis of (C15H26N)-M-X (M = Zn, Cd; X = Br, I) 

and (C15H26N)(Br, I) salts 

Chemicals utilized in this study were either used as purchased or synthesized from the 

starting materials listed: (i) zinc bromide, 99.999%, Sigma; (ii) zinc iodide, 99.995%, Alfa 

Aesar; (iii) cadmium bromide, 98% Alfa Aesar; (iv) cadmium iodide, 99.999%, Alfa Aesar; (v) 

dimethyl sulfoxide, ACS grade, Fisher; (vi) methanol, ACS reagent grade, Pharmco-AAPER. 

(vii) pentamethylbenzene, Aldrich; (viii) paraformaldehyde, 95%, Aldrich; (ix) hydrobromic 

acid, 48%, Sigma Aldrich; (x) cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide, Sigma; (xi) acetic acid, ACS 

reagent grade, 99.8%, Sigma Aldrich; (xii) o-phosphoric acid, ACS Certified, 85%, Fisher; 

(xiii) methyl iodide, Aldrich; (xiv) trimethylamine hydrochloride, 98% Aldrich. 
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3.2.2 Syntheses of C15H26N)2MX4 (M = Zn, Cd; X = Br, I) compounds 

For the syntheses of hybrid organic-inorganic halides of group 12 metals, various 

solvents including N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and 

methanol were tried. Among these, DMSO was selected as the most suitable solvent due to the 

highest solubility of the precursor organic salts trimethyl(2,3,4,5,6-

pentamethylbenzyl)ammonium halides (R)X (X = Br, I). Details of the syntheses and 

characterizations of the organic salts are described in the Supplementary Information (see 

Figures S1-S4). It was determined that single crystals of target compounds can be grown in 20 

mL drams at 65 °C by separately solvating (R)X (X = Br, I) in 2 mL of DMSO and MX2 (M = 

Zn, Cd) in 1 mL of methanol, then mixing the stoichiometric 1:1 molar ratio solutions together. 

3.2.2.1  Bromide-based compounds  

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO) crystals were grown through slow evaporation of their stoichiometric 

solutions as described above. (R)2CdBr4·DMSO was first obtained by reacting (R)Br and CdBr2 

in a nonstoichiometric 1:1 molar ratio. A subsequent stoichiometric reaction with 2:1 molar 

ratio of (R)Br:CdBr2 also afforded (R)2CdBr4·DMSO. In all cases, colorless block crystals 

measuring up to 3 mm formed over a 3 week crystallization period.  

3.2.2.2  Iodide-based compounds  

(R)CdI3(DMSO) crystals were grown through slow evaporation of their stoichiometric 

solutions as light-yellow blocks measuring up to 2 mm in size over a 3 week crystallization 

period. Syntheses of Zn analogues, (R)ZnI3 and (R)2ZnI4, were tried in different loading ratios 

of DMF, DMSO, and methanol solutions, but proved unsuccessful. 
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3.2.3  Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction 

The X-ray intensity data for all compounds were collected on a Bruker Apex CCD 

diffractometer with a graphite monochromated Mo-Kα (λ = 0.71073Å) radiation. For room 

temperature measurements (298(2) K), crystals with good clarity were selected from their 

mother liquor, cut to size, covered with Super Glue, affixed to a goniometer head, and allowed 

to dry. For low temperature measurements, crystals were selected from their mother liquor, 

placed in Dow Chemical vacuum grease, cut to size, and then cooled to 100(2) K. The crystal 

structures for all compounds were determined from a nonlinear least-squares fit. The data were 

corrected for absorption by the semi-empirical method based on equivalents and the structures 

were solved by direct methods using the SHELXTL program and refined by full matrix least-

squares on F2 by use of all reflections.226, 376 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with 

anisotropic displacement parameters, all occupancies were refined within two standard 

deviations, and all hydrogen atom positions were determined by geometry. Single crystal data 

collection and refinement parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and S1. Atomic coordinates, 

equivalent isotropic displacement parameters and selected interatomic distances and bond 

angles can be found in Tables S2 – S3. Full details of the crystal structures are summarized in 

the CIF (Crystallographic Information File) files have been deposited in the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) database and can be found under deposition numbers 

1840612, 1840614-1840618. 

3.2.4  Powder X-ray Diffraction  

For powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements, solution-processed samples were 

dried overnight under vacuum and then ground into powdered forms. PXRD measurements 

were carried out on a Rigaku MiniFlex600 system equipped with a D/tex detector using Ni-
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filtered Cu-Kα radiation source. Typical PXRD scans were performed in the 5-90° (2θ) range, 

with a step size of 0.02° to determine phase identity and purity. Data analysis was performed 

using Rigaku’s PDXL2 software package. The baseline originating from the glass slides used 

to collect data was corrected using the embedded tool in the PDXL2 software, and the data were 

fitted using the decomposition method (also known as Pawley fitting) embedded in the PDXL2 

software package.  

3.2.5 Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) Measurements 

EDX measurements were performed on polycrystalline samples using a Zeiss Neon EsB 

equipped with an Oxford Instruments EDX system. Elemental analysis yields an average 

composition of 26.45% of Rb, 11.95% of Ag, 5.85% of Bi, and 55.75 % of Br, which present a 

good agreement with the calculated values; 25% of Rb, 12.5% of Ag, 6.25% of Bi, and 56.25% 

of Br (see Figure S1(b)).  

3.2.6 Optical Measurements  

Room temperature PLE, PL and PLQY measurements were performed on a HORIBA 

Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer using a Xenon lamp and Quanta-φ integrating 

sphere using the two-curve method in a varied range from 280-860 nm. UV-vis diffuse 

reflectance was measured to study the optical absorption properties of the compounds. 

Measurements were performed on polycrystalline powder samples using a PerkinElmer 

Lambda 750 UV/VIS/NIR Spectrometer equipped with a 100mm Spectralon InGaAs 

Integrating Sphere attachment over a 250-1100 nm range. TRPL was measured on a HORIBA 

Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer using a time-correlated-single-photon counting 

module. HORIBA Jobin Yvon NanoLEDs (pulsed light-emitting diodes) were used as the 

excitation source. The duration of the light pulse was shorter than 2 ns. Temperature 
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dependence PL spectra were measured on single crystal samples using a double monochromator 

U1000 equipped with a photomultiplier. The excitation wavelength was the 325 nm (3.815 eV) 

line of a Spectra-Physics beamlock 2085 argon laser. The samples were placed in a helium bath 

cryostat and the measurements were performed between 2 and 300 K. Room temperature solid-

state mid-IR measurements were performed on a Bruker Tensor27 IR over the range of 400 – 

4000 cm-1 on solid samples ground and then pressed into a matrix of KBr. 

3.2.7 First Principles Calculations  

All calculations were based on DFT implemented in the VASP code.229 The interaction 

between ions and electrons was described by the projector augmented wave method.323 The 

kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV for the plane-wave basis was used for all calculations. 

Experimental lattice parameters were used while the atomic positions were fully relaxed until 

the residual forces were less than 0.02 eV/ Å. Electronic band structures and density of states 

(DOS) were calculated using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation 

functional228 while excitons were treated by using the more advanced hybrid PBE0 

functional,377 which has 25% non-local Fock exchange. Previous PBE0 calculations have 

provided accurate results on exciton properties in hybrid organic-inorganic halide 

perovskites.77, 368, 370 

3.3 Room and Low Temperature Crystal Structures 

Room temperature and low temperature single crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD) 

experiments for hybrid bromide and iodides of Zn and Cd metals are summarized in Figure 32, 

and Tables 3 and A1.10-A1.12 in Appendix 1. Based on the obtained results, there are no 

structural transitions between room temperature and 100 K for all reported compounds; instead, 

normal contraction of the unit cell volume is observed upon cooling (Tables 3 and A1.10). As 
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expected, the use of bulky non-linear organic cation results in 0D crystal structures for 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO) featuring alternating layers of 

isolated inorganic anions and organic cations. In all cases, DMSO solvent molecules are 

incorporated into the crystal structures of the resultant compounds. In the case of 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO, the coordination environment around Cd2+ only consists of bromide anions 

giving CdBr4
2- anions and DMSO molecules acting as spacers in between organic and inorganic 

ions. However, in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and (R)CdI3(DMSO), DMSO molecules and halide anions 

form the coordination environment around metal cations through direct M-O bonds yielding 

MX3DMSO- units (Figure 32). Notice that the formula for (R)2CdBr4·DMSO is written 

differently compared to (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and (R)CdI3(DMSO) to emphasize direct 

coordination of DMSO molecules to the metals in the latter. The measured M-O bond distances 

of dZn-O = 2.024(5) Å and dCd-O = 2.247(7) Å in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and (R)CdI3(DMSO) (Table 

A1.11), respectively, follow the expected trend based on the sizes of Zn2+ and Cd2+ ions.378 

These values are slightly longer than the literature-reported Zn-O and Cd-O bond distances in 

oxyhalides such as Zn0.902SbBrO2 (dZn-O = 1.897 Å) and BiCdIO2 (dCd/Bi-O = 2.239 Å).231 On the 

other hand, the metal halide bond distances are in the dZn-Br = 2.38-2.40 Å range for 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO), dCd-Br = 2.58-2.61 Å for (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, and dCd-I = 2.72-2.73 Å for 

(R)CdI3(DMSO). These values compare well with that reported for other hybrid organic-

inorganic halides of Zn and Cd, including [4,4′-H2bipy][ZnBr4] (dZn-Br = 2.39-2.43 Å),373 

(CH3NH3)2CdBr4 (dCd-Br = 2.57-2.59 Å), and (CH3NH3)2CdI4 (dCd-I = 2.72-2.75 Å).306 In all 

compounds, the tetrahedral coordination around the metal cations are distorted with bond angles 

ranging from 98.97(19)º to 118.37(3)º in (R)CdI3(DMSO) (Table A1.11). It should be noted 

that the presence of DMSO in the coordination sphere of Cd2+ undoubtedly contributes to the 
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observed distortion in (R)CdI3(DMSO), however, tetrahedral distortions are also observed for 

cadmium halides with no coordinating solvent molecules including (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, which 

features CdBr4
2- units, and in literature, for (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 and (CH3NH3)2CdI4.

306 

Table 3. Selected room temperature single crystal data collection and refinement parameters 

for the compounds prepared in this work. 

Formula (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) (R)CdBr4·DMSO (R)CdI3(DMSO) 

Formula weight (g/mol) 603.59 950.90 791.59 

Temperature (K) 298 (2) 

Mo Kα, 0.71073 Radiation, wavelength (Å) 

Crystal system Orthorhombic Triclinic Orthorhombic 

Space group, Z P21212, 4 P-1, 2 P21212, 4 

a (Å) 9.116(2) 8.9894(6)  9.3959(6) 

b (Å) 28.767(7) 14.3500(9) 29.5322(19) 

c (Å) 8.892(2) 15.9925(10) 9.3829(6) 

α, º 90 72.1342(11) 90 

β, º 90 89.0598(12) 90 

γ, º 90 89.2993(11) 90 

Volume (Å3) 2331.8(10) 1963.1(2) 2603.6(3) 

Density (ρcalc) (g/cm3) 1.719 1.609 2.019 

Absorption coefficient (μ) 

(mm-1) 

6.289 4.706 4.481 

θmin – θmax (º) 2.29 – 26.41 1.34 – 25.70 1.38 – 29.67 

Reflections collected 34552 44472 66620 

Independent reflections 4544 7464 7362 

Ra indices (I > 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.0398 

wR2 = 0.0892 

R1 = 0.0324 

wR2 = 0.0690 

R1 = 0.0370 

wR2 = 0.0977 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 0.918 1.008 1.013 

Largest diff. peak and hole (e-

/Å3) 

0.626 and -0.739 0.816 and -0.626 1.320 and -0.926 

a𝑅1 = ∑||𝐹𝑜| − |𝐹𝑐||/ ∑|𝐹𝑜|;  𝑤𝑅2 = {|∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2 − 𝐹𝑐

2)2|/ ∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2)2||}1/2, where 𝑤 = {1/

|𝜎2𝐹𝑜
2 + (𝐴𝑃)2 + 𝐵𝑃|}, with 𝑃 = (𝐹𝑜

2 + 2𝐹𝑐
2)/3 and weight coefficients A and B. 
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Figure 32. Polyhedral views and close up views of the coordination of the polyhedra of the 

crystal structures of (a) (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (b) (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (c) (R)CdI3(DMSO). 

Blue and cyan tetrahedra represent coordination environments around Zn and Cd, respectively. 

Burgundy, purple, red, yellow, black, and light blue spheres represent Br, I, O, S, C, and N, 

respectively. For clarity, hydrogen atoms were omitted and only a fraction of organic cations 

and solvent molecules are shown. 
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3.4 Stability studies 

Based on the results of our powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements, all 

compounds form phase pure products (Figure 33). The PXRD patterns in all cases have several 

characteristic low angle peaks indicative of large unit cell parameters stemming from the use 

of the bulky organic cation. Poor stability in air is an often-cited deficiency of some of the most 

well-known hybrid organic-inorganic halides including the state-of-the-art photovoltaic 

material CH3NH3PbI3.
251, 379 To test air stability of our compounds, powdered samples were 

allowed to sit undisturbed under ambient conditions over a period of one month. Periodic PXRD 

scans taken on the samples exposed to ambient air (Figure A1.13 in Appendix 1) indicate that 

all samples are stable for at least several days. Noticeable changes are recorded for 

(R)CdI3(DMSO), which shows lowered peak intensities and peak broadening after 2 weeks 

(Figure A1.13), indicative of reduced crystallinity. These results are consistent with the trend 

we recently observed for the (CH3NH3)2CdX4 (X = Cl, Br, I) series, discussed in Chapter 2, in 

which air stability is markedly worse for the iodide compared to the chloride analog.306 

Furthermore, extensive studies on halide perovskites also suggest reduced air stabilities going 

from chlorides to iodides.251 
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Figure 33. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns (black lines) for (a) (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), 

(b) (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (c) (R)CdI3(DMSO). The Pawley fits and difference plots are shown 

as red and blue curves, respectively. 

 

3.5 Optical properties 

The highly tunable light emission properties in this series studied through room 

temperature optical absorption, PL and PLE measurements are summarized in Figure 34 and 

Table 4. Optical absorption spectra show sharp absorption peak at ~ 290 nm accompanied with 

a shoulder at 290 nm, 320 nm and 360 nm for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and 

(R)CdI3(DMSO), respectively. These optical absorption bands were attributed to the organic 

molecule. Moreover, PLE spectra shows the presence of a sharp peak at 386 nm, 399 nm, and 

445 nm, for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO), respectively. These 

peaks were assigned to the excitonic absorption.380 Similar to the earlier reports on Cd-based 

and Pb-based hybrid halide perovskites,17, 85, 108, 305-306, 343, 381 all compounds studied in this work 

exhibit broadband emission spectra with full width at half maximum (FWHM) values ranging 

from 162 nm for (R)CdI3(DMSO) to 188 nm for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO). Importantly, bright 

broadband white-light emission is observed for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO). The corresponding 

Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) Color Coordinates (x, y) of (0.26, 0.30) for 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO) are close to the white point (0.33, 0.33) coordinates. (R)2CdBr4·DMSO emits 
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bluish-white light with CIE coordinates of (0.24, 0.35), whereas (R)CdI3(DMSO) emits green 

light (0.29, 0.57). For the compounds with emission on the Planckian locus, the calculated 

correlated color temperatures (CCT) using the approach proposed by Hernández-Andrés et 

al.382 are 11044 K for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and 10384 K for (R)2CdBr4·DMSO.382 Such high 

values suggest that these compounds emit “cool” bluish-white and white colors similar to the 

cold white-light emitting Pb-based halide perovskites.305 
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Figure 34. (a-c) Room temperature optical absorption (blue solid lines) PLE (blue doted lines) 

and PL (red solid lines) spectra for the compounds studied in this work. The insets show the 

bright emission from the powder samples under irradiation with their respective maximum 

excitation wavelengths. (d) CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram showing the emission colors of the 

compounds and the organic salts. 
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Table 4. Summary of the optical properties of the organic-inorganic hybrid compounds 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO), and the corresponding organic 

salts (R)Br and (R)I. 

Compound PLQY 

(%) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLEmax 

(nm) 

PLmax 

(nm) 

Stokes shift 

(nm) 

CIE 

coordinates 

(R5)ZnBr3(DMSO) 3.07 188 386 491 105 0.26 0.30 

(R5)2CdBr4·DMSO 0.32 164 399 501 102 0.24 0.35 

(R5)CdI3(DMSO) 0.27 162 445 515 70 0.29 0.57 

(R5)Br 2.44 153 378 462 84 0.21 0.29 

(R5)I 0.42 168 416 514 98 0.23 0.48 

 

The room-temperature PL lifetime profiles of the compounds prepared in this work are 

plotted in Figure 35. All the profiles monitoring emission at the wavelength of maximum 

intensity can be well fitted by two-exponential functions, as described in Chapter 4, Section 

4.2.3. The first lifetime component of 1-2 ns for all compounds is due to the instrumental 

response because of the duration of the light pulse (2 ns). The measured PL lifetimes of these 

compounds range from 9 to 21.1 ns (Figure 35). In the literature, a spread in PL lifetimes of Pb-

based hybrid halides are reported ranging from subnanosecond up to 54.1 ns,17, 305, 365 attributed 

to self-trapped excitonic states (STEs), and for some 0D Pb-free hybrid halides phosphorescent 

lifetimes in microseconds are reported.368, 370, 383  

 

Figure 35. Photoluminescence lifetime profiles (black solid circles) and fitting curves (red 

lines) for (a) (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (a) (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, and (c) (R)CdBr3(DMSO). The insets 

show the excitation and emission wavelengths, and the derived lifetime constants.  
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In hybrid metal halide perovskites, tunable broadband emission has been attributed to 

structural distortions, in particular to the distortions of the MX6 octahedra.85, 108, 303 According 

to these studies, structural distortions directly impact band gaps and the spread in the structural 

distortions, therefore, broadening the emission spectra. Although the compounds studied in this 

work are not perovskites and are not based on octahedral inorganic frameworks, tetrahedral 

distortions around metal cations are clearly evident for each compound (Table A1.11). 

However, in the present case, we cannot establish a clear correlation between tetrahedral 

distortions and the measured FWHM values due to the differing crystal structures and 

coordination environments around the metal cations in this family. Nevertheless, the structural 

distortions observed in our compounds could, in principle, aid in the generation of more 

transient photo-excited STEs similar to those in Pb-halide perovskites.305, 384-385 For 0D hybrid 

halides of Sn and Sb, it has been shown that the significant structural distortions of the excited 

state also leads to large Stokes shifts of 200-350 nm.368, 370 Although we observe smaller Stokes 

shifts ranging from 70 nm for (R)CdI3(DMSO) to 105 nm for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), these values 

are still much higher than that for higher dimensional (2D and 3D) hybrid halide perovskites.254 

The impact of distortions of the inorganic anions would be greatest if light emission originates 

from the inorganic molecules, i.e., if the excitons are localized on the inorganic units. Unlike 

the heavily studied Sn and Pb halide systems, in the present case we employed group 12 metals 

(Zn and Cd), which have lower electronegativities,220 and hence higher lying conduction bands 

for the inorganic anions. Consequently, excitons in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, and 

(R)CdI3(DMSO) could be localized on the organic molecules, and the relatively smaller Stokes 

shifts in our compounds (between 70 and 105 nm) could be a direct consequence of this fact. 

Recently, broadband white-light emission in the 2D layered perovskite compound 
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(C6H11NH3)2CdBr4 was reported and attributed to both organic and inorganic layers 

emissions.85 Another recent report of yellowish white-light emission  in the 1D hybrid 

perovskite namely (C9H10N2)PbCl4 attributed its emission properties to a resonant energy 

transfer mechanism from the inorganic PbCl4 to the organic molecules.381 To further study the 

origin of the broadband light emission in our compounds, we have also carried out 

photoluminescence measurements on the precursor organic salts (R)Br and (R)I, which are 

provided in Figure 36. The corresponding binary inorganic halides do not luminesce at room 

temperature due to thermal quenching effects.129, 262-263, 266, 306, 383, 386 As shown in Table 4, (R)Br 

emits light blue with CIE coordinates of (0.21, 0.29), whereas (R)I emits light green with CIE 

coordinates of (0.23, 0.48). Importantly, the PL and PLE spectra of (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO, and (R)CdI3(DMSO) (Figure 34) are largely similar to that of (R)Br and 

(R)I (Figure 36), suggesting that the emission in our hybrid halides originates from the organic 

molecules. The red shift of the PL peaks of the hybrid halides compared to the organic salts, 

can be attributed to the difference in the crystal structures of the precursor organic salts and 

hybrid halides, and the resultant higher charge localization in hybrid halides. 
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Figure 36. Room temperature PLE (dashed lines) and PL spectra (solid lines) of the (a) (R)Br 

organic salt and (R)Br-based compounds, and (b) (R)I organic salt and (R)I-based compound. 

Spectra are normalized for clarity. 

 

The measured room temperature PLQY values range from 0.27% for (R)CdI3(DMSO) 

to 3.07% for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), which are comparable or higher than most  of the reported 

broadband light emitters based on lead halide perovskites.17, 106, 350, 387 The precursor salts (R)Br 

and (R)I demonstrate PLQY values of 2.44 and 0.42%, respectively. Therefore, the emission 

efficiency is increased upon incorporation of the organic molecule into (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) but 

is decreased in (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO). A direct comparison with PLQY 

values for other hybrid halides of group 12 metals cannot be made due to the apparent lack of 

in-depth investigations of their light emission properties. However, our recent study on 

(CH3NH3)2CdX4 (X = Cl, Br, I)306 reports that these compounds do not luminesce at room 

temperature, which seems to confirm the validity of the strategy of using bulky luminescent 
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organic cations to create 0D structures with molecular organic and inorganic ions in order to 

prepare room-temperature luminescent hybrid halides as employed in this work. 

 

Figure 37. Temperature dependence of PL spectra measured for (a) (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and (b) 

(R)2CdBr4
.DMSO under 325 nm irradiation. 

 

To get further information about the thermally-activated processes and the origin of the 

broadband emission, we measured the temperature dependence PL spectra for two of the more 

stable compounds in this family, (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, under 325 nm laser 

excitation (Figures 37a and b). Significant temperature-dependent changes were revealed. For 

both Zn-based and Cd-based compounds, the room temperature PL spectrum shows the 

presence of only one broad band, denoted as P1 and B1 in Figures 37a and b for 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, respectively. Upon cooling, additional PL peaks 

(denoted as P2 for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and B2 for (R)2CdBr4·DMSO emerge at around 550 nm. 

These peaks split into multiple sub-bands bellow 200 K. The splitting of PL peaks is often 

observed in organic-inorganic hybrid materials and  may originate from the presence of free- 
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and bi-excitons,115 free-excitons and excitons-phonon interactions,88 free and bound 

excitons,359 or could even result from the presence of structural phase transitions often observed 

in these hybrid materials. The latter possibility is ruled out in the present case by our room 

temperature and 100 K single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements suggesting the absence 

of structural phase transitions in the 100-300 K range.388-390 In the present case, very similar 

thermal behavior was observed for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) and for (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, which 

suggests that the appearance of additional low temperature PL peaks could results from the 

emission of the organic cation.  

Based on the temperature dependence PL data shown in Figure 37b, the thermal 

dependence of the integrated intensity, the FWHM, and the position of B1 PL band of 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO was plotted in Figure 38. The quenching of the B1 peak could be described 

by the following Arrhenius-type model,88 

 
𝐼PL =

𝐼0

1 + 𝑎 𝑒𝑥𝑝(
−𝐸𝑎

𝑘B𝑇
)
 

(9) 

where 𝐼0 is the low-temperature PL intensity, 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the 

temperature, 𝑎 is the ratio between the radiative and the nonradiative decay rates, and 𝐸𝑎 is the 

activation energy. The best fit of the experimental data presented in Figure 37a, gives 𝐼0 =

9.2 ×  104 ± 830, 𝑎 = 76 ± 8 and 𝐸𝑎 = 48 ± 4 meV. This activation energy presents a good 

agreement with those reported in similar organic-inorganic hybrid materials such as 

(C6H11NH3)2PbBr4
108 and (C6H11NH3)2CdBr4.

85 Moreover, the remarkable broadening of B1 

PL peak as a function of temperature (Figure 38b) can be attributed to exciton-phonon 

interactions, described within the following law, 391 
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𝛤(T) = 𝛤0 + 𝛤AC × 𝑇 +

𝛤𝐿𝑂

exp (
𝐸LO

𝑘B𝑇
) − 1

 
(10) 

 

where the first term represents the natural line width at 0 K, the second term is the broadening 

induced by acoustic phonons, and the third term corresponds to the contribution of optical 

phonons to the peak broadening. The best fit parameters yield 𝛤0 = 440 ± 38 meV, 𝛤AC =

0.76 ± 0.03 meV. K−1, 𝛤LO = 22 ± 4 meV, and 𝐸LO = 16 ± 2 meV. Once again, these 

values are in good agreement with those reported in organic-inorganic hybrid materials such as 

(C6H11NH3)2CdBr4
85 as those of the inorganic perovskite CsCdBr3,

392 and CdBr2 crystals.393 On 

the other hand, the B1 PL peak of (R)2CdBr4·DMSO shows a continuous red shift as a function 

of temperature (Figure 38c), which is usually the case for excitonic PL peaks accompanied with 

a clear regime change around 150 K. This is attributed to the impact of the appearance of the 

B2 PL peak at low temperature, which may cause a competition in the recombination process 

between B1 and B2 PL bands. 
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Figure 38. Temperature dependence of (a) the integrated intensity, (b) FWHM, and (c) the 

position of the B1 peak of (R)2CdBr4·DMSO obtained from the PL spectra showed in Figure 

37. The red lines in (a) and (b) are the best fit of the experimental data according to Eqns 9 

and 10, respectively. 

 

3.6 First-principle Calculations 
Electronic band structure calculations were performed in order to further investigate the 

optical properties of the compounds prepared in this work. Figure 39 displays the electronic 

band structures and DOS plots for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO), 

which show the PBE-calculated band gaps of 3.82 eV, 3.61 eV and 3.39 eV, respectively. 
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Although the PBE band gaps are typically underestimated and do not take into account the 

exciton binding energies, the trend of the calculated band gaps is consistent with that of the 

exciton excitation energies, which are 3.21 eV for (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), 3.11 eV for 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO, and 2.79 eV for (R)CdI3(DMSO). All three compounds show small 

dispersion for the electronic bands near the band gap, indicating that these bands are made up 

of highly localized electronic states. The band gaps of these compounds are slightly indirect. 

The VBM and the CBM are located at the Γ and the Y points, respectively, for 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO), at the N and the Γ points for (R)2CdBr4·DMSO, and at the Z and the Γ points 

for (R)CdI3(DMSO). In luminescent 0D hybrid Sn and Pb based halides, the inorganic Sn/Pb-

halide clusters are usually the luminescent centers due to their relatively small energy gaps of 

the inorganic substructures compared to those of organic molecules.368, 370, 377 The low energy 

gaps of the inorganic substructures in such cases are ensured by the relatively small 

electronegativity difference between Sn/Pb and halogen elements, which results in valence 

bands dominated by halogen orbitals and conduction bands primarily made of metal orbitals. 

In principle, the band alignment in hybrid halides can be altered by (1) combining pairs of metal 

and halogen elements with large electronegativity difference to accommodate organic 

molecules’ frontier orbitals, or (2) by utilizing low-gap aromatic molecular cations. The hybrid 

metal halides studied in this work feature electropositive metals Zn and Cd251 and an aromatic 

organic cation, yielding unusual band alignments at the organic-inorganic interface.289 The 

DOS plots in Figure 39 show that (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) exhibits the type I band alignment with its 

valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) derived from the 

bonding and the antibonding π-orbitals of the aromatic molecule cations, while 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO) display the type II band alignment with the VBM and 
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the CBM containing π-orbitals of the organic cations and the metal-s orbitals of the inorganic 

anions, respectively. 

 

Figure 39. Band structures and density of states (DOS) plots for (a-b) (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (c-d) 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (e-f) (R)CdI3(DMSO). 
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It is, thus, expected that the optical emission from (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) is due to the excitons 

localized on the organic molecular cations. Although the ground-state band 

structures of (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO) show the type II band alignment, the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the molecular cation is close to the CBM as shown in 

Figure 39d and 8f. The strong Coulomb binding could localize the exciton at the organic cation, 

in analogy to the case of (Ph4P)2SbCl5, in which the exciton is localized at the SbCl5 cluster 

despite that the ground-state band structure shows the type II band alignment at the organic-

inorganic interface.368 The fast decay of the luminescence in the three hybrid metal halides as 

shown in Figure 35 (9 ns - 21 ns) are consistent with the fast emission from the π-conjugated 

organic molecules (decay times ranging from a few ns to a few tens of ns);394 thus, supporting 

the attribution of the excitonic emission in these hybrid halides to the organic molecules. In 

comparison, an exciton that is localized at the inorganic metal halide cluster in hybrid metal 

halides usually has the lifetime on the order of µs.143, 368, 370 Figure 40 shows the hole and the 

electron wavefunctions of an exciton in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), which is optimized by the PBE0 

hybrid functional calculation. It can be seen that the exciton is indeed localized on the π-orbitals 

of the C6 ring in the molecular cation, which, thus, should act as a luminescent center. 
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Figure 40. Partial density contours of the hole (a) and the electron (b) in a relaxed exciton in 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO). 

 

3.7 Conclusion 

In summary, we report the preparation, crystal and electronic structures, and optical 

properties of three new hybrid organic-inorganic halides of group 12 metals. Due to the 

presence of the bulky organic (R)+ cation, all compounds form 0D crystal structures featuring 

alternating layers of isolated inorganic anions based on metal tetrahedra and organic cations. 

The separation of the crystal structure into distinct inorganic and organic molecular units leads 

to flat bands near the band gap indicative of the highly localized electronic states. Furthermore, 

the 0D molecular structures allow for the localization of the excitons on either anionic or 

cationic molecular units depending on their chemistries. Thus, based on our computational 

work, the excitons are localized on the organic molecular cation in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), 

suggesting a rare example of light emission from the organic component of hybrid organic-

inorganic materials.17, 108, 212, 395 The computational results are supported by the PL 
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measurements including the measured fast decay of the luminescence (9 ns - 21 ns), which is 

consistent with the fast emission from the π-conjugated organic molecules. 

The compounds exhibit broadband emission ranging from bluish-white to white to green 

light depending on the choice of the halide and metal cations. The luminescence properties 

derive from the intricacies of their crystal and electronic structures (e.g., packing of the organic 

cations). Temperature dependence of PL measurements showed the emergence of additional 

peaks around 550 nm at lower temperatures, attributed to the organic salt emission. For 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO an excitonic activation energy 𝐸𝑎 ~ 50 meV was estimated from the thermal 

dependence of the intensity of B1 PL peak showing a good agreement with Cd-based organic-

inorganic hybrid materials. 

The 0D crystal structures designed in this work demonstrate a luminescence efficiency 

with PLQY values up to 3.07% for the white-light emitting (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), which also 

happens to be the most stable (thermally and in air) member of the family. The combinations 

of the organic cation and inorganic components used in this work, therefore, are responsible for 

the preparation of room-temperature luminescent materials that have comparable or better 

PLQY values to other Pb-based and Cd-based hybrid halides reported in literature. Importantly, 

this work paves the way to band alignment engineering of organic and inorganic components 

in hybrid organic-inorganic halides to controllably create type I and type II band alignments, 

and to fabricate materials where the emission originates from organic, inorganic or both 

components. The fast emission from the hydrogen-rich organic cations, observed for the 

compounds prepared in this work, may enable the development of fast scintillators that are 

capable of detecting fast neutrons via proton recoil. 
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Chapter 4: Low-Dimensional All-Inorganic Copper Halides 

Cs3Cu2X5 and CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) 
 

4.1 Introduction 

Human productivity has soared since the introduction and integration of electrical 

lighting almost 90 years ago.396 According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, 21% 

of all energy consumed in the U.S. in 2017 was from lighting, with the U.S. using 13 times 

more electricity than in 1950 (Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration (Oct 2018)). 

Thus, to lower the lighting related electricity usage, more efficient lighting technology is 

needed.396 To achieve this goal, new highly efficient luminescent phosphors of all colors will 

be needed to address the current technology’s deficiencies.  

Of the current luminescent materials being considered in literature, lead halides have 

been shown to exhibit desirable highly tunable emission properties needed to successfully 

incorporate into practical applications. 7, 397Recently, their successful incorporation in light 

emitting diode (LED) devices exceeding 20% external quantum efficiency (EQE) is evidence 

to their outstanding potential in this area.398 However, there is still room for growth as this 

efficiency is still far below that of LEDs made from organic399 and inorganic quantum dots.400 

One route for advancing the hybrid halide materials technology is by replacing lead halides 

with nontoxic halides that have lower dimensional structures, such as one- (1D) chains and/or 

zero-dimensional (0D) clusters.401. This is because such dimensionally-reduced materials 

contain spatially isolated molecular cations and metal-halide anion polyhedra that create 

quantum well-like structures, which cause the generation and isolation of excitons (bound 

electron and hole pairs) to a much greater degree than their three-dimensional (3D) 

counterparts. A higher degree of exciton formation will result in the higher luminescent yields 
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needed for use in devices.27, 77 Lowering dimensionality can also can provide an increase in 

exciton binding energy not typically found within 3D halides; for instance, the 3D CsPbBr3 has 

an exciton binding energy of 18 meV,402 whereas the 0D Cs3Sb2I9 exhibits a one order of 

magnitude higher exciton binding energy of 175 meV.403  Recently, a number of blue emitting 

hybrid organic-inorganic lead halide perovskites like (C6H5CH2NH3)2PbBr4
130 and 

(C4N2H14)PbBr4,
73 and all-inorganic halides like Cs3Sb2Br9

404 were reported with high 

photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) (Table 5). By comparison, it can be seen that 

reduction of the structural dimensionality generally results in the increase of PLQY, although 

though there is an added effect of chemical composition variation that cannot be ignored. 

Table 5. Comparison of blue-light emitting solid systems. 

Material Structure Type PLQY (%) Measurement 

Method 

Ref. 

(CH3NH3)PbCl3 3D perovskite 

crystals 

< 1 Integration 

sphere 

362 

(C6H5CH2NH3)2PbBr4 2D perovskite 

exfoliated crystals 

79 Integration 

sphere 

130 

Cs3Sb2Br9 2D quantum dots in 

solution 

46 Integration 

sphere 

404 

(C4N2H14)PbBr4 1D perovskite 

multiple crystals 

20 Integration 

sphere 

73 

CsPbClBr2 0D quantum dots in 

solution 

70 Integration 

sphere 

405 

Cs3Cu2I5 0D single crystal 91 Integration 

sphere 

183 

Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) 

x = 5 

x = 3.75 

x = 2.5 

x = 1.25 

x = 0 

0D single crystals 

 

 

98.71 ± 0.047 

60.36 ± 0.045 

55.15 ± 0.036 

53.80 ± 0.038 

50.07 ± 0.035 

Integration 

sphere 

This 

work 
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Copper possesses excellent attributes such as low toxicity, low cost, and earth 

abundance, making it an ideal candidate for use in modern technology from superconducting 

magnets and electrical wiring to W-LEDs.406-407 Despite these advantages, very few all-

inorganic Cu-halide-based families have been studied for luminescence purposes. Binary 

copper halides do not appreciably emit at room temperature due to the rapid thermal quenching 

within their 3D structures. Based on the impact of the dimensional reduction observed in lead 

halides, we hypothesized that through the addition of a large cation such as Cs+, the 3D binary 

halide structure could be dimensionally reduced, as illustrated by the known dimensionalities 

of different the CsX-CuX (X = Cl, Br, I) families shown in Table 6, and appreciable room 

temperature emission could be achieved.  

Table 6. Low-dimensional compounds in the pseudo-binary CsX-CuX system.408 

Family Space Group Type Dimensionality 

CsCuX3 P6122 Perovskite 1D 

CsCu2X3 Cmcm Non-perovskite 1D 

Cs2CuX4 Pnma Non-perovskite 0D 

Cs3Cu2X5 Pnma Non-perovskite 0D 

 

In this chapter, we present the results of our in-depth studies of Cs3Cu2X5 and CsCu2X3 

which exhibit low-dimensional crystal structures. Based on our results, both families are 

remarkably stable under ambient conditions (air/moisture) and demonstrate relatively higher 

thermal stability as compared to some known lead halide materials. Importantly, confirming 

our initial hypotheses, visibly bright tunable (blue, green and yellow) room temperature 

emission with high PLQY values up to 98% (for Cs3Cu2I5) are observed. We attribute the 

physical mechanism of luminescence in these materials to self-trapped excitons (details in 

Sections 4.2 and 4.3). The development of highly efficient, nontoxic and earth-abundant all-

inorganic halides with light emitting materials such as Cs3Cu2Br5 and Cs3Cu2I5 represents a 
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major step forward in bringing the next generation solid-state lighting technologies to 

marketplace.131 

 

4.2 The Cs3Cu2X5 (X= Br, I) System 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Historically, the development of solid-state blue emitters has significantly lagged 

behind that of  red and green, which severely hampered the development  of white-light LEDs 

(WLED).279  The rarity of blue emission makes the number of hybrid organic-inorganic lead 

halide perovskites such as (C6H5CH2NH3)2PbBr4
130 and (C4N2H14)PbBr4

73 have been reported 

to demonstrate blue emission with high photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) quite 

remarkable. Whilst significant progress has been made in the development of efficient blue-

emitting lead halides, these materials continue to suffer from lead toxicity and poor thermal and 

air stability.  

Other means of producing more efficient room-temperature blue emitters could be done 

through guided material design of nontoxic halides with zero-dimensional (0D)401 crystal 

structures. Lowering the dimensionality would provide an increase in exciton binding energy 

not typically found within 3D halides. For instance, 3D CsPbBr3 has an exciton binding energy 

of 18 meV,402 whereas the 0D Cs3Sb2I9 exhibits a one order of magnitude higher exciton binding 

energy of 175 meV.403 Copper possesses excellent attributes such as low toxicity, low cost and 

earth abundance, making it an ideal candidate for use within materials used for the ubiquitous 

WLED.  

Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) were synthesized via solid-state synthesis and exhibit bright 

blue emission under UV irradiation with maximum photoluminescence (PL) emission ranging 
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from 443 to 456 nm, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) values ranging from 75 to 98 nm, 

and PLQY values ranging from 50.1% (Cs3Cu2Br5) to 98.7% (Cs3Cu2I5). Power-dependent PL 

measurements supported by DFT calculations suggest that the emission results from self-

trapped excitons (STE).  

 

4.2.2 Synthesis and Methods of Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) 

4.2.2.1  Reagents Used in the Synthesis of Cs3Cu2X5 (X=I, Br) 

Chemicals utilized in this study were used as purchased: (i) copper(I) bromide, 

99.999%, Aldrich; (ii) copper iodide, 99.9%, Aldrich; (iii) cesium bromide, 99.9%, Acros 

Organics; (iv) cesium iodide, 99.999%, Acros Organics. Polycrystalline powder of Cs3Cu2Br5 

and Cs3Cu2I5 were prepared by reacting a 3:2 stoichiometric ratio of CsX:CuX reactants.  

4.2.2.2  Synthesis of Cs3Cu2X5 (X=I, Br) 

The alloyed Cs3Cu2Br5-xI5x compositions were synthesized using stoichiometric 

amounts of required binary halide reactants. To ensure the homogeneity of all studied 

compounds, respective reactants were ground multiple times under inert atmosphere, pelletized 

to ensure no loss of reactants, and then sealed in evacuated quartz ampules. Reaction mixtures 

were then annealed at 400 ˚C for 12 hrs and slowly cooled to room temperature over a period 

of 21 hrs.  

4.2.2.3  Powder X-Ray Diffraction  

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements were performed on a Rigaku 

MiniFlex600 system with a D/tex detector using a Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation source. All scans 

were performed, at room temperature, in the 5-90˚ (2θ) range, with a step size of 0.2˚. Data 

analysis was performed using Rigaku’s PDXL2 software package. The collected PXRD data 
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was corrected for glass slide background and fitted using the decomposition method (also 

known as the Pawley fitting method) using the embedded software in Rigaku’s PDXL2 

software package. For air stability testing, PXRD was performed by leaving the representative 

compounds out in the ambient air for over a period of a month and periodically scanning the 

same sample with PXRD. 

4.2.2.4  Thermal Analysis 

Simultaneous thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) measurements were carried out on a TA Instruments SDT650 unit. Measurements were 

done in 90 µL alumina crucibles on 10-11 mg samples under a 100 mL/min flow of nitrogen in 

the 25 – 475 °C range with 5 °C/min heating rate.  

4.2.2.5  Optical Measurements 

Photoluminescence excitation (PLE), emission, and PLQY measurements were 

performed, at ambient temperature, using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 

spectrofluorometer using a Xenon lamp and Quanta-φ integrating sphere. PLQY data were 

analyzed using the two-curve method in a varied range from 280 – 800 nm. Care was taken to 

avoid any appearance of or interference from primary and secondary overtones from the source 

lamp as the measurements were taken. For power dependence PL measurements, we used 325 

nm line of He-Cd laser (Kimmon Electric HeCd dual-wavelength laser; model: IK552R-F). The 

PL spectra was collected and dispersed in a Princeton Instruments PIXIS-eXcelon silicon CCD.  

4.2.2.6  First Principle Calculations  

All calculations were based on density functional theory (DFT) implemented in the 

VASP code.229 The interaction between ions and electrons was described by projector 

augmented wave method.323 The kinetic energy cutoff of 295 eV for the plane-wave basis was 
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used for all calculations. Experimental lattice parameters of Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) were used 

while the atomic positions were fully relaxed until the residual forces were less than 0.02 eV/Å. 

Electronic band structures, density of states (DOS), as well as exciton properties were 

calculated using the hybrid PBE0 functional,228 which includes 25% non-local Fock exchange. 

Previous PBE0 calculations have provided accurate results in exciton excitation and emission 

energies in hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskites.77, 156, 409-410 

Following the Franck-Condon principle, the exciton excitation and emission energies 

were obtained by calculating the total energy differences between the excited and the ground 

states using PBE0-optimized ground-state and excited-state structures, respectively. A spin-

singlet exciton was considered when calculating the excitation energy because this is a spin-

allowed transition while a spin-triplet exciton was considered for calculating the emission 

energy because the spin-triplet exciton is more stable than the spin-singlet one. 

 

4.2.3 Structure of Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) 

Crystal structures411-412 and phase diagrams413-414 of Cs3Cu2Br5 and Cs3Cu2I5 were 

previously reported in literature. Both compounds are isostructural and crystallize in the 

orthorhombic space group Pnma231 with unit cell parameters a = 9.601(5) Å, b = 10.965(1) Å, 

and c = 13.634(9) Å and a = 10.170(6) Å, b = 11.649(3) Å, and c = 14.360(6) Å for Cs3Cu2Br5 

and Cs3Cu2I5, respectively (Table 7 lists the PXRD refinement results for all Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 

≤ x ≤ 5) presented in this section). The 0D Cs3Cu2X5 structures contain unique [Cu2X5]
3- dimers 

made of a trigonal planar CuX3 sharing an edge with a tetrahedral CuX4 unit, all surrounded by 

Cs+ (Figure 41). To the best of our knowledge, the dimeric [Cu2X5]
3- cluster has not been 

reported in any other copper halide compounds. Instead, other known 0D copper halides feature 
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clusters such as the edge-sharing ditrigonal planar units found in [N(C2H5)4]2Cu2Br4
415 and the 

edge-sharing ditetrahedral units found in (C8H14N2)2Cu2Br6.
416 The dimeric clusters are the 

most probable bonding model in this ionic structure type compared to the possible formation of 

ditetrahedral clusters for two reasons: the bond distance between the Cu and adjacent halide in 

question and the lack of distortion in the trigonal planar moiety. Foremost, the distance between 

the trigonal planar Cu and the capping tetrahedrally coordinated halide (~ 3.7 Å) needed to form 

a ditetrahedral cluster is much too large, especially in reference to the Shannon ionic radii of 

copper and halogen elements (r(Cu+) = 0.6 Å, r(Br-) = 1.96 Å, r(I-) = 2.2 Å).417 Secondly, in the 

trigonal planar CuBr3 and CuI3 units, out-of-plane distortion toward the capping halide is 

minimal based on the crystal structures.   

 

Figure 41. Crystal structures of (a) Cs3Cu2Br5 and (b) Cs3Cu2I5. Cs, Cu, Br and I atoms are 

shown in pink, blue, maroon, and purple, respectively. 

 

Interestingly, these structural considerations have not been discussed in a previous study 

on Cs3Cu2I5, which attributes the observed large Stoke-shifted emission to the Jahn-Teller 

distortion of Cu tetrahedral site.130 Notwithstanding the fact that the Jahn-Teller effect is weak 
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for tetrahedral geometry, Cu+ with d10 electronic configuration is not Jahn-Teller active. In 

addition, as mentioned above, the structure is more accurately described as a Cu2X5
3- made of 

a tetrahedral and trigonal planar Cu halide unit, rather than two Jahn-Teller distorted tetrahedra. 

In Cs3Cu2Br5 angles close to ideal tetrahedral angles (109.5°) are present along with the larger 

angle of 125.22° between Br3-Cu2-Br4 and slightly smaller at 105.22° between Br1-Cu2-

Br3.411 Within the trigonal planar portion of the Cu2Br5 cluster, all angles are very close 

(119.42°) to the ideal trigonal planar angle of 120°.411 In Cs3Cu2I5, distortions can be seen in 

the tetrahedral part of the Cu2I5
3- cluster with the largest I3-Cu2-I4 angle of 122.31° and the 

smallest I1-Cu2-I3 angle of 103.64°.412 In the trigonal planar portion of the Cu2I5
3- cluster, all 

angles are close to the ideal 120°.412 
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Figure 42. Room temperature experimental PXRD patterns (black lines) of (a) Cs3Cu2Br5 and 

(b) Cs3Cu2I5 with Pawley fits (red lines) and resulting difference maps (blue lines). (c) The 

refined lattice parameters and (d) unit cell volume are shown as a function of I content. PXRD 

patters with fittings can be found in Appendix 1 in Figures A1.14 and A1.15. 

 

Details of the preparation of Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) can be found in Appendix 2. 

Whilst the bulk compounds can be prepared using both solution183 and solid-state synthesis 

techniques, the sample quality as judged by phase purity from powder X-ray diffraction 

(PXRD) measurements is higher when using the solid-state technique. Attempts were made to 

synthesize Cs3Cu2Cl5, however a pure phase product could not be obtained through either solid-

state or solution synthesis. Instead, according to PXRD analysis, CsCu2Cl3 and Cs2CuCl4 form 
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with only trace amounts of Cs3Cu2Cl5. For this reason, only the Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) are 

considered herein. In addition to the phase purity shown in Figure 42a-b, the measured PXRD 

patterns confirm the solid solution behavior in the Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx series. As shown in Figures 

42c-d, the unit cell parameters and volume follow Vegard’s law as a function of iodide 

concentration.  

Table 7. PXRD refinement results for all Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) along with Rwp and S values. 

Composition a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) Rwp (%) S 

Cs3Cu2Br5 9.601(5) 10.965(1) 13.634(9) 1435.5(06) 2.63 1.7490 

Cs3Cu2Br3.75I1.25 9.724(2) 11.144(1) 13.864(0) 1502.4(4) 2.36 1.5378 

Cs3Cu2Br2.5I2.5 9.849(0) 11.372(6) 14.039(8) 1572.6(2) 3.84 2.3322 

Cs3Cu2Br1.25I3.75 9.989(6) 11.547(3) 14.184(2) 1636.18(15) 1.63 1.0071 

Cs3Cu2I3 10.170(6) 11.649(3) 14.360(6) 1701.44(11) 1.64 0.7282 

 

4.2.4 Stability of Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) 

Of practical importance are the thermal and air stability of materials for optical and 

electronic applications. In fact, along with the presence of toxic Pb, poor ambient condition 

stability of the photovoltaic hybrid organic-inorganic lead perovskites remains a major barrier 

for its industrial-scale implementation.19 In contrast, all-inorganic compositions are expected to 

exhibit higher stability owing to the lack of volatile organic molecules418-419 and less number of 

phase transitions compared to hybrid structures that undergo changes due to the temperature-

dependent motion of the organic cations.20 Thus to better elucidate the stability of Cs3Cu2Br5-

xIx, we monitored the ambient stability of the end member phases through PXRD over a period 

of one month and found no significant changes for Cs3Cu2Br5 (Figure 43a). However, as seen 

in Figure 43b, a few noticeable changes occur in the Cs3Cu2I5 phase as it begins losing intensity 
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in the lower angle region and the small peaks at 7° and 10° disappear after 2 weeks of ambient 

exposure. The higher stability of the bromide analog compared to the iodide is consistent with 

literature reports of decreasing stability of halides going down the halogen group.2, 420  

The results of thermal analysis studies of Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx are summarized in Figure 44. 

The TGA results suggest little to no mass loss upon heating to 475 °C. In contrast, Pb- and Sn-

based halides such as PEA2PbI4 (PEA = phenethylammonium cation) and Cs2SnI6 show 

significant weight losses below 300 °C consistent with their decomposition into volatile 

components.421-422 Similar issues are seen with hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites with 

MAPbBr3 decomposing at 176 °C,177 FASnI3 decomposing at 100 °C, and FASnPbI3 

decomposing at 150 °C.423 
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Figure 43. PXRD patterns of (a) Cs3Cu2Br5 and (b) Cs3Cu2I5 compounds left in ambient air for 

1 month. 
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Figure 44. Tandem thermal gravimetric analysis (blue) and differential scanning calorimetry 

(red) TGA/DSC plots for (a) Cs3Cu2Br5 and (b) Cs3Cu2I5. 

 

The DSC scans suggest that in both Cs3Cu2Br5 and Cs3Cu2I5, two different thermal 

events occur, which are labeled as T1 and T2 in the corresponding plots in Figure 44. According 

to the reported CuI-CsI phase diagrams, Cs3Cu2I5 exhibits narrowly incongruent melting 

behavior at 390 °C, which is corroborated by the T2 peak.413 The T1 feature is close to the 

eutectic isotherm at 350 °C, which is visible in CuI rich compositions in the reported phase 

diagram, however, we note that no CuI impurity was detected in our PXRD measurements, 

shown in Figure 45b. In the case of Cs3Cu2Br5, this compound was not entered in the reported 

phase diagram, but the DSC scan provided in Figure 44a is consistent with the reported binary 

phase diagram.414 Thus, Cs3Cu2Br5 decomposes peritectically at 318 °C into liquid and 

CsCu2Br3 phases, and further melts at 364 °C producing CsBr. Indeed, small impurities of CsX 

appear in the PXRD after multiple heating and cooling cycles as shown in Figure 45a, especially 

for Cs3Cu2Br5 which clearly supports the notion that it melts incongruently.  
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Figure 45. PXRD patterns of (a) Cs3Cu2Br5 and (b) Cs3Cu2I5 after 2 heating cycles over 545 

°C. Asterisks denote CsX impurity phases resulting from incongruent melting of the phases. 

 

 

4.2.5  Optical Properties of Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) 

Room temperature PL measurements for Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) are summarized in 

Figure 46 and Table 8. Under UV excitation, Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx demonstrate intense blue emission 

with a PL peaks ranging from 443 nm to 455 nm. The PL peaks are broad with FWHM values 

increasing linearly from 75 nm for Cs3Cu2Br5 to 99 nm for Cs3Cu2I5. In contrast, narrower 
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emission was observed for some of the lead halide perovskites such MAPbX3 for which the 

reported FWHM values are in the 20 – 32 nm range.130 Nevertheless, the obtained FWHM 

values for Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx are comparable to that of state-of-the-art blue organic424 and inorganic 

phosphors.130 The observed PL emission spectra are characterized by colors ranging from a 

lighter blue with Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) Color Coordinates (x, y) of 

(0.15, 0.067) for Cs3Cu2Br5 to a deeper blue (0.15, 0.048) for Cs3Cu2I5 (Figure 46f). 

Interestingly, the PL emission peaks also demonstrate approximately linear blue shift going 

from 455 nm for Cs3Cu2Br5 to 443 nm for Cs3Cu2I5, contrary to the expectations based on 

electronegativity arguments assuming band-to-band emission. Indeed, our results indicate that 

the emission in this system is not due to band-to-band transitions but rather has STE origins 

(see below). The blue shift of PL emission going from bromide to iodide is also observed for 

binary copper halides CuBr and CuI. Thus, in both CuBr and CuI, the observed excitonic blue 

emission is characterized with a PL peak at 420 nm for CuBr,425 and at 410 nm for CuI.426 

Bright excitonic emission in binary copper halides are typically observed at low temperatures, 

with CuCl being one of the first semiconductors found to exhibit biexcitons in both nanocrystal 

and bulk forms,427 as well as being a model system for strong exciton-photon coupling.428 The 

proximity in PL peak maximums of Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) to the binary halides suggests that 

the emission seen in the Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5) solid solution originates from the copper 

halide clusters themselves, and that the isolation of [Cu2X5]
3- molecular dimers leads to greater 

charge localization and stronger excitonic effects, ultimately providing highly efficient room 

temperature emission in Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx. In accordance with the visible intense blue emission 

clearly noticeable even with a naked eye, the measured PLQY values for Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x 

≤ 5), summarized in Table 3, are also among the record high observed for organic and inorganic 
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phosphors.130 Thus, PLQY values increase linearly from 50.1% for Cs3Cu2Br5 to 98.7% for 

Cs3Cu2I5. Such high PLQY values, especially the observed near-unity PLQY value for the 

iodide member is unprecedented as most of the literature reported luminescent metal halides 

are either bromides or chlorides. 

 

Figure 46. Photoluminescence excitation (PLE, blue lines) and emission (PL, red lines) of (a) 

Cs3Cu2Br5, (b) Cs3Cu2Br3.75I1.25, (c) Cs3Cu2Br2.5I2.5, (d) Cs3Cu2Br1.25I3.75, (e) Cs3Cu2I5 

compounds, and (f) CIE 1931 chromaticity plot of the resulting emission of all compounds. 
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Table 8. Photoluminescence and colorimetry data for all compounds. 

Compound PLQY 

(%) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLE 

peak 

(nm) 

PL 

peak 

(nm) 

CIE 

coordinates 

(x,y) 

CCT 

values 

(K) 

Stokes 

shift 

(nm) 

Cs3Cu2Br5 50.1 75 298 455 0.14 0.067 1926 157 

Cs3Cu2Br3.75I1.25 53.8 85 293 456 0.14 0.089 2555 164 

Cs3Cu2Br2.5I2.5 55.2 89 294 453 0.15 0.087 2449 159 

Cs3Cu2Br1.25I3.75 60.4 93 300 448 0.15 0.066 1885 148 

Cs3Cu2I5 98.7 99 309 443 0.15 0.048 1727 135 

 

In addition to the remarkable increase in charge localization and emission efficiency, 

lowering of crystal structure dimensionality in hybrid organic-inorganic metal halides produces 

large Stokes shifts such as in the case of (C4N2H14Br)4SnBr6.
66, 68, 409, 420, 429 In agreement with 

these reports, we also observed very large Stokes shifts ranging from 135 to 164 nm for 

Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx. Typically, PL emission spectra with such large Stokes shifts in hybrid metal 

halides are attributed to STEs that are formed when the free exciton couples strongly to lattice 

by distorting it.409, 429 Indeed, Jun et al. also recently studied the optical properties of Cs3Cu2I5 

attributing the observed large Stoke-shifted emission in this material to an excited-state 

structural reorganization mechanism caused by the Jahn-Teller distorted Cu tetrahedral site (see 

the Supporting Information further discussion on possible Jahn-Teller effect in Cs3Cu2X5).
183 

However, defect-induced emission can be significant in copper halides as shown by the PL 

spectra recorded for CuI, which has been reported to exhibit an emission maximum at 410 nm 

that can red shift to 428 nm depending on the concentration of defects.430  
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Figure 47 PL intensity versus excitation power density for Cs3Cu2X5 (X = I, Br). 

To confirm the nature of the PL emission peaks in Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx, we additionally 

performed measurements of PL as a function of excitation intensity as shown in Figure 47. It is 

worth noting that the concentration and recombination lifetime of permanent defects are finite, 

therefore, their PL could be saturated at high excitation power.431 However, the observed PL 

intensity for Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx present a linear dependence with excitation power, and the absence 

of saturation suggests that the emission is likely to originate from STEs rather than defects in 

this system.63, 106, 108, 274, 432   
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4.2.6 Density Functional Theory Calculations for Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) 

 

Figure 48. Electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) of Cs3Cu2Br5 (a-b) and 

Cs3Cu2I5 (c-d). 

 

Figure 48 shows the electronic band structures and the density-of-states (DOS) of 

Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5). The valence and the conduction bands are mainly made up of Cu-3d 

and Cu-4s states, respectively. Both compounds have a direct band gap at the Γ point. Since 

both the valence and the conduction bands are dominated by the Cu states, the band gaps of 

Cs3Cu2Br5 (4.51 eV) and Cs3Cu2I5 (4.47 eV) are very close to each other. This finding explains 

the measured small differences PL emission peaks (Table 8) between Cs3Cu2Br5, Cs3Cu2I5 and 
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intermediate compositions. For both compounds, the Cu-3d dominated valence band is flat 

while the Cu-4s-derived conduction band is much more dispersive. However, despite the 

dispersive conduction  

Table 9. Binding energies of the unrelaxed spin-singlet (𝑬B
𝒖𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒙 ) and the relaxed spin-triplet 

(𝑬B
𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒙 ) excitons as well as the exciton excitation and emission energies of Cs3Cu2Br5 and 

Cs3Cu2I5. The exciton excitation and the emission energies were calculated based on the spin-

singlet and the spin-triplet excitons, respectively. The experimentally measured excitation and 

emission peak energies are shown in parentheses. All the results are based on hybrid functional 

PBE0 calculations. 

 Cs3Cu2Br5 Cs3Cu2I5 

𝑬B
𝒖𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒙(eV) 0.40 0.33 

𝑬B
𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒙(eV) 1.24 1.10 

Excitation Energy (eV) 4.11 (4.14) 4.14 (4.02) 

Emission Energy (eV) 2.41 (2.67) 2.61 (2.79) 

 

band, the excitons in the two compounds are strongly localized due to the strong Coulomb 

binding between the electron and the hole and the strong local structural distortion of the 

Cu2X5
3+ cluster upon excitation as discussed below. The calculated binding energies of the 

unrelaxed excitons in Cs3Cu2Br5 and Cs3Cu2I5 are 0.40 eV and 0.33 eV, respectively, which are 

already significant due to the strong Coulomb binding; further exciton structural relaxation 

increases the binding energies to 1.24 eV and 1.10 eV, respectively as shown in Table 9. The 

strong exciton localization and binding should lead to exciton emission. The structural 

distortion due to the exciton localization is significant in both compounds, as shown in Figure 

49a-b for the case of Cs3Cu2Br5. 
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Figure 49. The configuration coordinate diagram for the excitation, relaxation, and emission in 

Cs3Cu2Br5. (a) and (b) show the ground-state and the relaxed excited-state of the Cu2Br5 cluster. 

The curves and the straight arrows represent potential energy surfaces and optical transitions, 

respectively. The ground-state and the relaxed excited-state structures are shown in (a) and (b), 

respectively. The partial densities of the electron and the hole in the relaxed exciton are shown 

in (c) and (d), respectively. The Cu and the Br atoms are represented by the red and blue spheres, 

respectively. 

 

The structural relaxation breaks two Cu-halogen bonds and move the two Cu atoms 

closer to each other; the Cu-Cu distance decreases from 2.51 Å to 2.32 Å in Cs3Cu2Br5 and 

from 2.49 Å to 2.35 Å in Cs3Cu2I5. The partial density contours of the electron and the hole of 

the exciton in Cs3Cu2Br5 are shown in Figure 49c-d. The hole has Cu-3d character and is 

localized on the two Cu atoms in the Cu2Br5 cluster, while the electron is localized mostly in 

the bond-center position between the two Cu atoms. The spatial distribution of the electron and 

hole of the exciton in Cs3Cu2I5 is similar to that in Cs3Cu2Br5. The calculated exciton excitation 
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and emission energies in both compounds are shown in Table 9; they are in good agreement 

with the experimental results, which suggest that the calculated electron excitation and excited-

state structural relaxation are reliable. The large excited-state structural relaxation in Cs3Cu2X5 

(X = Br, I) as revealed in the calculation explains the observed large Stokes shifts and the 

absence of the significant spectral overlap between the excitation and emission (Figure 46); 

these are important for hindering the exciton migration (by resonant transfer of the excitation 

energy) and the subsequent nonradiative recombination at defects.77 

In summary, we report a solid solution behavior in Cs3Cu2Br5-xIx (0 ≤ x ≤ 5), which are 

nontoxic, highly efficient blue emitters with improved stability compared to the well-known 

Pb- and Sn-based halides. The compounds can be conveniently prepared through classic solid-

state synthesis techniques. The observed near-unity PLQY values are attributed to the specifics 

of the crystal structure of this family, 0D structure based on dimeric Cu2X5 units that promotes 

significant charge localization and enables the presence of room-temperature stable excitons. 

Indeed, our computational results show that Cs3Cu2Br5 and Cs3Cu2I5 feature high exciton 

binding energies of 0.40 eV and 0.33 eV, respectively. The exciton localization in these 

compounds results a significant structural reorganization of Cu2X5 molecules in excited state, 

which further enhances the binding energies to 1.24 eV and 1.10 eV for Cs3Cu2Br5 and 

Cs3Cu2I5, respectively. Importantly, this work paves the way for consideration of Cu-based 

multinary halides for nontoxic, earth-abundant, low-cost and high-efficiency light emission 

applications. 
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4.3 The CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) System 

Here, we report the optical properties of the nontoxic, stable, and highly emissive one-

dimensional (1D) all-inorganic halides CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I). Photoluminescence (PL) 

measurements show a tunable bright room temperature visible emission in the 527 to 587 nm 

range with photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) ranging from 0.38% (CsCu2Br1.5I1.5) to 

48.0% (CsCu2Cl3). Power-dependent PL measurements suggest that the emission results from 

self-trapped excitons induced by strong charge localization and structural distortions within the 

lD ribbon structure of CsCu2X3. 

4.3.1 Synthesis and Methods for CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) 

4.3.1.1  Reagents Used in the Synthesis of CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) 

Chemicals utilized in this study were used as purchased: (i) copper (I) chloride, 99.99%, 

Acros Orcganics; (ii) copper(I) bromide, 99.999%, Aldrich; (iii) copper iodide, 99.9%, Aldrich; 

(iv) cesium chloride, 99.99%, Acros Organics; (v) cesium bromide, 99.9%, Acros Organics; 

(vi) cesium iodide, 99.999%, Acros Organics. 

4.3.1.2  Synthesis of CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I)  

Crystalline ingots were prepared using a 1:2 stoichiometric ratio of CsX to CuX (X = I, 

Br, Cl) ground in an agate mortar, pelletized and sealed under dynamic vacuum in quartz 

ampules. Pelletized samples were annealed at 410 °C for 48 hours and slowly cooled over 20 

hours to room temperature resulting in polycrystalline ingots. Attempts to grow crystals using 

multiple solution growth methods including slow evaporation of saturated solutions and 

antisolvent crystallization were unsuccessful.183 
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4.3.1.3  Powder X-ray Diffraction  

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements were performed on a Rigaku 

MiniFlex600 system equipped with a Dtex detector using a Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation source. 

All scans were performed at room temperature from the 5-90˚ (2θ) range, with a step size of 

0.2˚. All data were corrected for the amorphous background of the glass slides used during 

collection and fitted using the Pawley fitting method using Rigaku’s PDXL2 software package. 

To check the air stability, samples were left in ambient air for more than two months with 

periodic PXRD measurements using the same condition mentioned above.  

4.3.1.4  Thermal Analysis  

Simultaneous thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) measurements were carried out on a TA Instruments SDT650 unit. Measurements were 

performed using 90 µL alumina crucibles on 8-10 mg samples under a 100 mL/min flow of dry 

nitrogen in the 100 – 575 °C range with 5 °C/min heating rate. 

4.3.1.5  Optical Measurements  

Room temperature Diffuse reflectance spectra of polycrystalline powder of CsCu2X3 of 

were measured using a high-resolution PerkinElmer LAMBDA 750 UV−vis−NIR spectrometer 

equipped with a 100 mm InGaAs integrating sphere attachment. The diffuse reflectance data 

were converted to absorption spectra according to the the Kubelka-Munk equation:433 (F(R) = 

α/S = (1-R)2/(2R), where R is the reflectance, α is the absorption coefficient, S is the scattering 

coefficient.  

Photoluminescence excitation (PLE), and photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) 

measurements were performed at ambient temperature, on polycrystalline powder samples, 

using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer equipped with a Xenon lamp and 
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Quanta-φ integrating sphere. PLQY data were analyzed using the two-curve method in a varied 

range from 280 – 800 nm using the imbedded QY software in the Horiba-Jobin Yvon software. 

Time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements were done on polycrystalline 

powder samples using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer equipped with 

a time-correlated single photon counting module. HORIBA Jobin Yvon NanoLEDs (pulsed 

light-emitting diodes) were used as the excitation source. The duration of the light pulse was 

shorter than 2 ns. Temperature and power dependence PL spectra were measured using a 

Princeton Instruments PIXIS-eXcelon silicon CCD. The excitation wavelength was the 325 nm 

(3.815 eV) line of a He-Cd laser (Kimmon Electric HeCd dual-wavelength laser; model: 

IK552R-F). The samples were placed in a helium bath cryostat, and the measurements were 

performed between 4 and 295 K. 

4.3.2 CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) Structure 

As previously reported in literature and illustrated in Figure 50, CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, 

I) crystallize in the orthorhombic space group Cmcm,434-435 featuring edge-sharing [Cu2X3]
- 

anionic 1D ribbons separated by rows of Cs+ atoms. Isolation of the copper halide tetrahedra as 

ribbons can be seen most prominently down the b and c axis (as shown in Figure 50b-c) where 

the Cs cations create channels within the structure and thus effectively creates nanowires which 

may be the origin of the efficient room temperature photoluminescence reported in this work. 

Interestingly, there are several reported isostructural Rb-based analogues such as RbCu2Cl3
412

 

reported in literature. Measurement quality samples of CsCu2X3 could only be formed through 

solid-state synthesis, although single crystal growth via slow evaporation was also attempted 

with mixed results. Purity of all phases were assessed through room temperature PXRD 

measurements. The PXRD results were refined using the Pawley (decomposition) method, as 
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shown in Figure 51, confirming that the lattice parameters for CsCu2X3 increase linearly with 

the size of the halide anion following Vegard’s law (Figure 52). This is a common observation 

also reported for other CsX-CuX compounds,111 FA1-xCsxPbBr3,
436 (Me3S)2Pb5I18,

437 

Cu2ZnSn(Sx,Se1-x)4,
438 and CH3NH3PbIxCl3-x.

439  

 

Figure 50. Crystal structures of CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) projected along (a) a-, (b) b- and (c) 

c-axes. Pink and green spheres represent Cs and the halides, respectively and the blue 

tetrahedron represent Cu. Di-tetrahedral cluster connectivity is represented in (d) which are 

labeled according to the convention in Table A1.13 in Appendix 1 and shown with all dark 

green and lime green halides occupying specific corresponding crystallographic positions 

according to the reported CIF files.434 435 
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Figure 51. Room temperature powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns (black lines) for (a) 

CsCu2Cl3, (b) CsCu2Br3, (c) CsCu2I3. Pawley fits of the data are shown in red and difference 

plots shown in blue. 
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Figure 52. PXRD (a) refined lattice parameters and (b) unit cell volume shown as a function 

of halide content as alloying progresses from Cl to Br to I. 

 In octahedra-based metal halides, connectivity of octahedral building blocks and 

magnitude of distortion are known to affect the band structure, emission properties, and defect 

formation within a perovskite lattice. Typically, these are evaluated using the metal-halide bond 

lengths and angles, and the volume of the individual octahedra.90 Deviation from the ideal 

octahedral geometry results in an increase in distortion within metal halide perovskites, which 

has been shown to negatively affect the overlap between the orbitals of the metal and halides. 

This results in wider band gaps, blue shifts the onset of absorption,59 and causes a decrease in 

the PL efficiency and lifetime due to an increase in the reduced mass of excitons within the 

system.129 Among the quantitative methods used to determine the magnitude of distortion 
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within a perovskite system are the variation in octahedral distance (Δd),43 angle (σ2
oct),

440 and 

the overall octahedral elongation (<λoct>).440 In particular, these parameters have been used to 

directly relate an increase in calculated values to an increase in octahedral distortion which is 

then attributed to an increase in Stokes-shifts, full width at half maximum (FWHM) values, and 

consequently, broadband white-light emission.274, 301, 303, 441 Such broadband luminescence is 

commonly seen in alkali halides,441-442 hybrid-organic inorganic materials,85, 108, 113, 303, 345, 347, 

443-445 and recently in all inorganic metal halides such as A3M2I9 (A = Cs, Rb; M = Bi, Sb),446 

CsZnCl2I,
447 (C8NH12)4Bi0.57Sb0.43Br7,

448 and Cs2AgInCl6.
449 In the interest of correlating the 

optical properties observed in the CsCu2X3 family to that of other metal halides based on 

octahedral building blocks, attempts were made to relate the calculated tetrahedral distortion to 

the optical properties reported below. However, note that the effect of the tetrahedral distortion 

on optoelectronic properties in solid-state structures has been poorly studied with no reports 

comparing the magnitude of distortion to the observed luminescence properties.  

Robinson et al. were the first to propose quantitative tetrahedral distortion parameters 

that directly correlated to their octahedral analogs σ2
oct and λoct, which would allow for a direct 

comparison of the amount of distortion present in completely different polyhedra-based 

systems.440 The tetrahedral angle variance (𝜎𝜃 (𝑡𝑒𝑡)
2 ) and the average tetrahedral elongation 

<λtet> are given by the following equations:440 

 

𝜎𝜃 (𝑡𝑒𝑡)
2 =

1

5
∑(𝜃𝑡 − 109.47°)2

5

𝑖=1

 (11) 

 
〈𝜆𝑡𝑒𝑡〉 =

1

4
∑ (

𝑙𝑖

𝑙0
)

24

𝑖=1

 (12) 
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where σ2
tet is deviation in bond angle of the system, θtet is the individual tetrahedral angles 

between the center metal and each adjacent ligand, <λtet> is the overall octahedral elongation, 

li is the measured distance between the metal center and each ligand, and l0 is the ideal bond 

distance determined from the ionic radii. Only octahedral Δd and ΔθXMX relationships have 

been previously reported, however, they can be adapted for tetrahedral systems via the 

following equations: 

 
∆𝑑 =  

1

4
∑ (

𝑑𝑛 − 𝑑

𝑑
)

2

𝑛=1,4

 (13) 

 
∆𝜃𝑋𝑀𝑋 =  

1

6
∑ (

𝜃𝑋𝑀𝑋(𝑛) − 〈𝜃〉

〈𝜃〉
)

𝑛=1,6

2

 (14) 

where Δd is one fourth of the summation of each difference of each individual bond distance 

(dn) the average bond distance (d) of the tetrahedra in question squared, and ΔθXMX is one sixth 

of the summation of the absolute value of the difference of each individual angle (θXMX(n)) and 

the average angle of the tetrahedra in question 〈𝜃〉 squared. The results of the polyhedral 

distortion analysis are summarized in Table 10.  

Table 10. Results of the tetrahedral distortion estimation indicate a linear decrease in distortion 

with increase in the halide ion size. 

 CsCu2Cl3 CsCu2Br3 CsCu2I3 

σ(tet)
2 49.49 14.22 10.33 

<λtet> 0.9785 0.9537 0.8984 

Δd 21.67 x 10-4 13.59 x 10-4 3.05 x 10-4 

Δθ 68.84 x 10-4 19.44 x 10-4 14.37 x 10-4 
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A noticeable trend can be observed for 𝜎𝜃 (𝑡𝑒𝑡)
2 , <λtet>, Δd, and ΔθXMX  as all values 

decrease from CsCu2Cl3 to CsCu2Br3 to CsCu2I3 and if we relate the magnitude of these values 

directly to the distortion within the tetrahedral system, then tetrahedral distortion decreases 

from CsCu2Cl3 to CsCu2Br3 to CsCu2I3. Therefore, if tetrahedral distortion is directly related to 

the experimentally observed luminescence phenomena of FWHM and the Stoke’s shift, one 

would expect CsCu2Cl3 to have the largest FWHM, whereas CsCu2I3 is expected to have the 

smallest. However, the experimentally measured trend in FWHM values suggest the opposite 

trend (Table 7), with CsCu2I3 exhibiting the broadest PL peak with FWHM of 126 nm and 

CsCu2Cl3 showing a FWHM of 102 nm. Therefore, a direct relationship between tetrahedral 

distortion and the observed PL peak broadness in CsCu2X3 family cannot be directly 

established. 

4.3.3 Ambient and Thermal Stability of CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) 

The stability of a material in ambient air/moisture and over a large range of temperatures 

is highly important for optoelectronic device applications. All-inorganic materials are expected 

to exhibit higher stability than hybrid materials due to the lack of volatile organic molecules418-

419 and numerous phase transitions typically seen in hybrids.20 For instance, hybrid perovskites 

such as CH3NH3PbI3
20 and CH5N2SnI3

177 suffer from degradation due to moisture under 

ambient conditions. Furthermore, they are reported to have thermal decomposition 

temperatures of 176 °C and 100 °C, respectively. It has been reported that the use of Cs+ instead 

of organic cations promote much more stable compounds, as seen in CsPbI2Br, which is 

thermally stable up to 463 °C, although this material also suffers from moisture degradation 

within hours of being left in air under ambient conditions.450 For the CsCu2X3 family, the use 

of both Cs+ and Cu+ affords a significant improvement of the air and thermal stability. All 
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members of this family exhibit no noticeable sign of impurity formation or loss of crystallinity 

according to our periodic PXRD measurement over two months (Figure 53), suggesting their 

excellent stability under ambient air and moisture conditions. Interestingly, high stability has 

also been reported for Cs3Cu2I5,
183, 451 suggesting that the phases in CsX-CuX system are 

favorable in this regard compared to the analogous heavily-studied CsX-PbX2 system. CsCu2X3 

shows no signs of thermal decomposition up to 495 °C (Figure 53) after two heating-cooling 

cycles of DSC/TGA. These results are in a stark contrast to that reported for the state-of-the-art 

photovoltaic material CH3NH3PbI3.
423 

Phase transitions within operation temperature range of materials such as MAPbI3 have 

been shown to detrimentally reduce device lifetime and overall efficiency,452 making the 

structural and phase transitions of new materials prior to incorporating them into devices that 

much more important. DSC measurements were performed to confirm the results previously 

reported in the CsX-CuX phase diagrams.413-414, 453 From these measurements, as shown in 

Figure 54, the CsCu2X3 family members exhibit congruent melting behavior, with melting 

occurring at 270 °C, 351 °C and 374 °C for CsCu2Cl3, CsCu2Br3 and CsCu2I3, respectively, 

which are in excellent agreement with the melting points reported in literature.413-414 In addition, 

the presence of a small peak feature in each sample close to their melting transitions suggests 

the presence of a minor CsX impurity. Indeed, based on the literature reported phase 

diagrams,413-414, 453 CsX impurities are known to form a lower melting eutectic together with 

CsCu2X3.
413-414 
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Figure 53. PXRD patterns of (a) CsCu2Cl3, (b) CsCu2Br3, and (c) CsCu2I3 left out in ambient 

conditions and measured over a period of 2 months. 
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Figure 54. Tandem differential scanning calorimetry (red) and thermal gravimetric analysis 

(blue) of (a) CsCu2Cl3, (b) CsCu2Br3, and (c) CsCu2I3. 
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4.3.4 Diffuse Reflectance and Photoluminescence 

Optical band gaps of CsCu2X3 were estimated through the measurements of diffuse 

reflectance spectra of the powdered samples using the Kubelka–Munk model. The measured 

values range from 3.4 to 3.8 eV depending on the direct and indirect Tauc fits of the reflectance 

data (Figure 55). As expected from the trend in electronegativity of halogens, CsCu2Cl3 exhibits 

the largest band gap in the family, however, the variation of the band gaps is nonlinear, which 

is especially noticeable for the mixed halide compositions. This in contrast to the linear changes 

observed in the lattice parameters in this family (Figure 52), which follows Vegard’s law. The 

observed nonlinearity in the estimated band gaps could be attributed to the presence of local 

inhomogeneities in the mixed halide samples (i.e., the presence of end member impurities). 

This conjecture is also supported by the results of PL measurements (i.e., broader PL peaks are 

measured for the mixed halide compositions), which are discussed next (Table 11). 

 

Table 11. Photoluminescence information table for all members. 

 

Under 325 nm UV excitation, CsCu2X3 show tunable, highly Stokes-shifted, room-

temperature bright visible light emission ranging from 527 to 587 nm with PLQYs values 

ranging from 0.38% (CsCu2Br1.5I1.5) to 48.0% (CsCu2Cl3) with CIE 1931 x,y-coordinates of 

Compound PLQY 

(%) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

PLE 

peak 

(nm) 

PL 

peak 

(nm) 

CIE 

coordinates 

(x,y) 

CCT 

values 

(K) 

Stokes 

shift 

(nm) 

Lifetime 

(ns) 

CsCu2I3 3.23 126 334 576 (0.43, 0.47) 3561 242 62 

CsCu2Br1.5I1.5 0.38 128 335 584 (0.48, 0.51) 3094 249 26.6 

CsCu2Br3 18.3 106 319 533 (0.27, 0.53) 6872 214 18 

CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 17.1 200 347 587 (0.09, 0.52) 12577 240 15.1 

CsCu2Cl3 48.0 102 319 527 (0.29, 0.52) 6437 208 13.8 
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(0.31, 0.55), (0.32, 0.53), and (0.46, 0.50) for CsCu2Cl3, CsCu2Br3 and CsCu2Cl3, respectively 

(Table 11 and Figure 56). The excitation spectra (PLE) recorded with an appropriate detection 

wavelength at the maximum emission of CsCu2X3 show a maximum excitation ranging from 

319 for CsCu2Cl3 to 347 nm for CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 (Table 11 and Figure 56). High PLQY values 

have been previously observed in analogous low-dimensional metal halides, where the 

observed bright room temperature emission has been attributed to strong quantum confinement 

and highly localized charges promoting a high exciton binding energy (few hundreds of 

meV)454 and thus affording room temperature stable excitonic emission.289, 306, 318, 321-322, 448, 451, 

455-457 However, the presence of permanent defect states in semiconductors has also been shown 

to create broadband emission.276 To probe this possibility, excitation power dependence PL 

measurements (Figure 57) were performed, which show linear behavior for all studied 

compounds and the absence of saturation excludes the possibility of permanent defect emission, 

since the concentration and lifetime of permanent defects are finite.108, 274, 345 Therefore, we 

attribute the largely Stokes-shifted broadband emission of CsCu2X3 to STEs. 

Figure 58 shows the room temperature time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) 

measurements of CsCu2X3. All decay profiles can be fitted using the two-exponential function, 

 
I(t) = A1 × exp (

−t

τ1
) + A2 × exp (

−t

τ2
) + I0 (15) 

where the first term accounts for the radiative decay and the second term accounts for the non-

radiative decay. The full refinement results are provided in Table 12. The first lifetime 

component of 1-2 ns for all peaks of 1 and 2 is due to the instrumental response because of the 

duration of the light pulse (2 ns). Exciton lifetime varies between 13.8 and 62.0 ns. Importantly, 

exciton lifetime increases going from Cl, Br, to I, which is inversely proportional to the 
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measured PLQYs (48% for the Cl, 18.3% for the Br, and 3.23% for the I-based compounds). 

This trend supports our attribution for the emission of CsCu2X3 to STEs. STE lifetime was 

discussed by Mott and Stoneham based on the consideration of an energy barrier that is required 

to be surmounted for STE formation.458 The potential barrier between STEs and free-excitons 

should be higher for CsCu2I3 compared to CsCu2Cl3, which explain the longer relaxation time 

for excitons in CsCu2I3 compared to CsCu2Br3 and CsCu2Cl3. 
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Figure 55. Diffuse reflectance spectra of polycrystalline powders of CsCu2X3 performed at 

room temperature. 
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Figure 56. Photoluminescence excitation (blue) and emission (red) for (a) CsCu2Cl3, (b) 

CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5, (c) CsCu2Br3, (d) CsCu2Br1.5I1.5, and (e) CsCu2I3. (d) CIE 1931 plot with the 

emission colors of all constituents. 
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Figure 57. Power dependence PL spectra of CsCu2X3 measured at 4 K, under 325 nm 

excitation. Black curves shows the fitting using y = Pk, with y, P, and k are the PL intensity, the 

excitation power, and the refinement coefficient, respectively.110 

 

Table 12. Summary of the refinement results of time resolved PL measurements of CsCu2X3. 

Sample CsCu2Cl3 CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 CsCu2Br3 CsCu2Br1.5I1.5 CsCu2I3 

Excitation 

(nm) 

314 333 314 333 333 

Emission 

(nm) 

527 587 533 584 576 

I0 152.5 ± 0.6 85 ± 0.5 49.9 ± 0.27 15.2 ± 0.5 35.2 ± 0.7 

A1 8.8 1022 ± 

6.4 1022 

1.5 1030 ± 7.2 

1029 

7.7 1024 ± 3 

1024 

2.9 103 ± 241 5.7 103 ± 

1.3 102 

𝛕𝟏 (ns) 2.1 ± 0.04 1.6 ± 0.02 1.9 ± 0.01 72.2 ± 1.7 62± 2 

A2 6.4 104 ± 5.7 

104 

3.9 104 ± 2 104 2.3 104 ± 3.2 

102 

4.2 104 ± 2.6 

103 

356 ± 197 

𝛕𝟐 (ns) 13.8 ± 0.6  15.1 ± 1.1 18 ± 0.01 26.6 ± 0.7 126.5 ± 20 
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Figure 58. Room temperature time-resolved PL of (a) CsCu2Cl3, (b) CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5, (c) 

CsCu2Br3, (d) CsCu2Br1.5I1.5, (e) CsCu2I3. 

 

To obtain further information on the STEs dynamics and the exciton-phonon 

interaction, we measured the temperature dependence PL of CsCu2X3, under 325 nm excitation 

(Figure 59a, and Figure 60). The PL intensity of the highly efficient CsCu2Cl3, shown in Figure 

59a, slightly quenches (~ 3 times) upon heating. However, the thermal quenching is much more 

significant for CsCu2I3 (~ 4.5 times) and the alloyed compound CsCu2Br1.5I1.5 (~ 60 times). 

This is consistent with the trend of the measured PLQYs values (Table 11) which confirms that 

excitons are much more thermally stable in CsCu2Cl3. 
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Figure 59. (a) Temperature dependence PL spectra of CsCu2Cl3, under 325 nm excitation. 

Thermal evolution of (b) position, (c) integrated intensity, and (d) FHWM of PL peaks of 

CsCu2X3. The integrated PL intensity were refined (black curves) based on Eqs (12-14). 

FWHM were refined based on Eq (12) (red curves). 

 

Based on the temperature dependence PL data, we studied the thermal evolution of the 

integrated intensity, the position, and FWHM of PL peaks of CsCu2X3 (Figure 59b-d). In 

semiconductors, free exciton PL peak red-shifts upon heating is often described by Varshni’s 
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model.459 Here, the position of PL peaks of CsCu2X3 are slightly blue-shifted with temperature, 

particularly for CsCu2I3 (Figure 59b). Such a blue-shift was also observed in some metal 

halides85, 460 and PbS quantum dot,461 and was attributed to the strong electron-phonon coupling. 

Moreover, for the non-alloy compounds CsCu2Cl3, CsCu2Br3 and CsCu2I3, the integrated PL 

intensity quenches upon cooling and then saturates at 100 K (Figure 59c). This quenching can 

be described  by the Arrhenius-type model,462 

 
𝐼𝑃𝐿 =

𝐼0

(1 + 𝑎 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝(
−𝐸b

𝑘B𝑇
))

 
(16) 

where I0 is the low-temperature PL intensity, kB is the Boltzmann constant, a is the ratio between 

the radiative and the nonradiative decay rates, and Eb is the exciton binding energy. The best fit 

gives Eb of 201 ± 6 meV, 155 ± 4 meV, and 128 ± 1 meV, for CsCu2Cl3, CsCu2Br3 and CsCu2I3, 

respectively. These high Eb values are much larger than that of the 3D perovskite CsPbX3 (~18 

meV),463 and are characteristic of low-dimensional materials as discussed earlier. Importantly, 

the trend of the exciton binding energy furthermore supports the increase of the PLQYs values 

from 3.23 for CsCu2I3 to 48% for CsCu2Cl3 discussed above.464-466 On the other hand, the 

integrated PL intensity of the alloys CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 and CsCu2Br1.5I1.5, first increases with 

temperature increasing from 4 to 80 K, then decreases at higher temperature (Figure 59c). The 

initial increase of PL intensity with temperature is termed “negative thermal quenching”467 and 

has been observed in semiconductors,468-469 and attributed to phonon-assisted nonradiative 

recombination. These data can be refined using the Shibata model,467 which involves two 

competing processes: the quenching of the PL intensity with increasing temperature due to 

thermal dissociation of the electron-hole pair and the subsequent decrease of the exciton 

population, and negative thermal quenching due to the thermal excitation of low-energy 
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nonradiative STEs states towards the higher energy radiative STEs states responsible for the 

quenching of the PL of the two alloys, CsCu2Br1.5I1.5 and CsCu2Br1.5I1.5. 

 

Figure 60. Temperature dependence PL of (a) CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5, (b) CsCu2Br3, (c) CsCu2Br1.5I1.5, 

and (d) CsCu2I3, under 325 nm irradiation. CsCu2Cl3 is shown in Figure 59. 

 

In addition, detrapping of the excitons, from STEs to free excitons states, may also lead 

to thermal quenching of the PL emission.301 To account for this, we consider two activation 
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energies for the thermal quenching process. Therefore, the temperature dependence PL intensity 

is given by, 

 
𝐼(𝑇) = 𝐼0

1 + 𝑐 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐸c 𝑘B𝑇)⁄

1 + 𝑎 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐸a 𝑘B𝑇)⁄ + 𝑏 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐸b 𝑘B𝑇)⁄
 (17) 

where I0 is the low temperature PL intensity. The activation energies Eb is associated to exciton 

binding energy, Ea is the self-trapped depth (Ea = 𝐸𝐹𝐸 − 𝐸𝑆𝑇𝐸), Ec describe the thermal 

quenching of the PL intensity, and a, b and c are fitting parameters. The best refinement yields 

Ea = 25 ± 0.8 meV, Eb = 138 ± 5 meV, and Ec = 5.9 ± 0.4 meV for CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 and Ea = 29 

± 5 (3) meV, Eb = 98 ± 8 meV, and Ec = 12.2 ± 0.7 meV for CsCu2Br1.5I1.5. Note that Ea is close 

to the room temperature thermal energy (~ 26 meV), so it would be reasonable to expect free 

excitonic emission at room temperature. However, the absence of the free exciton peaks is 

probably due to the sharper STEs emission band compared to free-exciton emission. This 

furthermore confirms the intrinsic nature of the trapping mechanism.108, 345, 446 Moreover, the 

thermal broadening in linewidth of PL of CsCu2X3 (Figure 59c) originates from exciton-phonon 

coupling, and described by, 

 
Γ(T) = Γ0 + ΓAC × 𝑇 + ΓLO × (1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(

𝐸LO

𝑘B𝑇
))−1 (18) 

where the first term is the natural line width at 0 K, the second term represents the broadening 

induced by acoustic phonons, and the third term corresponds to the contribution of optical 

phonons to the peak broadening. There, ΓLO is the exciton-phonon coupling constant and 𝐸LO 

is the optical phonon energy. The best refinement parameters, summarized in Table 13, gives 

ΓLO and 𝐸LO values ranging from 471 to 910 meV K-1 and from 4.1 to 12.2 meV, respectively. 

These high exciton- phonon coupling constant values are one order of magnitude larger than 
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those of lead-based 3D hybrid perovskites (ΓLO of 40-61 meV)470 and more than two times 

higher than the reported value of Cs3Bi2I6Cl3,
471 supporting the strength of the electron-phonon 

coupling in CsCu2X3. The slight broadening of the emission at lower temperatures can also be 

attributed to the emission of small CsX impurities only at low temperatures as its identified in 

our DSC/TGA measurements.472-474  

Table 13. Refinement results of the temperature dependence FWHM of CsCu2X3. 

Sample CsCu2Cl3 CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 CsCu2Br3 CsCu2Br1.5I1.5 CsCu2I3 

𝚪𝐀𝐂 

(meV.K-1) 

0.05 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.008 0.3 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.04 027 ± 0.01 

𝚪𝐋𝐎 

(meV.K-1) 

471 ± 13 712 ± 32 512 ± 62 910 ± 42 617 ± 22 

𝑬𝐋𝐎 (meV) 6.4 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.2 11.5 ± 0.2 4.3± 0.3 

 

The calculated 𝐸LO values of 6.2 and 11.5 for CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5 and CsCu2Cl1.5Br1.5, 

respectively, are in excellent agreement with the Ec values of 5.9 ± 0.4 meV and 12.2 ± 0.7 

deduced from the fitting of the PL intensity using Shibata’s model. Together, these findings 

support the assignment of the broad PL emission of CsCu2X3 to phonon-assisted recombination 

of STEs.  

Finally, we want to mention our preliminary attempts to make efficient LED devices 

based on CsCu2X3 (see Figure 61). In order to fabricate LEDs, a CsCu2I3 was used as a yellow 

emitter in an 1,3-Bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene (mCP) host layer. An ITO is used as a transparent 

bottom anode. A MoO3 and a 4,4′-Cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-methylphenyl)benzenamine] 

(TAPC) are used as a hole injection layer and a hole transport layer, respectively. A CsCu2I3 

(10 vol. %) doped in mCP host is used as a yellow emission layer. A 1,3,5-tri (m-pyrid-3-yl-

phenyl) - benzene (TmTyPB) and a LiF are used as an electron transport layer and the electron 
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injection layer, respectively. An Al is used as a top reflective cathode. The CsCu2I3-based LED 

shows a yellow emission light with the peak wavelength of 554nm. The quantum efficiency 

(QE) of ~ 0.1 % was achieved at the luminance of 1 cd/m2. However, this preliminary device 

needs more optimization to quantify the efficiency and the stability, which we are currently 

working on.  
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Figure 61. Light-emitting diode (LED) fabricated using CsCu2I3 as a dopant in a mCP host. (a) 

Luminance-current-voltage (LIV) characteristics, (b) Quantum efficiency (inset: the device 

structure), and (c) Electroluminescence (EL) spectrum (inset: a photo image of the LED 

operating at 8 V) of the LED. 
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4.3.5 Summary 

In conclusion, we report the optical properties of nontoxic, remarkably stable, and 

highly emissive 1D metal halides CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I). Bright, room temperature visible-

emission attributed to STEs was observed with PLQY values reaching 48% for CsCu2Cl3. The 

photophysical properties of CsCu2X3 were investigated through temperature and power 

dependence PL measurements. High exciton binding energies ranging from 98 to 201 meV and 

high exciton-phonon coupling energies were estimated from the thermal evolution of PL 

intensity and FWHM. These findings support the assignment of the broad PL emission of 

CsCu2X3 to phonon-assisted recombination of STEs.  

Through the development of nontoxic and earth-abundant halide light emitting 

materials, such as CsCu2X3, a major advancement toward the realization of practically viable 

environmentally friendly materials technologies for solid-state lighting can be made. 
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Chapter 5: Future Work And Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

The inspiration for this work was drawn from the reports on halide perovskites: their 

structural diversity and remarkable range of optoelectronic properties they exhibit. The high 

degree of chemical and structural tunability afforded by the perovskite family has resulted in 

many new materials that range in structural and electronic dimensionality, giving rise to 

luminescence properties that are both tunable through chemical composition and structural 

dimensionality. Most research in the field has focused on CH3NH3PbI3 and other Pb- and Sn-

based families due to their notable optoelectronic properties which led to their successful 

incorporation in solar cells1 and LEDs,475 but despite this success, the Pb- and Sn-based 

perovskites suffer from Pb toxicity and poor thermal, air and moisture stability, respectively.149 

While Sb- and Bi-based compositions have been suggested as alternatives to the more toxic Pb-

based analogs, the resulting materials, while interesting, lack desirable optoelectronic properties 

which include suitable direct band gaps for solar and efficient luminescence for LED 

applications.133, 152-154 Therefore, major challenges still exist in the field of halide perovskites 

including (1) the exploration of compositions beyond the dominant Pb- and Sn-based systems, 

(2) the systematic study of other crystal structure types formed by metal halides, and (3) the 

effects of connectivity (e.g. edge-sharing, face-sharing, corner-sharing) and thus dimensionality 

on the properties resulting from these differences.27 To address these critical challenges, Pb-

free metal halide systems were chosen due to their earth-abundance, low cost and lower toxicity 

in comparison to Pb (e.g., Cu, Zn). Interestingly, despite these advantageous characteristics, 

many of these metal halide systems have remained relatively unexplored.199, 242-243, 428 Of the 

metal candidates, a few metals such as cadmium223-224, 245 and mercury185, 476 halides have been 
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previously synthesized and structurally characterized, but little has been done in the realm of 

hybrid organic-inorganic structures or optoelectronic property investigations. Therefore, to 

address this gap in knowledge, the crystal structures and optical properties of multiple R-M-X 

compounds containing inorganic or organic cations (R = Cs+, CH3NH3
+, C5H7N2

+, C15H26N
+), 

metals (M = Cu, Zn, Cd, Hg), and halides (X = Cl, Br, I) were studied for this purpose. 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we investigated the structural and optical properties of three 

different low-dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic families, MA2CdX4 (MA = CH3NH3; X = 

Cl, Br, I), 4AMP2MBr4 (4AMP = C5H7N2, M = Zn, Hg), and R-M-X (R = C15H26N, M = Zn, 

Cd, X = Br, I), as a means to fundamentally probe structure-property relationships in hybrid 

halides of group 12 metals. The MA2CdX4 family demonstrated a change in structure and 

optical properties as a result of the change in halogen anion down the group, showing a stark 

difference between the crystal and electronic structure, and optical properties of MA2CdX4 

members. Thus, it was discovered that MA2CdCl4 adopts a 2D layered perovskite structure, 

whereas MA2CdBr4 and MA2CdI4 adopt 0D cluster structures. This observation cannot simply 

be explained through the size effects as calculated tolerance and octahedral factors for all 

members of the family are within the acceptable ranges for the formation of the perovskite 

structure. Therefore, we attribute this observation to the electronic effects (i.e., isolated 

tetrahedral anion clusters are preferable energetically for the heavier bromides and iodides). 

Indeed, a brief inspection of literature reveals that among the transition metal-based systems, 

there are a number of known layered perovskite chlorides, whereas examples of bromides and 

especially iodides adopting the perovskite structure are very limited.27 

In the 4AMP2MBr4 family, the effect of the change in metal going down the group was 

examined and was found to result in no significant change in the crystal structure, as both 
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4AMP2ZnBr4 and 4AMP2HgBr4·H2O form 0D pseudo-layered non-perovskite structures based 

on isolated tetrahedra. However, a marked difference in the electronic structures of the Zn and 

Hg compounds were found based on DFT calculations. Thus, the energy gap of the inorganic 

cluster is lower than that of the organic molecule for the Hg compound, whereas the opposite 

is true for the Zn compound, which is consistent with our initial hypothesis that the inorganic 

cluster’s conduction band energy could be customized through metal substitution.  

We further examined the effect of the organic cation on the electronic structure of group 

12 metal halide systems by studying the crystal and electronic structures, and optical properties 

of the R-M-X (R = C15H26N, M = Zn, Cd, X = Br, I) family. As in the 4AMP family, the 

presence of the bulky organic (R+) cation causes the compounds to form 0D crystal structures 

featuring alternating layers of isolated inorganic anions based on metal tetrahedra and organic 

cations. The separation of the crystal structure into distinct inorganic and organic molecular 

units leads to flat bands near the band gap indicative of highly localized electronic states, as 

was found in the 4AMP family. Furthermore, the 0D molecular structures allow for the 

localization of the excitons on either anionic or cationic molecular units depending on their 

chemistries, leading to a change from type I to type II band alignments as Zn is substituted for 

Cd. It was also determined that the exciton was localized on the organic cation in 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO), adding to the few examples of broadband emission from the organic 

component of hybrid organic-inorganic materials.17, 108, 212, 395  

By comparing the three hybrid organic-inorganic group 12 metal halide families, we 

can clearly see the impact of the organic cation and B-metal variation. The increase in organic 

cation size from MA+ to 4AMP+ to C15H26N
+, leads to the flattening of electronic bands and 

greater exciton localization. The greater charge localization in both the 4AMP2MBr4 and R-M-
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X families is sufficient to stabilize STEs and enable efficient room temperature STE emission, 

whereas the MA2CdX4 family cannot stabilize STEs as well since it features much smaller 

organic cations and as a result the family does not luminesce at room temperature. Another 

effect of the organic cation can be seen in the MA2CdX4 system, where the small organic cation 

MA+ does not contribute to the states at the valence band maxima (VBM) or conduction band 

minima (CBM) because its orbitals are too far removed from the band edges (i.e., VBM and 

CBM). Thus in this family, MA+ merely act as spacer ions filling the voids between the CdX4
2- 

anions. However, in both the 4AMP2MBr4 and the R-M-X families, the aromatic organic cation 

actively contributes to the VBM of 4AMP2HgBr4, the CBM of RCdI3(DMSO) and 

R2CdBr4·DMSO, and both the VBM and CBM of the 4AMP2ZnBr4 and RZnBr3(DMSO). This 

is a rare example in literature that clearly demonstrates that depending upon the HOMO and 

LUMO energy levels of the organic cation, it can actively contribute to the observed 

optoelectronic properties of hybrid metal halides. Thus, we show through these systems that 

band alignment engineering can be achieved in hybrid organic-inorganic halides to controllably 

create type I and type II band alignments and improve luminescence through careful selection 

of the organic and inorganic components. The broadband emission offered by these compounds 

suggests potential applications as phosphor or scintillation materials, and are currently being 

considered for these applications in collaboration with Dr. DoYoung Kim at OSU Tusla. 

Despite the relatively good stability and luminescence of the group 12 metal halide 

families presented in this dissertation, improvement for both were sought and found in the all-

inorganic CsX-CuX system presented in Chapter 4. By replacing the organic cations with Cs+, 

air and moisture stability of over two months was achieved, along with thermal stability up to 

500 °C. By further replacing the group 12 metals halides with copper halides, far greater 
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luminescence was achieved by the Cs3Cu2X5 (X = Br, I) and CsCu2X3 (X = Cl, Br, I) families. 

Both families exhibit tunable, visibly bright room temperature emission with measured PLQY 

up to unity, where the highest for the hybrid organic-inorganic group 12 metal halide families 

was 19%. In both Cs3Cu2X5 and CsCu2X3, emission was attributed to STEs. Unlike the hybrid 

halides of group 12 metals, the emission in all-inorganic copper halides is noticeably narrower. 

This can be explained by the fact that all-inorganic copper halides do not have emissive organic 

cations that contribute to the observed luminescence properties. DFT calculations for the 

Cs3Cu2X5 family suggested strong exciton localization as a result of significant structural 

reorganization of Cu2X5 moieties in the excited state, which further enhances the binding 

energies and thus their emission. In-depth electronic band structure and excitonic calculations 

are currently underway for the CsCu2X3 family to determine the physical mechanism of 

emission, but structural reorganization caused by strong exciton localization is likely to be the 

cause of the emission in this system as well. The remarkably efficient luminescence of Cu-

based halides prepared in this project allows for the consideration of Cs3Cu2X5 and CsCu2X3 

for practical applications (e.g., in LEDs). In fact, some preliminary device studies have already 

been performed and further optimization of LED devices are planned through a collaboration 

with Dr. DoYoung Kim’s group at OSU Tulsa.  

 

5.2 Future Work 

The Cu, Zn, Cd and Hg halide systems presented here demonstrate how room 

temperature luminescence can be systematically enhanced through the alteration of chemical 

composition and crystal structure. The mechanism of luminescence in these materials, in 

particular hybrid organic-inorganic materials, is quite complicated and may involve 
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contributions from defects, surface states, and excitons localized on organic molecular cations 

and inorganic anions. To continue on the route to discovering new and better luminescent 

materials, different organic cations and metals can be systematically introduced to gain a better 

understanding of how size, composition, electronegativity and bonding/coordination affect the 

color of emission, color purity and rendition, and the luminescence efficiency of the resulting 

crystal families.  

To begin, current work involving the systematic study of the effects of changing both 

the metal and halide on the luminescence of the R2MX4 (R = C6H5C2H4NH3, M = Zn, Cd, Hg; 

X = Cl, Br, I) system is underway. Preliminary results show that most compounds in this family 

adopt a 0D structure composed of isolated inorganic tetrahedral anions unlike the Pb and Sn-

based analogs, which adopt 2D layered structures. Our group 12 metal based R2MX4 

compounds exhibit emission ranging from orange to purple depending upon the metal and 

halogen composition with PLQYs ranging from 4.2% to 0.1%. As the halide composition is 

varied down the group for M = Zn and Hg, the emission color blue shifts, whereas emission 

from the M = Cd compounds red shift from blue to green. A similar study is also being carried 

out to determine the effects of substituting the halide anion with a pseudo-halide (e.g., SCN-) 

in the 4AMP2MCl1-xSCNx (M = Zn, Cd, Hg). Interestingly, the thiocyanate ion can bind to the 

metal through either S or N end depending on the metal. Our preliminary results suggest yellow 

and blue emission for 4AMP2ZnCl(NCS)3 and 4AMP2CdCl2(NCS)2 , respectively, with the 

highest PLQY of 6.8% for 4AMP2CdCl2(NCS)2. Luminescence of other PEA and 4AMP 

containing hybrid halide structures such as PEA2PbCl4 and our 4AMP2ZnBr4 show white-light 

emission which has been attributed to self-trapped excitons localized on the organic 

molecules.112, 477 Therefore, it is possible that the emission originates from the organic molecule 
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in these new systems as well. However, further investigations including DFT calculations, 

power-dependent, temperature-dependent and time-resolved PL measurements are needed to 

confirm the mechanism of luminescence and the extent to which the organic molecule 

contributes to the emission spectrum.   

The ability to change the band alignment type by selecting organic cations with HOMO-

LUMO gaps that are similar in energy to that created by the metal halide systems, suggests the 

possibility of more selective crystal engineering for tuning of physical properties for various 

applications. To delve into the possibility of structurally engineering type-I and type-II 

quantum-well materials, the first step is to determine the effect of the alteration of the structure 

of the organic cation on the resulting system. Work in this direction was started through an 

ongoing collaboration with Dr. Matthew Houck from Dr. Daniel T. Glatzhofer’s group, who 

systematically removed the methyl groups around the aromatic ring of the C15H26N
+ molecule 

used in the reported R-M-X compounds,113 resulting in the bromide salts of the C14H23N
+, 

C13H20N
+, C12H17N

+, and C11H14N
+ cations (denoted as A below).478 Using these cations, a 

series of 0D isolated tetrahedra based AFeBr4 compounds were synthesized that exhibit room 

temperature blue emission with the highest PLQY value of 2% for the C15H26NFeBr4 

compound. This is an unexpected finding given the fact that transition metals such as Fe based 

halides are known to exhibit numerous defects that are detrimental to luminescence properties. 

However, in our case, preliminary results suggest that emission may be originating from the 

organic molecules based on the comparisons between PL spectra of AFeBr4 and the 

corresponding organic salts emission spectra. However, further investigations including DFT 

calculations and more in-depth optical characterization are needed to confirm the origin of the 

luminescence and the extent to which the organic molecule contributes to the emission 
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spectrum. Future directions will also include the modification of other ammonium containing 

cations such as 4-dimethylaminopyridine, or functionalized naphthalene or anthracene 

molecules which would provide a change in size and width of the molecule. Importantly, 

heavily conjugated π-systems can also alter the contribution of the organic molecule to the 

luminescence properties and the band structure of the materials they are successfully 

incorporated in, which may lead to better phosphors and emitters for LED applications. Finally, 

supporting our interest in potential radiation detection materials based on hybrid halides, 

naphthalene- and anthracene-based organic molecules may also find applications in this area.479 

It will also be beneficial to examine other transition metal halide systems to determine 

if the perovskite structure is accessible within these systems and to explore hitherto unknown, 

brand new exotic structure types that may be discovered during the process. Structures featuring 

other first row transition metals would be of great interest as the majority are earth abundant, 

inexpensive, relatively nontoxic, and may offer interesting new physical properties (e.g., 

magnetic, ferroelectric etc.) through the influence of their partially filled d-orbitals.13 Currently, 

other systems containing first row transition metals such as Mn, Fe, Co, and Cu are being 

considered for such studies. Preliminary results show the formation of new 0D isolated 

tetrahedra-based structures of PEA2MnI4, MAFeCl4, MAFeBr4, and 4AMP2CoX4 and 

4AMP2CuX4 (MA = CH3NH3, X = Cl, Br, I) families. The earth abundance and interesting 

properties afforded by the use of other transition metals opens the door for other potential 

applications of these materials.  

Due to the earth abundant, cost effective, and nontoxic nature of copper metal, continued 

exploration of Cu halide-based systems like those reported here should offer rich and promising 

discoveries. To start, the simplest modification is the substitution of the Cs+ or X- positions. In 
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confirmation of this concept, recently, two compounds substituting the Cs+ position KCuCl3
480 

and CH3NH3Cu2I3
481 were used to demonstrate desirable optoelectronic properties with KCuCl3 

being reported as a viable photodetector material. Our own preliminary results on the optical 

properties of Rb2CuCl3 also show promise, as the family shows remarkable blue emission under 

excitation and is a current topic under investigation by our group. Pseudo-halogens such as  

SCN-, SeCN- or OCN- could also offer alternative routes to crystal structure modification and 

consequently optical properties manipulations.482  

In summary, our work originally inspired by the groundbreaking discoveries in the field 

of hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskites has evolved into the discoveries of brand-new 

compounds with exotic crystal structures and outstanding light emission properties. The 

fundamental study of low-dimensional metal halides of both perovskite and non-perovskite 

structure types is of great importance as the field works towards a greater understanding of the 

structure-property relationships that arise within these fascinating materials. Our work confirms 

the essentially limitless chemical diversity of low-dimensional metal halides for the creation of 

custom-design materials that controllably exhibit luminescence from each of the components 

including organic cations, inorganic anions and/or defects and impurities.  
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Appendix 1: Supplementary Figures 

A1.1 Chapter 2 Figures and Tables 
 

 

Figure A1.1. Pictures of a 4 × 3 × 2 mm3 single crystal of MA2CdCl4 grown by slowly 

evaporating a 1 M DMF solution of MA2CdCl4 at room temperature. 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1.2. The difference between (a) the low temperature monoclinic P21/a structure 

reported by Chapuis et al.223 and (b) the P21/c structure reported in this work. The literature 

reported structure has an unphysically large interlayer void. 
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Figure A1.3. Blue and white-green emission from (a) MA2CdBr4 and (b) MA2CdI4, 

respectively, at 4 K upon excitation using a He-Cd laser (325 nm). Both (a) and (b) exhibit 

thermal quenching as the temperature is increased to room temperature. 
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Figure A1.4. Room temperature PXRD pattern (black) with Pawley fits (red) for (a) 

(C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and (b) (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4. Difference map is shown in blue. 
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Figure A1.5. Comparison of simulated and measured Powder XRD pattern of (a) 

(C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O and (b) (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4, left in ambient air for over a period of two 

months. Formation of small impurities are indicated with green asterisks. 
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Figure A1.6. Refinement of the Powder X-ray diffraction data of thin films of (a) 1 and (b) 2 

using Pawley fittings. 
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Figure A1.7. Tauc plots of 1 and 2 for the case of (a) direct and (b) indirect band gaps. The 

linear region is extrapolated to the x-axis to extract the estimated optical band gap (red lines). 

 

 

 

Figure A1.8. Room temperature optical absorption spectra measured on thin films of 1 (green) 

and 2 (blue). Excitonic feature are indicated by asterisks. Band gaps energy of 3.64 and 4.10 

eV (dashed red lines) were estimated for 1 and 2, respectively.  
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Figure A1.9. Room temperature PL spectra of 1 (black line) and 4AMP (blue line). The 

deconvolution of the PL of 1 using three Gaussian function are shown in red.  
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Figure A1.10. Thermal evolution of the position (a-b) and the FWHM (c-d) of 1 and 2 

compounds, derived from the fitting of the temperature dependence PL data shown in Chapter 

3 Figure 13. 
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Figure A1.11. Room temperature PL intensity vs excitation power of (a) 1 and (b) 2 

compounds. 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1.12. Room temperature PL spectra of 1 and 2 under different excitation wavelengths. 
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Table A1.1. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic (Ueq
a) displacement parameters for 

(CH3NH3)2CdBr4 at 298(2) K. 

Atom Wyckoff site x y z Ueq, Å
2 

Cd 4e 0.73304(4) 0.43604(3) 0.26774(3) 0.04050(13) 

Br1 4e 1.00204(6) 0.37166(5) 0.38391(5) 0.05313(17) 

Br2 4e 0.69921(8) 0.36141(5) 0.05784(5) 0.05713(18) 

Br3 4e 0.48232(7) 0.38662(5) 0.37495(6) 0.06176(19) 

Br4 4e 0.76365(10) 0.62762(4) 0.26543(5) 0.0665(2) 

N1 4e 0.2921(6) 0.2941(4) 0.0186(4) 0.0550(11) 

H1 4e 0.3967 0.3144 0.032 0.083 

H2 4e 0.2647 0.2873 -0.0585 0.083 

H3 4e 0.2809 0.2358 0.0541 0.083 

N2 4e 0.7782(7) 0.4006(5) 0.6230(5) 0.0665(14) 

H4 4e 0.8485 0.4511 0.6201 0.1 

H5 4e 0.6812 0.4167 0.5838 0.1 

H6 4e 0.8187 0.347 0.5903 0.1 

C1 4e 0.7557(10) 0.3793(6) 0.7451(6) 0.0727(19) 

H7 4e 0.7953 0.4345 0.7936 0.109 

H8 4e 0.8168 0.3205 0.7701 0.109 

H9 4e 0.6403 0.3689 0.7521 0.109 

C2 4e 0.1850(11) 0.3667(5) 0.0647(7) 0.077(2) 

H10 4e 0.209 0.3704 0.1487 0.115 

H11 4e 0.0716 0.3474 0.0451 0.115 

H12 4e 0.2031 0.4307 0.0308 0.115 

aUeq is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor 
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Table A1.2. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 at 298(2) K. 

Label Distance  Label Angle 

Cd– Br1 2.5807(6)  Br3-Cd-Br1 109.82(2) 

 Br2 2.5850(7)  Br3-Cd-Br2 109.29(2) 

 Br3 2.5743(7)  Br1-Cd-Br2 110.25(2) 

 Br4 2.5856(7)  Br3-Cd-Br4 110.09(3) 

    Br2-Cd-Br4 105.17(3) 

N1– C1 1.454(8)  Br2-Cd-Br4 112.16(2) 

 C2 1.443(8)    
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Table A1.3. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic (Ueq
a) displacement parameters for 

(CH3NH3)2CdCl4 at 100(2) K. 

Atom Wyckoff site x y z Ueq, Å
2 

Cd 2a 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.0103(3) 

Cl1 4e 0.2384(3) 0.4487(4) 0.3583(5) 0.0218(7) 

Cl2 4e 0.4650(3) 0.7745(4) 0.2589(4) 0.0205(6) 

N1 4e 0.2662(11) 0.0214(17) 0.4193(16) 0.027(3) 

H1 4e 0.272(10) 0.135(12) 0.400(15) 0.041 

H2 4e 0.331(10) -0.031(14) 0.393(15) 0.041 

H3 4e 0.286(10) 0.007(15) 0.542(13) 0.041 

C1 4e 0.1300(13) -0.051(2) 0.306(2) 0.031(3) 

H4 4e 0.0597 0.0145 0.3401 0.046 

H5 4e 0.1265 -0.1792 0.3367 0.046 

H6 4e 0.1124 -0.0371 0.1669 0.046 

aUeq is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. 
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Table A1.4. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic (Ueq
a) displacement parameters for 

(CH3NH3)2CdI4 at 298(2) K. 

Atom Wyckoff site x y z Ueq, Å
2 

Cd 8c 0.44756(8) 0.89250(7) 0.36443(4) 0.0517(3) 

I1 8c 0.54162(10) 1.08727(8) 0.40737(5) 0.0773(3) 

I2 8c 0.21634(9) 0.86882(9) 0.40984(5) 0.0799(4) 

I3 8c 0.44097(11) 0.89657(9) 0.23248(5) 0.0862(4) 

I4 8c 0.57221(11) 0.70822(9) 0.39903(5) 0.0858(4) 

N1 8c 0.6815(14) 0.6850(12) 0.2336(7) 0.114(5) 

H1 8c 0.6943 0.7292 0.267 0.171 

H2 8c 0.6163 0.6434 0.2411 0.171 

H3 8c 0.6691 0.7253 0.1986 0.171 

N2 8c 0.2435(14) 0.1161(11) 0.5010(6) 0.096(4) 

H4 8c 0.2479 0.1874 0.4916 0.144 

H5 8c 0.2255 0.0782 0.4658 0.144 

H6 8c 0.3149 0.0935 0.5164 0.144 

C1 8c 0.7877(15) 0.6148(12) 0.2242(10) 0.099(5) 

H7 8c 0.8558 0.659 0.2109 0.149 

H8 8c 0.7702 0.5611 0.1917 0.149 

H9 8c 0.8072 0.5782 0.2636 0.149 

C2 8c 0.1491(16) 0.0985(13) 0.5490(9) 0.095(5) 

H10 8c 0.1857 0.0948 0.5908 0.142 

H11 8c 0.1075 0.0307 0.5402 0.142 

H12 8c 0.092 0.1583 0.5477 0.142 

aUeq is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. 
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Table A1.5. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in (CH3NH3)2CdI4 at 298(2) K. 

Label Distance  Label Angle 

Cd– I1 2.7340(13)  I4-Cd-I2 106.78(5) 

 I2 2.7226(14)  I4-Cd-I1 115.88(5) 

 I3 2.7540(15)  I2-Cd-I1 109.22(4) 

 I4 2.7222(13)  I4-Cd-I3 107.04(4) 

    I2-Cd-I3 108.98(5) 

N1– C1 1.458(9)  I1-Cd-I3 108.77(4) 

 C2 1.46(2)    
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Table A1.6. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic (Ueq
a) displacement parameters for 

(CH3NH3)2CdBr4 at 100(2) K. 

Atom Wyckoff site x y z Ueq, Å
2 

Cd 4e 0.73656(3) 0.56423(2) 0.26825(2) 0.01076(6) 

Br1 4e 0.70159(4) 0.64234(2) 0.05758(3) 0.01345(8) 

Br2 4e 1.00534(4) 0.62913(2) 0.38749(3) 0.01366(8) 

Br3 4e 0.47990(4) 0.60926(3) 0.37431(3) 0.01632(8) 

Br4 4e 0.77805(5) 0.36995(2) 0.26196(3) 0.01718(8) 

N1 4e 0.7783(4) 0.6017(2) 0.6242(2) 0.0164(6) 

H1 4e 0.7708 0.6607 0.5826 0.025 

H2 4e 0.6991 0.5579 0.5922 0.025 

H3 4e 0.881 0.5741 0.621 0.025 

N2 4e 0.7043(3) 0.2094(2) 0.4797(2) 0.0151(6) 

H4 4e 0.7277 0.2142 0.5596 0.023 

H5 4e 0.5959 0.1909 0.462 0.023 

H6 4e 0.7218 0.2703 0.446 0.023 

C1 4e 0.7520(5) 0.6222(3) 0.7495(3) 0.0234(8) 

H7 4e 0.836 0.6705 0.7835 0.035 

H8 4e 0.7622 0.5589 0.7947 0.035 

H9 4e 0.6406 0.6507 0.753 0.035 

C2 4e 0.8145(5) 0.1320(3) 0.4332(3) 0.0225(8) 

H10 4e 0.9311 0.1523 0.4516 0.034 

H11 4e 0.7884 0.1263 0.3473 0.034 

H12 4e 0.7966 0.0665 0.4702 0.034 

aUeq is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. 
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Table A1.7. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in (CH3NH3)2CdCl4 at 100(2) K. 

Label Distance  Label Angle 

Cd– Cl1 2.567(3)  Cl1-Cd-Cl1 180.0 

 Cl2 2.640(3)  Cl1-Cd-Cl2 88.24(9) 

 Cl2 2.654(3)  Cl1-Cd-Cl2 91.76(9) 

    Cl2-Cd-Cl2 91.54(4) 

N1– C1 1.463(17)  Cl1-Cd-Cl2 90.57(10) 

    Cl1-Cd-Cl2 89.43(10) 

    Cl2-Cd-Cl2 88.46(4) 

    Cd1-Cl2-Cd1 161.27(13) 

 

 

 

 

Table A1.8. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in (CH3NH3)2CdBr4 at 100(2) K. 

Label Distance  Label Angle 

Cd– Br1 2.5953(4)  Br3-Cd-Br2 110.546(15) 

 Br2 2.5804(4)  Br3-Cd-Br4 110.777(14) 

 Br3 2.5749(4)  Br2-Cd-Br4 103.888(14) 

 Br4 2.5924(5)  Br3-Cd-Br1 109.001(14) 

    Br2-Cd-Br1 110.820(14) 

N1– C1 1.487(4)  Br4-Cd-Br1 111.750(13) 

 C2 1.489(4)    
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Table A1.9. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in (C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O (1) and 

(C5H7N2)2ZnBr4 (2) at 100(2) K. 

Label Distance  Label Angle (°) 

 (C5H7N2)2HgBr4·H2O 

Hg– Br1 2.5998(5)  Br1-Hg-Br2 113.613(15) 

 Br2 2.6094(5)  Br2-Hg-Br3 110.210(10) 

 Br3 2.6377(4)  Br1-Hg-Br3 105.545(10) 

 Br4 2.6377(4)  Br2-Hg-Br3 110.210(10) 

    Br1-Hg-Br4 105.544(10) 

    Br3-Hg-Br4 111.558(16) 

 

 (C5H7N2)2ZnBr4 

Zn– Br1 2.4277(5)  Br1-Zn-Br2 105.786(18) 

 Br2 2.4319(5)  Br2-Zn-Br3 109.58(2) 

 Br3 2.3931(5)  Br2-Zn-Br4 107.60(2) 

 Br4 2.3817(5)  Br1-Zn1-Br3 107.11(2) 

    Br1-Zn-Br4 110.86(2) 

    Br3-Zn-Br4 115.49(2) 
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A1.2 Chapter 3 Figures and Tables 
 

 

Figure A1.13. PXRD patterns of (a) (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (b) (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (c) 

(R)CdI3(DMSO) samples left in ambient air for over a period of one month. 
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Table A1.10. Selected single crystal data collection and refinement parameters for 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO), (R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO) at 100(2) K. 

Formula (R)ZnBr3(DMSO) (R)CdBr4·DMSO (R)CdI3(DMSO) 

Formula weight (g/mol) 603.59 950.90 791.59 

Temperature (K) 100 (2) 

Radiation, wavelength (Å) Mo Kα, 0.71073 

Crystal system Orthorhombic Triclinic Orthorhombic 

Space group, Z P21212, 4 P-1, 2 P21212, 4 

a (Å) 8.9513(16) 8.829(7) 9.2030(10) 

b (Å) 28.500(6) 14.244(10) 29.304(3) 

c (Å) 8.8203(16) 15.714(11) 9.3602(11) 

α, º 90 72.734(10) 90 

β, º 90 89.356(10) 90 

γ, º 90 89.710(10) 90 

Volume (Å3) 2250.2(7) 1887(2) 2524.3(5) 

Density (ρcalc) (g/cm3) 1.782 1.674 2.083 

Absorption coefficient (μ) (mm-1) 6.517 4.895 4.622 

θmin – θmax (º) 2.31 – 26.34 1.36 – 29.23 1.39 – 31.46 

Reflections collected 34552 32253 66066 

Independent reflections 4193 10050 8052 

Ra indices (I > 2σ(I)) 
R1 = 0.0286 

wR2 = 0.0561 

R1 = 0.0598 

wR2 = 0.1622 

R1 = 0.0419 

wR2 = 0.0915 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.007 1.031 1.007 

Largest diff. peak and hole (e-/Å3) 0.344 and -0.335 1.351 and -3.429 1.320 and -0.926 

a𝑅1 = ∑||𝐹𝑜| − |𝐹𝑐||/ ∑|𝐹𝑜|;  𝑤𝑅2 = {|∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2 − 𝐹𝑐

2)2|/ ∑|𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2)2||}1/2, where 𝑤 = {1/

|𝜎2𝐹𝑜
2 + (𝐴𝑃)2 + 𝐵𝑃|}, with 𝑃 = (𝐹𝑜

2 + 2𝐹𝑐
2)/3 and weight coefficients A and B. 
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Table A1.11. Selected interatomic distances and angles in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO) at 298(2) K. 

Label Distance (Å)  Label (º) Angle 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO) 

Zn– O1 2.024(5)  O1-Zn-Br1 104.61(17) 

 Br1 2.3796(13)  O1-Zn-Br2 100.90(14) 

 Br2 2.3820(12)  O1-Zn1-Br3 104.39(17) 

 Br3 2.3951(13)  Br1-Zn1-Br3 116.19(5) 

    Br2-Zn-Br3 114.07(5) 

    Br1-Zn-Br2 114.30(5) 

      

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO 

Cd– Br1 2.6065(5)  Br1-Cd-Br4 105.105(16) 

 Br2 2.6035(5)  Br1-Cd-Br3 110.057(17) 

 Br3 2.5770(5)  Br4-Cd-Br3 113.073(18) 

 Br4 2.5959(5)  Br1-Cd-Br2 114.355(17) 

    Br4-Cd-Br2 105.954(18) 

    Br3-Cd-Br2 108.321(17) 

      

(R)CdI3(DMSO) 

Cd1- O1 2.247(7)  O1-Cd1-I3 102.5(2) 

 I1 2.7283(8)  O1-Cd1-I2 102.3(2) 

 I2 2.7201(8)  O1-Cd1-I1 98.97(19) 

 I3 2.7305(8)  I3-Cd1-I2 118.37(3) 

    I3-Cd1-I1 115.43(3) 

    I2-Cd1-I1 114.98(3) 
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Table A1.12. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in (R)ZnBr3(DMSO), 

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO and (R)CdI3(DMSO) at 100(2) K. 

Label Distance  Label Angle 

(R)ZnBr3(DMSO) 

Zn– O1 2.026(3)  O1-Zn-Br3 104.17(9) 

 Br1 2.38898)  O1-Zn-Br1 100.82(9) 

 Br2 2.3967(7)  Br3-Zn-Br1 114.20(3) 

 Br3 2.3812(7)  O1-Zn1-Br2 103.86(9) 

    Br3-Zn-Br2 116.59(3) 

    Br1-Zn-Br2 114.54(3) 

      

(R)2CdBr4·DMSO 

Cd– Br1 2.571(2)  Br1-Cd-Br4 108.55(4) 

 Br2 2.602(2)  Br1-Cd-Br3 112.49(5) 

 Br3 2.5954(17)  Br4-Cd-Br3 105.47(5) 

 Br4 2.5943(17)  Br1-Cd-Br2 110.80(3) 

    Br4-Cd-Br2 114.92(6) 

    Br3-Cd-Br2 104.53(4) 

      

(R)CdI3(DMSO) 

Cd1- O1 2.262(6)  O1-Cd1-I3 100.83(16) 

 I1 2.7422(8)  O1-Cd1-I2 102.28(17) 

 I2 2.7421(8)  O1-Cd1-I1 99.09(15) 

 I3 2.7273(8)  I3-Cd1-I2 118.29(3) 

    I3-Cd1-I1 115.13(3) 

    I2-Cd1-I1  116.37(3) 
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A1.3 Chapter 4 Figures and Tables 

 

Figure A1.14. Simulated and observed powder X-ray diffraction patterns showing how the 

patterns change as a function of increasing I content. 
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Figure A1.15. Powder X-ray diffraction data with Pawley fittings and refinement (Rwp) and 

scaling (S) factors for the Cs3Cu2X5 Br-I alloys (a) Cs3Cu2Br3.75I1.25, (b) Cs3Cu2Br2.5I2.5, and (c) 

Cs3Cu2Br1.25I3.75. 
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Table A1.13. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (º) in CsCu2X3 determined using 

Crystal Maker software from crystallographic data reported in literature,434-435, 483 labeled in the 

convention as shown in Figure 1(d). 

Label Distance Label Angle 

Cl 

Cu1 - Cu1’ 2.796(5) Cl1-Cu1-Cl2 119.30(9) 

 Cu2 3.119(2) Cl1-Cu1-Cl3 107.33(5) 

 Cl1 2.490(1) Cl1-Cu1-Cl4 109.49(2) 

 Cl2 2.272(8) Cl2-Cu1-Cl3 109.49(2) 

 Cl3 2.273(0) Cl3-Cu1-Cl4 102.44(9) 

 Cl4 2.490(4) Cl2-Cu1-Cl4 119.30(9) 

Br 

Cu1 -  Cu1’ 2.907(2) Br1-Cu1-Br2 106.41(4) 

 Cu2 3.079(8) Br1-Cu1-Br3 108.15(5) 

 Br1 2.570(8) Br1-Cu1-Br4 108.61(0) 

 Br2 2.427(0) Br2-Cu1-Br3 108.61(0) 

 Br3 2.427(0) Br3-Cu1-Br4 116.48(2) 

 Br4 2.571(4) Br2-Cu1-Br4 106.41(4) 

I 

Cu1 -  Cu1’ 3.048(8) I1-Cu1-I2 109.80(1) 

 Cu2 3.143(2) I1-Cu1-I3 107.10(2) 

 I1 2.703(4) I1-Cu1-I4 108.91(0) 

 I2 2.604(2) I2-Cu1-I3 114.24(4) 

 I3 2.604(2) I3-Cu1-I4 114.24(4) 

 I4 2.703(0) I2-Cu1-I4 109.80(1) 

 


